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17 IN THE miLIGHT ZONE

Contest Mania

The manuscripts poured in from

everywhere. New Mexico. New York.

California. Wyoming. North Dakota.

Wisconsin. Alaska. Alabama. Georgia.

Near the end they started arriving

Federal Express. (Some are still arriv-

ing Federal Express.) Considering the

two thousand or so we finally stacked

in an abandoned office, they were sur-

prising on several counts. Most were
quite good mechanically, readable, and
reasonably lively. Many were even pro-

duced on word processors. (There’s

one misguided model that seems to

think it’s spitting out offset type . .
. )

The truth is we were disappoint-

ed. We expected a significant number
of submissions to be written on the

backs of envelopes or torn out of

soggy notebooks. We hoped a lot of

them would be so dreadful we
wouldn’t have to read them all the way
through. Imagine our terror when we
were confronted with so many utterly

decent pieces of work.

Still, the truly good stories leaped

out of the pile. They were clearly

different—different settings, different

characters, different voices—and they

were rare. It was as if thousands of

people had been taught to sing sev-

eral songs perfectly, but only a few

had invented melodies of their own.

Even then, though, it was difficult to

choose. Therefore, the list of Runners-

Up is long, Honorable Mentions longer

still.

So it is especially satisfying to say

congratulations to this year’s winners:

K. E. Morrison for “The Planting

Room,” a story of truly urban skuldug-

gery; Emily Newland for “Roadside
Attractions,” which conjurs up the

twisted wonders of the desert; and
Wayne E. Johnson for “Peace of

Mind,” a darkly humorous view of

trade conventions, the magazine
game, and crimes of the soul.

And special thanks to my enor-

mous staff of two, associate editor

Alan Rodgers and managing editor

Robin Bromley, who worked long

hours on weekends, holidays, and in

Robley Wilson, Jr.

the dead of night to help turn up the

winners.

As a companion feature, we also

offer “Breaking In,” a series of inter-

views with successful writers and
editors who talk, respectively, about
their first sales and their early days in

the publishing business. Peter Straub,

who seems to have stumbled into the

horror mode, makes some telling

remarks to young writers about that

other act that goes along with poun-
ding the alphabet: reading. Ramsey
Campbell, the English terror king, has
some penetrating things to say about

his beginnings as an imitator—and
how he found his own voice. John
Skipp, originally published here in TZ,

tells, in concert with his co-author

Craig Spector, the exhilirating story of

the ultimate manuscript delivery, which

led to their ample first novel contract

for Light at the End, to be released

when this issue hits the stands.

“Breaking In” also features editors

Alan Williams and Shawna McCar-
thy, who talk about life on the buying

side of the desk. Williams, a long-time

editor for Putnam who has worked
with such luminaries as Stephen King,

Peter Straub, and Iris Murdoch,

Richard Christian Matheson

remarks on what it feels like to edit

the real masters. And McCarthy tells

some home truths—her list of cliches

alone should stand as a timeless

warning to beginners— about how to

get published.

Charles Grant has graced these

pages before, most recently with a

story called “Give Us a Big Smile” in

our December issue. Grant, a prolific

writer and anthologist of such volumes

as Shadows, Greystone Bay, and the

forthcoming novel. The Pet, from Tor,

offers “The Price of a Toy” here, a

chilling tale of an “uncle,” a gift, and
an unsuspecting little boy.

From Richard Christian Math-
eson’s Scars and Other Distinguishing

Marks, a short story collection due out

this spring from ScreamPress, we pre-

sent “The Good Always Comes Back,”

a story which should make you think

thrice about your next long bus ride.

Or that faceless kid who sits down
next to you. Matheson, who has writ-

ten and produced over two hundred

episodes for prime-time tv, has head-

written twelve shows and produced

three. Dizzy? He is also currently at

work on a terror/'antasy novel about

show business—and on several screen
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Dino Buzzatl

plays. Now, what are ;/ou doing with

your spare time?

Robley Wilson, editor of the

North American Review, makes his

debut in TZ with the lyrical “Celebrity.”

Wilson’s elliptical tale gives us a
character who knows ore extraordinary

trick, and the work of a writer who
knows quite a few more. A native of

Maine, he has spent iiis last twenty
years in the midwest teeching literature

and creative writing at tfie University of

Northern Iowa and writing fiction and
poetry that express “a strong nos-
talgia for the East.” His story collec-

tions include The Pieasures of Man-
hood (1977) from the University of Il-

linois Press, Living Aione (1978) from
Fiction International, and Dancing for

Men (1983), winner of the University

of Pittsburgh Drue Heinz Literature

Prize, soon to be a trade paperback
from Ecco Press. His stories have
appeared in the New Yorker, the
Sewanee Review, the Georgia Re-
view, and Pioughshares.

Steven Popkes appears for the
fourth time in these pages with “The
Driving of the Year Nail,” a simple
story with the quality of a myth.
Popkes, who is also on his way to

becoming an Asimov’s regular, is

currently working on a science fiction

novel. To make ends meet, he toils

in the groves of silicone, creating

softwear for esoteric corporate pur-

poses. He notes that his mother,
Opal Popkes, is of Indian ancestry.

Perhaps we are seeing this fact

resonate through the pages of “The
Driving of the Year Nail.”

Jon Cohen is another regular

TZ contributor. We’re particularly

pleased to be publishing “Ruth’s
Pool” in this issue as Jon is a former
winner of our annual short story con-
test. “Ruth’s Pool” is yet another ex-

ample of his light touch, but there is

a more disturbing note here, how-
ever muted. Married bathers beware.

We’re particularly proud to pre-

sent Dino Buzzati’s “The Scandal
on Via Sesostri,” which details a
series of unmaskings with terrible

—

and comic—results. Buzzatl, who
was born in Northern Italy in 1906,
was an editor and correspondent for

the Correire deila Sera for many
years, as well as a novelist,

playwright, and painter. As you will

see, his work has an affinity with

Borges, but his fantastic vision is all

his own.

Buzzati’s translator, Lawrence
Venuti, has done English renderings
of Italian poetry and prose for the
Partisan Review, the Paris Review,
Parabola, and Harper’s, as well as
Buzzatl.

Darrell Schweitzer, author of

the Richard Middleton profile, is a
familiar name in the sf and fantasy
field who has recently begun to turn

out some very fine works of modern
horror. (Look for “Leaving” in the
spring 1986 issue of Night Cry.)

Schweitzer, who is on the editorial

staff at Amazing Stories, is currently

at work on a novel for Tor books.
Now, for those of you who have

slogged through this recital of

credits, the reward. Turn to page
eighteen for the winners.

—MB
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A NOTE

It is a most rewarding and satis-

fying experience to publish this Fifth

Anniversary issue of Twilight Zone
Magazine and at the same time, in

keeping with tradition, honor the win-

ners of our annual short story con-

test. We’ve been reading the thou-

sand-odd entries for several months
now, and with" great difficulty have
narrowed the choices down, ballot by
ballot. After exercising a few editorial

prerogatives, we’ve finally picked the

winners. I do feel that we have a
mandate to identify and support the

writers we judge to have exceptional

talent.

Certainly, some of our past win-

ners have begun to fulfil their pro-

mise. Writers such as Dan Simmons,
the novelist, Jon Cohen, A. R.

Morlan, and John Skipp, who dis-

cusses his big Bantam release. Light

At the End in this issue, all got their

starts in our short story contest. In

the next several months, I plan to

track down our other contest winners
and see what they’re up to.

I think that you’ll find the work
we have chosen for this year’s win-

ners delightful chunks of story-

telling—little vignettes deftly and
quietly calculated to catch your atten-

tion and keep it!

It wasn’t an easy job, singling

out the winners. Some of you who
didn’t win, place, or show may have
come very close, so let me remind
you that there will be another contest

next year. Even if you’ve submitted

a story each year—keep writing. It

has been said that the first prere-

quisite for writing is to have sufhcient

motor control to keep your pen (or

cursor) moving from left to right, time
after time, hour after hour, day after

day.

Rod used to say that a writer’s

career is studded with the near
sales, the close hits, the almost-but-

never-wases. Buried among the good
and bad moments of any writing

career, there is usually an in-

definable, hard-to-peg turning point.

Hopefully, K. E. Morrison, Emily

Newland, and Wayne Johnson have
made that safe voyage and are on
their way. Congratulaions to all of

them!

In addition to the prizewinning

stories in this issue, you’ll find

THE

PUBLISHER
Charles Grant’s evocative “The Price

of a Toy,” a show-by-show guide to

Roald Dahl’s ’ Way Out, and Jon
Cohen’s haunting “Ruth’s Pool.” Of

course, we have the ongoing col-

umns, the TZ classic teleplay, and
the continuation of the show-by-show
on Night Gallery. Also, there are up-

dates on the worlds of fantasy and
fear as seen on the four new tv an-

thology shows.
Incidentally, as we go to press,

the new versiion of TZ seems to be

doing very well. The critics have said

that tv is in its brightest zone at

“Twiiight,” and the Nielsons tell us

that well over a million people are

watching every program every week.
That may be a few more than are

reading TZ Magazine, but then we
never quite know how many people

you pass your magazine on to!

(Statistics tell us four.)

I do hope you enjoy our anniver-

sary issue and continue to find this

magazine thei brightest in the fantasy

zone.

—Carol Serling

Associate Publisher

8 Twilight Zone
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As I leave the Sphere of

Memory I heat the Noises of

the World in which I am like to

Drown: a Door creaks upon its

Hinge, a Crow calls, a Voice is

raised and I am no thing

againe, for it is a hard Toil to

withstand those other sounds
of Time which rise and fall like

the Beating of a Heart and
bear us onward to our Grave.

T7 BOOKS

Satanic churches,

a Bloomsbury Tootsie,

and a fistful

of post- megawars.

by DOC KENNEDY

The Ancients wrote of General
Passions . . . but you wish only for

that which is lively or new or surpriz-

ing. But the Ancients know how
Nature is a dark Room, and that is

why their Plays will stand even when
our Playhouses are crumbled into

Dust: for their Tragedy reflects cor-

ruption, and Men are the same now
as they have ever been. The World is

still mighty sick . . . Did you hear of

the Victim who persewed
g young

Girl, kissed her and then said, I have
given you the Plague! Look here! And
then he opened his shirt to show her

the fatal Tokens. There is a Horror

and Loathsomeness there that must
affect us all.

Hawksmoor, by Peter Ackroyd
(Harper & Row, $16.95) is a remark-

able novel by any count, ancient or

modern. Told in part by the main
character, Nicholas Dyer, in the

language “of the time,” it is a dark
fantasy of black magic and murder,
a detective story of time warps and
merging identity, a case history of

obsession and depressive paranoia,

or, if you prefer, Phrenzy and Melan-
cholick Humour. A good half of it is

set in the eighteenth century, just

after the Plague and the Great Fire

have devastated London. Dyer, archi-

tect and aide to Sir Christopher

Wren and Sir John Vanbrugh at the

Ministry of Works, is engaged to

build or rebuild churches in a series

of London parishes. But, unknown to

his partners. Dyer is a Satanist, in-

tent on subtly perverting the design

of each church in order to dedicate

it to the Dark Power. He is also, as

we learn slowly, a dangerous, mur-
derous madman.

In Dyer’s first-person chapters,

Ackroyd displays the ear of a ven-

triloquist. His period style is down-
right uncanny, going beyond imitation

to an art that weaves and embroiders
his lurid tale into a fine tapestry of

guilt and despair:

Alternating with these chapters

is a detective story set in our own
time. We meet, first, a young boy
whose name, Thomas Hill, is the

same as Dyer’s first eighteenth-

century victim, then Ned, a pathetic

vagrant whose clouded mind links

him, again, to an earlier other. These
chapters, too, are little masterpieces,
eerie short stories that resonate hor-

ror and pity. Not until we reach Part

Two do we meet Hawksmoor, the

detective.

Nicholas Hawksmoor of the

modern C.I.D. is assigned to investi-

gate the murders of Tom Hill, of

Ned, and of the five boys who, sub-
sequently, are found dead, strangled,

at the sites of certain eighteenth-

century churches. There are no
prints, no impressions on the necks
of any of the victims, and the timing,

when it can be ascertained, seems
impossible. The narrative now alter-

nates between Dyer, (in first person)

who succumbs more and more to his

obsession, and Hawksmoor (in third

person), who, in turn, becomes
obsessed with trying to find the

perpetrator of these appalling crimes.

Like ghastly musical refrains, certain

images, those of beggars, feral

children, cruel nursery rhymes, cor-

rupt scenes, flicker across two hun-

dred and fifty years. Both men are

plagued by sirange dreams, and the

novel rolls on to an end you will

have to read for yourself.

But I will tell you one thing that

you won’t read in the book. Fasci-

nated with this novel, and imbued
with the spirit of detection myself, I

called a reference library to find out

more about the architect, Nicholas

Dyer. No such person, I found, and
was sincerely disappointed. Not for

long, though,

Subsequently, I discovered that

there was indeed an architect who
worked with Wren and Vanbrugh in

the Office of Works. He became the

chief architect to the 1711 Commis-
sion for New London Churches and
completed six of them to his own
design. An authentic architectural

genius of his time, he did not work
more often because his dark and
brooding personality put people off.

He died in 1715, it is thought of the

gout, though the records are lost. His

name? Nicholas Hawksmoor.
Do you remember Orlando, the

oddball transsexual fantasy that Vir-

ginia Woolf wrote as a valentine to

her lover. Vita Sackville-West? Odd-
ball sexuality was the done thing in

Bloomsbury—even the blueberry pies

weren’t normal there—and many of

us learned all about it in frank detail

from Quentin Bell’s highly readable

biography of his Aunt Virginia.

Blurring of the sexual roles is a

subject that seems to have stayed on
Quentin Bell’s mind. His first novel.

The Brandon Papers (Harcourt,

$15.95), harks back to the family

subject; one might call it a Mauve
Decade TV (for transvestite, not

television) Gothic suspenser. Actual-

ly, it’s not so much like Orlando as
it is like Clara Reeve, the novel that

Tom Disch, under the name of

“Leonie Hargrave,” published about

a woman posing as a man. This one
reverses the trick. The costumes of

the nineties, which featured high

necks, long sleeves, and perfectly

enormous bustles, came the begin-

ning of the masquerade easier that

you might at first think while custom
and money take care of the rest.

Quentin Bell combines a pulp

imagination with a nice campy sense
of period. Lord knows, he’s not

afraid of overdoing it. It takes a cer-

tain courage these days to imprison

two young people in a crumbling

10 Twilight Zone



77 BOOKS

mansion for eight months (they’re ic- the two above directly in sequence, story, is Herbert’s form. The most in-

ed in, and Bell needs the time to All three are by English writers, all teresting parts of this book, do, in

teach his heroine to grow his/her hair three use both the genre novel and fact, relate to Dune. There’s his com-

and to wear a dress properly); to the historical novel in genuinely fresh ment on the movie (he rather liked

whip up a European Grand Tour with and artful ways, et cetera, et cetera, it), and some illustrations by Jim

governess; to produce a moustachio- But, as I write, Fowles’s novel has Burns that pretend to be part of an

twirling villain with ropes, a whip and already hit the best-seller list, and I illustrated guide for tourists to Ar-

an evil valet; to present a scene of assume that you who might like this rakis. Since Herbert has already

debauchery that might give pause to sort of thing are aware of it and have blown up the planet some two books

the cast of Behind the Green Door, either read it or are marking time till ago, that’s something of a neat trick.

Diaries, confessions, detective reports the paperback appears. Look up Thumbs mostly down to Brian

and letters unlock the sensational Hawksmoor, meanwhile. Aldiss’s Season’s in Flight,

secrets of Lady Brandon’s past—this There’s a general anthology I (Atheneum, 9>10.95), which I found

after the “sweet old thing” expires want to mention, Beyond Armaged- on the dull side. The tone he has

after a full lifetime of devotion to don, by Walter M. Miller and Martin chosen for most of these stories is

charity and progressive science. The H. Greenberg (Donald I. Fine, that of the European folk tale, with

deceptive lady is discovered to be “a $18.95). Miller is, as you doubtless a bit of fable thrown in. The heroes

male with no breasts and all the know, the author of A Canticle for are fishermen and villagers with Bal-

usual trimmings.” What makes the Leibowitz, considered by many to be kan-sounding names; I was reminded

imposture even more mysterious is the best post-holocaust novel ever to an extent of Ursula LeGuin’s re-

that Lady Brandon was actually (see the “Letters” column in this cent work, which does not, I have to

married—though only for one night, issue) and thus he is a good choice, admit, ring my chimes in any signifi-

Her husband was found in the morn- teamed with veteran anthologist cant way. If you’re more in tune with

ing, lying in a pool of his own blood, Greenberg, for this book of post- that than I, this Aldiss may be for

apparently after a shootout <l/ith his Megawar (Miller’s term) stories. The you. One story here, “The Gods in

valet. first story, Lucius Shepard’s fine (and Flight,” starts promisingly on a South

Though fun and games are barely science fictional) “Salvador” Sea isle, with characters who have a

clearly the object of this romp, it con- is actually pre-Megawar, but things little more life in them than creatures

tains some pointed observations on go rapidly downhill. Many of these from fable, but ends abruptly and un-

manners, morals, class concious- stories are old, old favorites, often satisfyingly, as though Aldiss has

ness, and especially on women’s anthologized (Ray Bradbury’s “There grown bored with it.

roles. “She has taken my books, my Will Come Soft Rains”; Harlan Waggled fingers to The Custo-

cigarettes, everything, even my Ellison’s “A Boy and his Dog”; J. G. dian and Other Stories by Richard

newspaper. What am I to do?” cries Ballard’s “The Terminal Beach”; Cowper (Victor Gollanca; distributed

Henry/Mary after the elegant govern- Carol Emshwiller’s “Day at the by David & Charles, Inc. North Pom-

ess sworn to pull her charge into line Beach”; but in the context of this fret, VT 05053, $12.95). The title

has begun to get tough. But (s)he book they are fresh and chilling, story presents Armageddon in the

perseveres, observing morosely, “I Miller writes both an introduction and Gothic mode, complete with monas-

cannot tell you how hard it was for a running commentary, and he tery, ancient manuscript, mysterious

a well-conducted virgin to get in or comes across as an odd bird, deeply predictions. Not bad. Then there’s a

out of a carriage without disgrace or pessimistic and intense. By and Noel Cowardish mystery involving an

indecorum.” The motives for the im- large, this is one of the best theme all-to-realistic holograph and a mys-

posture are strong; fortune, reputa- anthologies I’ve seen. terious plot. Next, a trip in H. G.

tion, and true love. And now for a pile of personal Wells’s Time Machine that goes back

But there is one mystery that is collections. Thumbs up to Joe Hal- to the seventeenth century instead of

never solved. The jacket portrait of deman’s Dealing In Futures (Vik- forward. And, finally, the opening of

Quentin Bell shows a cheery-looking ing, $16.95). Haldeman is prolific. The Road to Corlay, here in novella

fellow with a full and luxuriant beard, readable, and varied in his themes, form. Considering that Cowper fans

Yet never during the course of this A pro. Though I tend to think of him will surely have read that before, the

book does he explain what Henry/ as a very masculine, even macho collection seems a bit thin.

Mary does about the whisker pro- writer, one of his best portraits is of Cowper plays with the Gothic,

blem. Anyone who has seen Tootsie a middle-aged woman, Maria, of the but Ray Russell takes it much further

knows that this can pose real dif- good novella, “Seasons.” Halde- in Haunted Castles (Maclay,

ficulties, even for a woman who is man’s running comments connecting $12.95). His best known story, the

not trying to be a glamour girl. But the stories are fun to read and full much-anthologized “Sardonicus,”

Mary is described throughout as be- of information and gossip. begins the collection on a properly

ing rather pretty and even, by her Thumbs down to Frank Herbert’s sinister note, and this is followed by

old friend Sir James, as “very Eye (Berkley, $7.95). This is a grab- “Sagittarius,” “Sanguinarius,” and

beautiful.” How does she do it? bag of mediocre stories from the four others. Probably no one is better

At this point I ought to deliver a 1950s, with some equally mediocre at this very special kind of tale, with

review of A Maggot, by John Fowles fare from the sixties and seventies, its smooth, leisurely, old-fashioned

(Little Brown, $19.95). This intricate One would never extrapolate the detail, than Ray Russell, and this

tale of detection, witchcraft, and (yes. Dune series from those. Perhaps it’s should be a very satisfying collection

really) science fiction would follow just that the novel, not the short for many TZ readers.
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KIM

ZIMMERMAN

T7 ILLUMINATIONS

1

by PETER RONDINONE,

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

Keeping your mouth

shut may keep you alive.

Research by James J.

Lynch, co-director of the

Center for the Study of

Human Pyscho-Physiology

at the University of

Maryland Medical School

in Baltimore, suggests

silence is not only

“golden,” it is essential

to your health.

Using a computerized

blood pressure monitor

that takes continuous

readings. Lynch found

that the simplest acts of

speaking can “raise your

blood pressure anywhere

from ten to fifty percent

above normal resting

level.” In fact. Lynch

discovered, it doesn’t

even take a “blood boil-

ing” argument with a

boss or spouse to

elevate someone’s blood

pressure. “Even the deaf

when signing,” says

Lynch, “show a blood

pressure jump.”

By using a computer

device for research.

Lynch points out, “You
can now do something

you couldn’t do before

with blood pressure mea-
surement. That is, you

can allow talking. In the

other way, the stetho-

scope, which required

silence, was used. But

obviously this procedure

has blocked the very

recognition of the effects

of talking on blood

pressure. So this new
device, the computer, is

influencing our under-

standing of the body.”

As a result. Dr. Lynch

explains, “The first thing

people should be con-

cerned about is, if they

go to the doctor and

they’re talking right

before the blood pressure

is taken, they ought to

have a concern whether

that is a true reading of

blood pressure. And
secondly, if the doctor

sees you as nervous and

he gets you to talk dur-

ing your examination, it

will shift your blood

pressure to the next

level.”

Of course. Lynch adds,

Type-A personalities, or

hypertensives are at the

greatest risk of develop-

ing high blood pressure.

“They frequently speak

rapidly,” he explains,

“breathlessly, and

forcefully, failing to put

commas where one stops

to breathe, and this puts

a burden on the blood

pressure.”

So at the clinic. Lynch

and his colleagues try to

teach Type-A patients

“antihypertensive speak-

ing.” After all. Lynch

notes, blood pressure

normally goes down
when people are

listening.

For more information

about talking (this not-so-

silent killer). Lynch re-

commends his book. The

Language of the Heart

(Basic Books).

MAGIC MASKS

Have you ever noticed

that people who put on

gorilla masks suddenly

act like apes? Or that

people who don witch

disguises can’t seem to

resist cackling? What is

it about a mask that

makes us want to take

on its characteristics?

What actually goes on in

the mind of the person

behind the mask?
Investigators like

psychoiogist Stephen

Larsen of Ulster County

Community Coilege in

upstate New York want

to know: “Do these

changes involve the ex-

pression of hidden parts

of the mask wearer’s

psyche or are these

changes ‘transpersonal?’
”

That is, asks Larsen, “do

the mask wearers take

on unfamilar characteris-

tics from the ‘outside’ or

‘deep inside,’ or from

something beyond the

personality?”

For example. Dr.

Larsen reports that he

has. apparently seen

transpersonal effects in

the “shamanistic” ex-

periential groups he runs

with his wife, Robin. In

the groups, he claims,

“People who wear the

masks (which they make)

find themselves speaking

in the voices of animals

or being transformed into

archetypal figures, like

the Hunter or Huntress.”

But, Dr. Larsen notes,

the experiences don’t

originate entireiy in

realms “outside” the

mask, “i believe,” he

says, “the mask may
draw the wearer into re-

cognizing parts of his
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EAR MUSIC

own personality. For ex-

ample, one person may
experience the mask of

the horse or bear, and
he realizes he always

had a special connection

with this animal. He
realizes, hey, this thing’s

inside me.”
In a way. Dr. Larsen

notes, wearing the mask
is a form of self know-
ledge, which can be ben-

eficial to us. “One
woman,” he says, “was
beset by a dream mons-
ter and the monster vi/as

very frightening to her.

So I had her make the

mask of the monster and
dance in the mask. And
she soon got in touch

with an immense amount
of primal power within

herself. And in that way,

using the mask was a
way of converting an

enemy into an ally.”

“But then again,” Dr.

Larsen warns, “there are

some masks you wouldn’t

dare put on . . . like

traditional masks of

African secret societies.

They are empowered.
You can really get

possessed. That’s what
they say. I’ve never had
it happen. But when I

talk to shamans or

medicine men, they say
certain masks are ta-

boo.” Dr. Larsen is

author the The Shaman’s
Doorway (Harper & Row).

The brain plays swing,

at least for the rare suf-

ferers of “ear music,” an
affliction which came to

light in the strange case
of a seventy-year-old

woman who sought the

help of James R. Allen

of the Minneapolis Clinic

of Psychiatry and
Neurology.

According to Allen, the

woman complained that

for three weeks an in-

visbile radio had been
playing in her ears.

Mainly, she heard a rep-

ertoire of songs from the

1930s and 40s. After the

woman’s neighbors

verified that the music
was not coming from

their apartments, Allen

checked her hearing aid

and found she wasn’t

picking up signals from a

local radio station.

Then, Allen says, “The
woman was placed in a
soundproof room, and
she still heard the tor-

turous music.”

Finally, a clue to the

woman’s malady emerged
when she told Allen she
was taking twelve

aspirins a day. Apparent-

ly, she had physical pro-

blems: otosclerosis (an

ear infection which can
interfere with hearing)

and arthritis. “But by

lowering her aspirin

regimen to six tablets,”

Allen reports, “we
stopped the music.” This

insight helped Allen to

formulate a theory about

the music’s source.

“The cophlea,” Allen

explains, “or the hearing

part of the ear, is set up
on a sort of frequency

scale, and the same is

true of the other portions

of the auditory system,

including the temporal

lobe of the brain. And I

think what can happen
is, you store a tune or a

memory of a tune in

your temporal lobe. It

lays there, dormant, for

years. But then with the

right stimulus, you can
evoke a response, releas-

ing the tunes from the

brain.”

In these cases, Allen

believes the “stimulus” is

“number one, the people
already have a hearing

problem and somehow it

distorts what gets up to

the brain; and secondly,

they add a drug and that

is enough stimulus to

evoke a response from

the brain, which un-

leashes the music.

“I don’t know if it’s *

correct or not,” he adds.

“It’s just a theory.”

In fact, Allen points

out, since this story has
been reported in the

press, he has received

phone calls and letters

from people who com-
plain of music in their

ears. About a third report

taking aspirin or other

medications, and most
frequently this is occuring

to older persons who
have had some hearing

loss—but not all.”

More importantly, Allen

notes, the people who
wrote to him reported

that when they com-
plained to doctors about
their “ear music,” they

were told they were
crazy and would be put

in psychiatric wards.

“So,” Allen says, “I’m

going to do an article on
this. I want to let physi-

cians hear the message;
these people are not

crazy.”
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T7 TECH

by ROBERT EDELSTEIN *

Epson’s Elf tv.

EPSON ELF ET-12
There was a time not

too long ago when only

the rich and famous could

ride around town holding

a small electronic wonder
like Epson’s Elf ET-12

and say something like,

“My, what a chic little

television.” Now, almost

anyone can act like the

tele-riche.

The ET-12 is arguably

the best pocket color

television set on the

market today. Great for

indoor and outdoor use

—

the latter made possible

by the Elf’s built-in

backlight—this set is the

perfect travel companion.

Measuring 3.15" x 6.3" x

1.22" to be exact, and
weighing in at just over a

pound, the Elf gives

bright, high-resolution col-

or on its two-inch screen.

If you’re wondering just

how Epson does it, the

answer is advanced LCD
technology. Substituting li-

quid crystals for the bulky

tube, Epson further

enhances the picture

quality by creating a

system of quick response

liquid crystals, faster than

in other pocket televisions.

The result is something to

behold and, in fact, some-

thing to buy.

The Elf also has a

panel at the rear that can

be opened to let in more
light, cutting the unit’s

battery consumption in

half. Color, brightness,

and tint controls; tuning

and volume controls; stan-

dard rod antenna; four-

power source capability

—

Elf has it all. Along with a

modest price tag under

$350. For information, call

Epson in California at

(213) 539-3240.

SOLAR COLLECTOR
FENCE
You’ve undoubtedly

seen more commercials

than you’d care to count

involving some salesman

screaming about the

newest way to “cut your

home heating bills in

half.” While Blackberry

Solar Heating Systems

may have added a decibel

to that glutted market,

their offering is a test-

proven, award-winning

product that is both

economical and, well,

decorative.

You can have the solar

air system that won an

Energy Innovation Award

from the state of Michigan

installed in your backyard.

What looks quite a bit like

a backyard fence—and for

territorial purposes can

certainly act as one— is

actually a nine-foot-high,

intricate home-heating net-

work using only the sun

as an energy source. The
sun’s rays hit the temper-

ature sensors in the above-

ground collector panels

and the warm air circulates

through the 7" x 14"

supply and return ducts

buried below the frost

line. A fan pumps warm
air into the house and
cool air out through the

waterproof ducts.

The result is a home-
heating system that will

save you over thirty per-

cent annually on your fuel

bill. Among other impor-

tant particulars are the

105 square feet the unit

takes up, the versatility of

its mountings (it can also

be placed on the roof or

on the side of the house),

and the fact that

Blackberry, which makes
the unit, is a company
based in Minnesota—

a

state where knowledge of

heating is absolutely

essential for survival.

You’ll have to call

Blackberry at (616)

962-4413 to get informa-

tion on prices for the

custom-made fence that

best suits you.

VIDEO DOORBELL
Too many of today’s

apartment security

systems emit nothing but

barks, wheezes, and the

garbled voices of the local

breaking and entering

specialists. Actually, some
people, despairing, simply

push the open-door

buzzer and hope for the

best.

But all that changes
with the introduction of

the Unitone AudioA/isual

Communication System,

which is as efficient for a

skyscraper-worth of apart-

ments as it is for a single

residence. The system

works like the traditional

security system—with the

adciition of a camera.

When your call button or

doorbell is pressed, a

camera located either in-

side the panel or

elsewhere is energized.

Inside your home, an

audible signal .announces
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UnItone’s video doorbell.

the call and automatically,

within a few seconds, the

visitor’s image appears on
a six-inch tv screen. The
image stays up for a
preset period, giving you
enough time to decide if

you should let the person
in, act like you’re not

home, or call the cops.

Also part of the unit is

a four-button key-pad that

allows you to keep the

video image on longer

than the preset period,

and turn a light on in the

waiting area as well. For

apartment dwellers, the

key-pad also allows you to

open the outer door or

scan any other area

where an additional

camera may be installed.

The attached telephone is

for talking to the visitor in

question.

Unitone is located in

New York—not a bad
location for the business
they’re in—and represen-

tatives are available to

answer your questions at

(212) 777-9090.

SATELLITE DISH
Cable serves up chan-

nel after channel. Video

bodegas offer enough
movies to sate every optic

nerve in Western Europe.

But even the average

satellite dish can’t seem
to satisfy the hungry

American optic nerve.

Managing to take things

even a step farther is

Winegard, whose Mini-

Ceptor® Satellite Antenna
can actually be mounted
on your roof. This betters

the “look angle” of the

antenna and is perfect for

those people who don’t

want a ground-mounted
unit. Of course, you can
ground mount it, or have
it secured on a “ground-
up” pipe.

Winegard’s six-foot

antenna is precision-

formed of high-tensile per-

forated aluminum. The
perforations give the

antenna a see-through

winegard’s satellite dish.

character—although, let’s

face it, a roof-top dish

isn’t exactly going to

blend into the

background. But Winegard
does boast the Mini-

Ceptor’s ability to get fifty

to seventy channels with

outstanding reception.

With its deep-dish

design, the antenna
makes maximum use of

satellite signals, while re-

jecting most terrestrial in-

terference. However,
Winegard’s brochure

makes no mention of

exfra-terrestrial

interference.

And speaking of

Winegard, they’re the

folks to contact at (319)

753-0121 in Burlington,

Iowa, for information on
price, mounting equip-

ment, and the type of

remote receiver best

suited to your needs. By
the way, for those who
question the sturdiness of

a rooftop or ground-up
mounted Mini-Ceptor,

Winegard claims a 125
mph wind survival rate,

thanks, again, to the

perforations.

STARCRAFT 1

The Starcraft 1, due
sometime after March
1986, is a perfect testa-

ment to the power of the

active imagination. What
looks almost too much
like a UFO from a 1950s
B-movie is actually a ver-

tical take-off and landing

unit that could change
helicopter styles in years

to come.
Originally designed and

tooled for production three

years ago, the Starcraft 1

»

never got off the ground
because its original rotary

engine was simply too

big. The company has
since found a small gas-
turbine motor which will

certainly do the trick and
is planning to manufacture
it in Starcraft Industry’s

own factory. By the spring

of this year the company

will be ready to sell its

flying saucer to eager
buyers around the

country.

You’ll need a helicopter

pilot’s license and an FAA
license to fly this airship,

but first you’ll need about
two hundred and fifty man
hours to put Starcraft 1

together. Plans to sell the

saucer fully assembled
are still on the sket-

chboard right now,
primarily because it would
skyrocket the price (par-

don the pun, please).

All in all, we’re talking

about a twelve-foot-

diameter craft with a

12,000-foot ceiling and a
top horizontal speed of

140 mph. Eight engines
with 60 horses each will

power the craft’s seven-

bladed propellers, which
are mounted in ducts

around the fuselage. Sim-

ple controls are standard,

with a more automatic,

elaborate computer
system optional.

Starcraft 1 is, in other

words, the perfect vertical

vehicle for quick getaways

and leisurely rides through

open space. Of course, if

you’re spotted as a UFO,
you’re on your own. To
get the rest of the facts,

call Starcraft anytime after

March 1986 at (801)

364-6612.

The new starship from Starcraft.
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his dreams in K. E. Morrison's "The Planting Room."

SECOND PLACE: Business is tough in the desert, but nature

knows how to advertise in Emily Newland's "Roadside
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THIRD PLACE: At a funeral trade convention in Las Vegas, every

deal may be final in Wayne Johnson's "Peace of Mind."
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Henry Riceford saw Mr. Green

everywhere, in the lobby, the mail

alcove, the elevator, always looking

ridiculously out of place in his

overalls. Green, who exuded a

peculiar earthy odor, would bob his

head up and down, a silly, toothy grin

spreading out under his long sloping

nose. It almost seemed to him that

Green smirk(;d that way out of spite,

knowing that Henry had counted on

taking over his apartment.

As one of the first to hear about

the old Thalmont going condo, Henry

had put his request in for the east

penthouse before anyone else. Of
course, under city law the current

tenants had the right of first refusal,

but he never thought that old Green

would be able to meet the price.

Henry had ended up stuck with the

west penthouse, and a bleak view of

Brookline, instead of a panoramic vi-

sion of tree-lined Back Bay, gold-

domed Beacon Hill, and the

skyscrapers of the financial district.

Before he moved in, he tried offering

substantial sums to Mr. Green to trade

penthouses. But Green was adamant

in his refusals, saying he needed the

east light, as though he were growing

something up there.

Gonstant noise had emanated

from Mr. Green's apartment ever since

Henry had moved in. At first,

workmen pounded away, day after

day. Probably, Henry thought. Green

was trying to undo everything the

conversion had accomplished, and

recreate the shabby horror his apart-

ment had doubtless been. Convinced,

however, that he would ultimately get

the east penthouse somehow or other,

even if it meant waiting for Mr. Green

to die, Henry paced back and forth in

his rooms, listening, scheming. Finally,

the workmen left for the last time, but

strange noises still rose from across

the hall, often late at night — digging

noises, dragging noises, and once a

woman's voice weeping loudly. Henry

became convinced that Mr. Green was

up to something in there that would

get him evicted.

He had only to get in somehow,

see for hims.elf what his neighbor was

up to. Observing Green's comings and

goings carefully, he soon became

familiar with the man's unvarying pat-

tern. Then he purposely began acting

rather absent-minded, repeatedly leav-

ing his keys at the office. Alexei, the

smiling doorman, opened his apart-

ment door politely, time and again,

letting him in with the passkey.

"Working too hard again, Mr.

Riceford?" he began to say laughingly.
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E^Morrison, a Boston resident,

notes that she once lived in

apartment like the one her

m protafi^onis t, Riceford, craves.

JiL Th^ rgg/ building "was later

burned in the n ip^ht and converted into

condos." Morrison^ has just completed a
rnystery norei ARanker to the Rose.

"Well, I hate to disillusion you,"
Mr. Green said, looking genuinely
sorry. "But really it's / who have you,
Mr. Riceford. Why do you think

you've been so fascinated with this

apartment? Why have you gone to so
much trouble to get in? 1 had a feeling

about you from the start, a sense of
fatality that 1 couldn't make out at

first. Gradually, 1 began to understand
it — you're the assistant I'm in such
need of here. You're very careful and
exacting in all your arrangements,
aren't you? Admirable. Slow — yes,

slow, slow. But still, one does want a
careful assistant."

Alexei was always very gentle and
polite, but these episodes were bound
to be a bit of a bother, until, inevi-

tably, on a busy, rainy evening, he
just let Henry run up with the passkey
himself.

His heart thumped dully as he in-

serted the key in Mr. Green's door and
slipped inside into a small, triangular

vestibule with a door on either side.

Opening the door on the left, he
found a small cozy sitting room.
Returning to the vestibule, he became
aware of a strange swooshing noise

that he couldn't identify behind the

other door. He opened it slowly and
carefully.

A solid, six-foot wall of wooden
steps, he saw incredulously, blocked
off all view of the room. He climbed
them, trying to take in what he saw
around him — a long, dim-lit room
with a glass wall like the one in his

apartment at the far end. But at least

a third of the ceiling had been re-

placed with large square panes of dif-

ferent colored glass thtit sloped down
to join the glass wall in a smooth
curve. The floor was one big deck,

with squares cut out at regular inter-

"Assistant!" Henry said, flushing.

"I'm going to assist you right out of
this apartment, that's what I'm going
to do. The police will be very in-

terested in just how all these dead
people have ended up on your
premises."

"Oh dear, oh dear," Mr. Green ex-

claimed. "Not dead, Mr. Riceford.

Quelled. Planted. And all coming
along very well, too. A nice bunch.
Now here, for example, we have a

Mr. .
." He consulted a little plastic tab

in the square of earth containing the

bearded man. "Jonathan Tiellard. Just

another two days, 1 fancy. See?" he
said, holding a little mirror close to

the man's face. It clouded instantly.

Henry stepped closer, interested in

spite of himself. "Well, it seems sort of

pointl/ss, doesn't it? Or — " He lit up
with sudden comprehension. "I see, I

see," he said excitedly, "they're brought
to you dead and you bring them back
to life!"

"No, no, no. I already told you.

Quelled, not dead. And I quell them.

They're all brought in for different

reasons. Mr. Tiellard here had become
bitter and cynical, lost all his joi de
vivre. Become so apathetic that he
simply couldn't produce a thing any-
more— his editor brought him in."

Mr. Green knelt down, pulled a

thermometer out of the earth next to

the man's foot, and read it with
pursed lips. Then he crossed the room
to one of the many shelves — Henry
noticed them now for the first time —
that lined walls. Shelves laden with
different colored boxes, stoppered

vials, deep pottery bowls, jars full of

what seemed to be various sorts of

earth, mud, sand, and powders. There
were also bottled waters: Evian, Vit-

'tel, Volvic, Vichy, ContrexWille, and
even Perrier, along with some he'd

never heard of. First, Mr. Green
spread out a thin layer of moist, black
soil, then sprinkled on a bright, crush-

ed crystalline substance. Then he

THE
PLANTING
ROOM
by K. E. MORRISON
vals. Oddly shaped, stubby things

were growing in the squares.

The sound came from a sort of

hot tub jacuzzi bubbling away off in

the near right corner. A large fat man,
a very fat man, lay on a long metal
table. It was clear that he was dead.

Henry went over to touch him,
just to make sure. He was quite cold.

Looking up and down the rows of

squares in amazement, he realized that

partially buried bodies had been in-

serted vertically in the earth, some
revealing only the tops of their heads,

others sticking further out in various

stages. One, a middle-aged man with
a beard, was entirely exposed except

for his feet, and was kept upright by
a couple of long stakes to which he
was fastened with strips of white
cloth.

Turning away rather hurriedly,

Henry suddenly found himself face to

face with Mr. Green, who had crept

up silently behind him.

"Wonderful," said Mr. Green,
looking immensely pleased. 'At last."

"Just what I was thinking," said

Henry. "It took a lot of time, but I've

got you now."
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F R S T P L A C E

poured about a gallon of water from

a large, opaque blue container labeled

"Vichy." ^

"1 have this specially done up for

me," he told Henry. "In the ordinary

run of things most of the iron is

removed by the bottlers, since it forms

dark deposits and clouds the water."

Standing up, he opened a little

pot, scooped out a moist gel with his

finger, and applied it to the man's lips

in one brisk movement. Instantly, a

heady, poignant, invigorating scent

filled the room, and for just a mo-
ment, like a statue coming to life, the

man stirred, stretching and flexing his

muscles briefly.

While Henry watched, Mr. Green

moved up and down the rows, adding

water here, various soils there, check-

ing temperatures, often placing his

two hands briefly around the crown of

a barely emerged head. Henry, feeling

encouraged to browse, walked up and

down, looking curiously into the

sightless faces.

Suddenly he stopped.

"Who is this?" he asked. JiWhy is

she here?"

He was standing before a beauti-

ful young girl, shoulders just emerg-

ing. She had long, dark hair and a

pale sweet face, slightly lifted, like a

swimmer just about to break the sur-

face of the water.

'It's very sad," said Mr. Green.

"Very sad."

"What's sad? What's wrong with

her?"

"That's what's sad. Nothing's

wrong with her. Something's wrong
with her parents — a desire to destroy,

to violate, to break the will of what

they've created. I can only hope that

they'll feel satisfied after having sent

her here, that they'll imagine — as I'll

do everything I can to make them

believe — that they've succeeded in their

unnatural lust to brutalize her will and

be satisfied. I haven't really altered

anything. I've tried to add a little

compassion and patience, since she'll

need more than the usual require-

ment."

He knelt down, pushing her hair

back tenderly, and with a small atom-

izer of Evian sprayed a fine mist on

her face. She smiled as though she

were having a pleasant dream.

"So why didn't you Quell themT
Henry asked.

Mr. Green looked shocked. "That

would be most improper. All of my
clients are brought."

"All your clients are brought? You
mean they're unwilling?"

"Not at all," said Mr. Green.

"They know nothing about it. They're

simply brought over as guests, and I

put the Quelling powder in whatever

they have to drink. Of course, 1 in-

vestigate each case thoroughly before

they're brought. Strangely enough, I

have an exception to the rule, an ex-

periment really, here right now.

Wayne Poley, the man on the table up
here," he said, striding toward the

front of the room. "Wayne Poley

brought himself."

"Well, that sounds much better to

me," Henry interrupted him.

"It may seem so, but it isn't. The
purpose of Quelling, of Planting, is to

correct problems of the will. If some-

one brings himself, his will is engaged,

a terrible drawback since his will is

the problem. I can only hope for the

best," he said, looking down at Poley

worriedly.

"His problems was . . .

?"

P artially buried

bodies were

inserted vertically

in the earth, some
revealing only

the tops of their

heads, others their

full torsos.

"Desire. He couldn't control his

appetite. He ate all the time and was
never satisfied. It was destroying his

health, his relationships, affecting his

work. He'll have to lie fallow for a

while before I can Plant him. Now,"
he turned to Henry, "I trust you've

made a decision? Shall we get to

work?"
Henry looked down the long liv-

ing room. It had stopped raining, and

he could see the skyline he'd longed

for sparkling under the stars, framed

in a way that was beyond anything

he'd ever imagined by the square

tinted panes.

"Let's get to work," he said, filled

with a sense of wonder.

During the next few months his

view of the possibilities of life was
transformed as he learned everything

Mr. Green could teach him. He had

never really analyzed his desires, his

will. Now he gave serious thought to

exactly what he wanted of life. At the

same time, he was very busy. He
learned how to Plant from start to

finish. He grew adept at telling when

someone should lie fallow, when soak-

ing was indicated, when to put some-

one in the earth. He learned the dif-

ferent effects on the will of each of the,

waters and soils, of different colors of

light, of the gels, powders, crushed

minerals, and all the other substances

in Mr. Green's containers. He was
taught how to make the Quelling

powder, which contained both arsenic

and camomile, among other ingre-

dients. He became familiar with the

business side of things and got to

know the clientele and middlemen.

Henry ahio learned a lot about

Mr. Green, who had very strong feel-

ings about caieful research and never

took a case when he didn't feel being

planted would improve the individual's

quality of life — no matter how much
money was oifered to him. Often he

was tempted with immense sums by

politicians to drain the will of their

opponents, by racketeers to turn their

competitors into servants. Mr. Green

always refussd such projects with

scorn. On the other hand, he some-

times took cases where only nominal

payment was possible, if they in-

terested or moved him.

One night Mr. Green invited

Henry into his sitting room. "We must

toast your progress," he said. "I've

been letting the wine breathe — would

you like to pour, Henry?"

Henry went over to the side-

board, poured the wine into the two

glasses there and, bringing them over,

offered one to Mr. Green. His manner

was very different from what it had

been that rainy night so many weeks

ago. He was relaxed, content, in

control.

"To you, Henry!" said Mr. Green.

Henry smiled as they clicked glasses

and drank. Suddenly Mr. Green's ex-

pression chariged. His face became

blank and flaccid, his eyes began to

close, and he fell back weakly on the

sofa.

Henry Riceford continued to

smile. "I think you're far too willful,

I really do. You'll make a nice, hard-

working assistant, though, once you've

been properly Planted. And you'll be

glad to sign this apartment over to me
then, too. Nobody takes what I want

and gets away with it! Is that clear?

Hey! Is that clear?"

Henry poured himself another

glass of wine, took it into the Planting

room, and stood for a long time at

the window enjoying the view. It was

beautiful. B
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The place didn't have a name. As
travelers approached I'rom the west,

where the highway bisected an in-

significant, sun-blasted town five miles

away, they slid into a vast, shallow
trough and passed a crude sign which
read, simply, "Gas." A hundred yards
farther on, another, larger, sign: "Cold
Drinks. Souvenirs."

And squatting there, in the hell-

hot gravel beside the fiighway, was a

small building of white-washed adobe.

An unshaven man named Simms
had bought the place the week before

and has posted the signs. He had
stocked the dusty shelves with a

meager supply of plcistic beadwork
from Taiwan and pottery from Mex-
ico, and had opened a large carton of

assorted postcards, which were dis-

played in a revolving wire rack and
which portrayed desei't sunsets and
cacti and bleached cattle skulls.

The first day the place opened for

business, a half dozen or so of the

population of the little town wandered
out, and went away again after emp-
tying a few bottles of pop. A couple

of tourists stopped, but were not en-

thusiastic, and for quite a long while

Simms saw no one else at all, and it

looked as though the place would die

a slow death there in the oven of the

desert, another skull bleaching in the

sun beside the highweiy, unmourned
by all save Simms and his distant, un-

seen suppliers.

Two weeks went by, and a third,

and one morning Simrns stepped out

into the heat of the new day and
looked down to see a rattlesnake,

sluggish in the hot dawn, trickle

through the gravel at his feet. The
creature was as long as Simms was
tall, and it had two heads.

A station wagon from Idaho

stopped an hour later and disgorged a

large, freckled couple and their four

offspring, all of whom exclaimed over

the deformed snake which Simms had
managed to imprison in a cage of

screening and scrap lumber. They left

more than a dozen empty pop bottles

in their wake, and Simms's cash reg-

ister jingled with a light, cheerful

sound each time he rang it open to

drop in another quarter.

Later that morning, a carload of

teenagers from town skidded to a stop

in the gravel out front. They con-

sumed several beers and depleted his

entire stock of potato chips, the news
of the snake speeding vdth them back
to town. It was Simms's first really

successful day.

During the weeks that followed,

the desert filled Simms's lean-bellied

cash register a morsel at a time.

When interest began to ebb over
the two-headed snake and the post-

cards gathered dust in their rack and
the new shipment of rubber toma-
hawks remained unsoiled by small,

sticky hands, the desert cast upon its

waterless shores other bits of biologi-

cal flotsam— an albino vulture, a wild

dog whose hind legs had been crushed

by a truck on the highway one eve-

ning, an impossibly large Gila mon-
ster— which, one by one, appeared
and drew swarms of flies and thirsty

men, then died or managed to escape,

to be replaced days or weeks later by
new wonders.

Once, someone, perhaps a shrewd
businessman, suggested to Simms that

ROADSIDE
ATTRACTIONS
by EMILY NEWLAND

he could make more if he enclosed the

menagerie and charged admission, say,

a dollar a carload, or perhaps a

quarter a head.

But Simms, spitting a dark stream

which fell hissing onto the gravel, gaz-

ed out across the vast expanse of sand

and mesquite, and out at the highway
shimmering toward and past and then

away from where he stood with the

sweat beading his forehead, said, "No.

Don't seem right."

"Come now!" said the shrewd
'man. "Nothing wrong with making a

living, is there, a nice little profit, a

tidy little sum?"
But Simms hunched his thin

shoulders and muttered, "Don't seem
right, I tell you, expecting folks to pay

SECOND PLACE



me to see what the dessert give freely."

And he drove his battered pick-up

truck to town that night and bought

a quart of red paint, and below the

word "Souvenirs" on the crude signs,

he carefully, in large letters, added,

"Wonders of the Desert." And below

that, "Free."

For the next few months he did

quite a lot of business, and even dur-

ing the raw, dry winter several tour-

ists and truck drivers and salesmen

stopped and exclaimed over the caged

marvels, and consumed bottles of pop
and beer or bought postcards to write

home or beaded necklaces to take

back to wives or daughters.

November, January, March, May
. . . days, weeks slid by, and the

stream of curious, thirsty people dried

to a trickle. June came, and then July,

and during what should have been the

height of the tourist season, Simms
spent long hours squinting out across

he menagerie

held only a

desert hare and a

tailless coyote—
neither of which
could live up to

the standards of
abnormality set by
their predecessors.

the sand, sweat streaking the stained,

thin cotton of his shirt.

All but two of the cages were

empty now, the occupants of the rest

having either expired or escaped and

returned to the hot oblivion of the

desert. Even the famous two-headed

snake had finally surrendered its

bewildered struggle, and Simms's ef-

forts to preserve its odorous carcass

had met with failure. The menagerie

held only a desert hare, of a species

long believed to have been extinct,

and a tailless coyote — neither of which

could hope to live up to the standards

of abnormality set by their predeces-

sors.

A carload of tourists stopped by

on the weekend of July 4th but

weren't impressed enough to part with

much money. That night, and the

next, thunderstorms blew in from the

westward mountains, and the hare

drowned in the downpour. Simms fed
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its remains to the coyote, which,

revived by fresh meat, managed to

tear its way out of its pen during the

night.

July shimmered for a long, hot

moment, and was gone, and the desert

wind whistled through the rows of

empty cages, dissipating the odor of

fur and dung, and stilling the droning

of the flies. Simms's face took on a

pinched, hungry look, and he rang the

cash register open several times each

day, not quite knowing what he ex-

pected to find there.

He spent the first morning in

August pulling weeds from the gravel

outside the front door of the building.

When he had finished, he squatted

down in the narrow strip of shade

beside the gas pump and listened to

the approaching whine of an^

overheated engine. He reached up

with a trembling hand to wipe the

sweat from the damp leather of his

face, squinting at the pavement of the

highway five yards away, where the

road veered north directly in front of

the building and climbed a hundred

meters or so up a low, rocky slope

before swinging east again into the

desert.

The whine rose to a scream as a

sky-blue Pontiac leapt out of the shim-

mering ridge, the car falling toward

him, riding down the heat-slick pave-

ment, taking the curve too fast. The

sand and gravel stung Simms's face as

the car screeched past, making his

eyes water.

He groped blindly for the handle

of the gas pump to pull himself to his

feet, and, too late, heard a low, warn-

ing rattle. He felt, rather than saw, the

snake bury its fangs in the corded

muscles of his neck.

With a sudden sick rush of fear,

Simms fell back against the rusting

metal of the gas pump and slid down
onto the hot gravel, staring red-eyed

as the snake whispered away into the

shade of the building. The rising sun

slid over his face like hot silk, and he

sagged forward until he lay upon the

gravel, his fingers moving weakly over

the rough stones.

He did not look up as another

car, the first in almost a month, pulled

beside him. Dimly, as if from a great

distance, he heard the murmur of

shrewd voices and the crunch of

gravel as the driveway filled with

sedans, vans, and pick-ups, but he did

not smile even as he heard the clicking

of cameras and the clink of pop bot-

tles and the whir of the revolving

postcard rack, and the ring of the cash

register as it filled with coins.

The ghetto of second-echelon products

hid itself from polite folk at the rear

of the Atlantic City Convention

Center. Sam visited back there first,

just as Harriet had taught him. The

slick products are in the front, she had

said. You find the people worth know-

ing in the back, near the off-beat

hardware.

Between "Big Urn," with two hun-

dred cubic inches of internal capacity,

and "Crypt-O-Crib," for infants, still-

borns, and fetals, sat an elderly black

man behind .j table draped in blue

cloth.

The sparse booth and its occupant

appeared inconsequential. A poster-

board sign on the back curtain read,

"Thoreston, Inc. Total Peace of Mind.

Pre-Death Service." No one veered

from the aislt’ to ask for details.

Sam stood watching from a few

yards away. The grey-haired man
wore a pair of impenetrably black

shades advertising his blindness. Deep
crevices fractured his face into dark

shards.

Curiosity - and the need to collect

pre-death information for the July

issue of U.S. Funerals — drew Sam to

him. "May I speak with you a mo-
ment?" he asked.

"Of course. Please sit down." The
man's voice sounded firm and strong.

"May I ask virhich facility you repre-

sent?"

"I'm not a director. My name's

Sam Molock. Associate editor, U.S.

Funerals magazine." Sam prepared

himself to explain that U.S. Funerals

was the other, unofficial trade

magazine.

"Axel Thoreston," the man said,

extending a sinewy hand for Sam to

shake. "Very glad to meet you. Your

series on the benefits of euthanasia

was fascinating."

Sam felt surprised and stroked.

"Thanks. I didn't know we published

a braille edition."

"I read print with an 'Opticon,'
"

Thoreston said. "A very useful device

in a sighted world. Are you enjoying

the show?"

"It's a good chance to see the in-

dustry close up," Sam said without

hesitating. His standard "are you en-

joying the show?" answer still held up

well after a decade of attending trade

events in three industries.

"This is my first funeral exhibi-

tion. I only joined the magazine six

months ago."

"My first as well," Thoreston said.

"I understand attendance is above two

thousand, yet you are the first person

to stop here."
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And maybe the last, Sam thought,

watching crowds of d rectors file by
without even glaricing toward

Thoreston's booth.

"The convention's still going on in

the hotel. A lot of people haven't hit

the show yet," Sam apologized. "I hear

the AIDS seminar is piacked."

Big Ed Groulinsky, editor of U.S.,

had assigned himself to the AIDS ses-

sion, hoping to shape a cover story

for the next issue.

The leaders of the American As-
sociation of Funeral Directors had
wanted to ignore such £i sensitive topic

during the group's on(! hundred and
twenty-fifth anniversary convention/

exhibition. But members had demand-
ed the session after Big Ed denounced
AAFD in May's editorial for not fac-

ing the issue squarely.

PEACE OF
MIND
by WAYNE JOHNSON

Big Ed believed that uninformed
AAFD officials would humiliate

themselves sufficiently during the ses-

sion to justify an especially morbid
and damaging article. That would
satisfy his sense of justice — and sell

copies.

He couldn't forgive AAFD for

choosing rival National Funerals as its

official publication last year. Although
Big Ed endlessly repeated that U.S.

prized its editorial independence, he

knew the book had been relegated to

second-class status and influence.

Thoreston asked, "Is it true some
embalmers have extorted bribes from
the bereaved to process AIDS vic-

tims?"

"Isolated cases," Sam conceded.

"Yes, it's true."

"Current embalming procedures

adequately protect morticians from ac-

cidental infection," Thoreston said

confidently. "Their fear will dissolve in

time."

Sam was anxious to change the

subject. Let Big Ed worry about AIDS.
"About your pre-death service ..."

Thoreston leaned forward until

Sam could see the reflection of his

own face in the black plastic glasses.

"Young brother," Thoreston purred,

"the most essential element remains

completely unknown in typical pre-

death marketing. I provide that miss-

ing element — total peace of mind."

Sam resented Thoreston's black-

to-black approach, but he let it pass.

"And by 'total peace of mind,' " Sam
raised an eyebrow,, "you mean the

confidence of knowing that you will

receive a proper funeral and that

relatives will not be forced to pay the

bill?"

"Hardly," Thoreston chuckled.

"Those dubious benefits are already

available from any facility offering

traditional pre-death services."

Thoreston made it sound like

worms were already gnawing at the

corpses of his competitors. "What
satisfaction can come from owning a

casket before you are ready to use it?

And if you have set the money aside,

why spend it early? That is why only

a small percentage of the public

chooses to make pre-death funeral ar-

rangenfents."

Sam tried to understand why a

man selling pre-death spoke of it so

derisively. He said, "Lots of directors

offer lower prices for pre-death buy-

ers. They also upgrade the service, of-

fer layaway plans ..." Sam stopped

there. Payment plans, not layaway, he

corrected himself silently. Sam knew
his green tongue would slip again

before it adjusted to a funereal

vocabulary.

Thoreston said, "But in the final

analysis, the consumer never realizes

the benefits of his purchase, at least

not consciously."

"But you offer peace of mind."

"Completely, irrevocably, and
totally."

Thoreston stretched his neck at an

awkward angle.

"I eliminate the primary reason

people fear death. Those who buy my
service are assured of an uneventful

hereafter."

Sam waited for more, but

Thoreston's folded arms showed he

was satisfied with the perfunctory ex-

planation. If Sam understood him,

then it was time to get back into the

aisle.
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"You convince people they'll go to

heaven?"

"No, just that they will not b6

consumed in the eternal fires of Hell."

Preacher. Should have heard it

coming, Sam thought. Before he could

explain that U.S. preferred to skirt

religious matters, Thoreston launched

into an explanation.

"Many people fear death because

they believe Hell is their destiny. In

most cases, they are right. Their wor-

thless, hateful lives cry out for punish-

ment after death. Yet, for a fee, they

can escape fate. No matter how evil

a man's past, nor how completely he

deserves to be devoured by the worm
that never dies, his torment can be

avoided."

"For a fee?" Sam snarled. "How
will you convince the Federal Trade

Commission that selling tickets out of

Hell isn't fraud?"

Thoreston's manner remained

unaffected despite Sam's attack. "That
will not be a problem. Funeral direc-

tors must abide by my strict re-

quirements for discretion to Bb allow-

ed to broker this service on my
behalf. Prospective clients will be

chosen carefully, and I must examine

each one before the service is explicitly

offered."

"What's in it for directors?" Sam
asked.

"Twenty percent of my fee for

each client they sign, reduced rates on
their own cases, and the opportunity

to service the client's ordinary pre-

death needs: processing, casket,

burial."

Sam pushed back his chair and

stood up. "This is the most obscene

scam I've ever heard," he spat. "Why
would anyone believe you can keep

them out of Hell?"

"Because I have the authority. I

see into their dark places. I know the

acts for which they must pay."

"If you have the authority, aren't

you supposed to lure people in, not

help them buy their way out?"

"We have no fuel shortage," the

old man laughed, "but a cash flow

problem has arisen. Important new
projects require adequate financing."

"How much is adultery? Probably

your biggest seller."

"I do not have set prices. The
severity of the client's worst act deter-

mines my fee."

The insane conversation was mak-
ing his head swim. He needed to put

distance between himself and
Thoreston.

"Is there anything shameful in

your life you wish expunged from the

register, Mr. Molock?"

"Up yours."

Thoreston peeled off his sunglas-

ses. "Some particularly low moment
must come to mind," he said. "Tell

me."

Prosthetic eyes stared blankly at

Sam, bulging slightly from Thoreston's

sockets. Diamond flakes embedded in

each pupil refracted the overhead

lights, forming glints of moving color.

Sam felt his chest being scraped, from
the inside. He stared into the placid

glass eyes.

Thoreston replaced the glasses.

"Go now, Mr. Molock. Consider

everything I said off the record."

Sam strode away quickly, vowing

NO matter how
evil a mans

past, nor how
completely he

deserves to he

devoured by the

worm that never

dies, his torment

can be avoided.

to forget Thoreston as quickly as

possible.

Resuming his tour of the show's

low-rent section, he tried to concen-

trate on the products lining both sides.

He yanked open the doors of mor-
tuary refrigerators with two- and four-

body capacities, and watched a cal-

varium clamp do a job on a dummy.
"You only get one shot at resetting the

cranial cap after an autopsy," said a

barker in a three-piece suit. "This baby
does it right. First time, every time."

Finally, he turned a corner an-

chored by an energy-efficient air

purifier and found himself in the main
section of the hall. Here were the

cremated remains processors, stainless

steel and solid copper vaults, van
hearses, deluxe rental caskets, and em-
balming chemicals designed to make
floaters look presentable. The mur-

murs of perpetual guarantees offered

and accepted reflected off every wall.

"Watch where you're going,

Sammy!"
Sam stopped just short of Big Ed's

bloated stom2ich and fell in beside his

editor. "Sorry. How was the session?"

Big Ed grinned. His expansive

face spread even wider.

"Great," he barked. "Some AAFD
asshole proposed that the association

force embalmers to process AIDS
stiffs. Didn't go over too well.

"But you know what's even bet-

ter? I just watched Pecker Perkoff

drop five hundred bucks on craps. I

told him I'd start a rumor that he had

to sell National Funerals to pay his

gambling debts."

After meeting Murray Perkoff in

the hotel restaurant for the first time

the night before, Sam shared Big Ed's

high opinion of National's owner/

publisher/editor. The man was obnox-

ious, and Sam could smell Jim Crow
all over him.

"Got an appointment, Sammy.
What's up next for you?"

"Session in ten minutes. Then I'll

get some lunch and come back."

"Sounds good. I ran into Harriet

a minute ago. Murray better watch

out. She's after his book. See you
later," said Big Ed, lumbering away.

Sam cut through the casino on his

way to the seminar. The clacking of

chips beat an irresistible rhythm. He
hesitated near a blackjack table when
he saw the dealer bust her hand. The
shoe looked thin, the yellow card only

a quarter inch from the front. Unable

to resist, Sam laid a twenty on the

first base spot.

The deakir flipped him a snapper,

ace and a ten. She slid his twenty into

the cash slot and paid him with two

green chips. Sam cashed them and

continued on to Ballroom A. My last

bet this trip, he decided.

Harriet Fisk waited outside the

meeting room, a cloud of cigarette

smoke enveloping her.

"Hi, Harry. Just get in?" Sam
made no attempt to kiss her hello,

though he would have liked to. A
recommendation from Harriet had

helped Sam get hired at U.S. After

thirty-five years of writing, editing,

and publishing trade books, Harriet

Fisk's influence remained strong in a

dozen industiies. A formidable men-

tor, Harry now competed with Sam in

her job as senior editor of National.

"Got here this morning," she said.

"Let's grab some lunch."

"I need another thirty inches on

pre-death, and there's a panel in there
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waiting to give them to me," Sam
said. He hated to turn her down, but
he needed the session on tape. "Make
a deal with you. Sit through it with
me and I'll buy." He pulled a fifty

halfway from his shii't pocket. "Ill-

gotten gains."

"Still at it, Sam? Well, all right."

She grabbed his arm and guided him
into the room. "Just let me help so we
can get out of here."

Sam feigned shoclc. "You'd help

U.S. get a story? What would Murray
Perkoff say?"

"Probably the sairie thing as Ed
Groulinsky. 'Who bought the booze?'

"

They found seats near the aisle

microphone.

The seminar, "Role of the Clergy
in the Pre-Death Sale," only attracted

a few dozen directors. They shifted in

their seats, bored expressions on their

faces. Three men sat at the head table,

to the side of the podium where the

moderator picked at his green AAFD
sports jacket.

"Jack, it's now one o'clock,"

Harry's voice boomed through the

room. "May I begin the discussion

with a few questions?" Sam switched

on his tape recorder.

The moderator peered for a mo-
ment before he recognized her. "Ah,

Ms. Fisk. Could we wait just a few
more minutes? Others may arrive

soon."

"My associate and I have to leave

soon," Harry insisted. "I want to ask
the panelists three questions." She con-
sulted her program.

"Father Jackson, is there any
spiritual benefit to be derived from
purchasing a funeral service before

one dies, that is to say, pre-death?"

The young priest adjusted his

glasses, cleared his throat. "Let me be-

gin by saying what an honor it is . .

."

"You're welcome. Father. Any
spiritual benefits to pre-death?"

After failing to find something
helpful in his file cards. Father Jackson
abandoned them. "Perhaps some emo-
tional advantages would be forthcom-
ing from a pre-death purchase but,

spiritually, no."

"Reverend Homerman?"
"The question is more complex

than it sounds," the minister said,

reluctant to provide a pat, quotable
answer. "There are many considera-
tions to, uh, consider."

"Let's go on," Harr et interrupted

curtly. "Please answer 'yes' or 'no.'

Will most clergymen of your faith

recommend pre-death purchases to

their parishioners?"

The priest and rabbi said "no."

Rev. Homerman once again declined

to answer.

"Would you consider such a. pur-

chase for yourself?" Harriet asked.

All three agreed they would not.

She thanked them and turned to Sam.
"Lunchtime, kid. Let's hit it."

"What are they going to talk

about now?" Sam asked as they left

the room.

"Just what they planned," Harry
said. "Nothing."

They ate oysters and hamburgers
at Howie's Hanger, a small joint out-

side the casino district that Sam knew.
"Didn't we come here once in '80?"

Harry asked.

e wants to see

the funeral

industry managed
like any other.

Public companies,

franchisers,

everything that

makes America
great.

Sam shook his head. "That place

got torn down last year. This one just

opened."

Harry threw back her beer. "All

those pipe and pump shows for

Plumbers' World made you an expert

on Atlantic City cuisine. Now here

you are back again."

"I'm glad to be out of plumbing,
Harry. Thanks again for putting in the

good word."

"No problem. Big Ed take care of

you on salary?" she asked.

"Thirty grand, as advertised. Eight

more than World after five years. And
the working conditions are great. If

Big Ed's a bigot, he never shows it."

Harriet said, "You should hear the

way Murray talks, a regular encyclo-

pedia of coon jokes. I don't let him
get away with it around me, but I

overhear plenty."

"I thought I sensed the George
Wallace charm last night."

Harry shrugged. "I doubt that,

but a prick like that, you never know.
Still, I've got to give Murray credit.

He's ambitious, and he wants to lead

the funeral industry into the twentieth

century before the twenty-first gets

here."

"Rocket ships filled with cremated
remains?" Sam smiled.

Harriet stayed serious. "Nothing
like that. He just wants to see the

funeral industry managed like any
other. Public companies, organized
suppliers, franchises, everything that

makes America great. And National
will stay the top book when it hap-
pens. Even now our rates are going up
and advertisers still wait in line. Going
to be hard work for U.S. to keep up."

"Think U.S. will go under?"

"Never happen," Harry said. "We
need U.S. to make National look
good. Besides, this official publication

nonsense leaves the door open for an
independent. National has to stick to

the party line. You don't."

The cab dropped them in front of

the hotel and Harriet headed back to

the hall. Sam decided to relax in his

room, maybe watch some television

and read. Big Ed wouldn't expect him
for another hour.

On his way to the elevatPr, Sam
recognised the woman who had dealt

him the blackjack, "Jane," according to

her badge. She stood behind an empty
table, rippling the racked chips while

a nearby pit boss scowled at his clip-

board. Sam waited for him to leave.

He slipped into the chair behind
first base, his favorite spot. He didn't

like new players to get "his" cards.

A green plastic placard listed the

table limits: twenty-five dollars

minimum bet, one thousand max. Sam
pulled a fifty from his wallet and ac-

cepted two chips. He said, "If I lose

them, I'm out of here."

Jane nodded. "Fair enough."

Twenty minutes later, her replace-

ment tapped the dealer on the

shoulder. "Break time," Jane said, clap-

ping her hands and turning them over
for the eye-in-the-sky. Sam toked her

a twenty-five.

"For you," he said. Jane tapped
the chip on the table twice, flipped it

over, and dropped it into her pocket.
- "Thanks. Good luck."

Sam shook his head. "Thank you,
but I'm done now. Never press your
luck."

Back in his room, Sam laid new
(continued on page 80)
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Tips from the fop: writers and editors talk about how they

got started—and how you can get started, too.

PETER

STRAUB
by JACK SULLIVAN

“Horror is congenial to my im-

agination,” said Peter Straub the

other day during an interview in his

palatial workroom overlooking West
85th Street in New York, “but the

the fan world isn’t. It’s a little dank,

a little self-enclosed.” There is cer-

tainly nothing dank about Straub’s

brightly lit, newly acquired five-story

brownstone. Indeed, one would not

easily guess that his field is horror.

On the coffee table is Leon Edel’s

biography of Henry James, whose
work is alluded to in the early section

of Ghost Story, on the stereo is the

sinuous tenor saxophone sound of

Lester Young, a forecast of Straub’s

intention to write jazz liner notes. On
the VCR downstairs is a tape of

Them!, but that’s for his two kids.

Straub is far more interesed in his

tape of The Company of Wolves. “It’s

given me a lot of ideas—a lot of

ideas!” he says, repeating himself as
he often does when excited, his eyes

lighting up in a boyish grin.

Straub’s enthusiasm for The

Company of Wolves, a surreal fairy

tale often mistaken for horror, is con-

sistent with everything he says about

his work. He regards himself first

and foremost as a mainstream

novelist. Unlike many fans who read

horror as kids, Straub didn’t immerse
himself in the literature until he was
well into writing it. The rich over-

tones of Ghost Story and Floating

Dragon come from a broad

background.

“Writing for me began with

poetry,” he explains. As a school-

teacher he wrote experimental

poems and “post-modern” fictions.

“You know, big spaces on the page,

narrative disjunctions, dreams,

characters without names, funny

typographical effects on the page.”

By the age of twenty-seven, laboring

as a graduate student in Dublin,

Straub grew weary of youth’s un-

published literary experiments,

deciding that if he didn’t write “a
real novel” soon, he never would. “I

found myself bothered by the

presence of fiction. I’d be walking

down the street and a sentence, one
clearly from the beginning of a novel,

v/ould come zinging into my head.”
Besides, writing a novel seemed
more fun than writing a thesis

—
“a

lot more fun"
Nevertheless, as with most

writing careers, the beginnings were
bumpy. Marriages, his first effort,

written at the pace of five hundred

words a day, was largely intuitive

and unfocused, “like opening your

mouth and singing for the first time

and discover Jig you can do it.” To

Straub’s “astonishment,” Marriages
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was bought in 1971, but his next
novel, Under Venus (recently pub-
lished in IV/Vd Animals) was rejected

because Marriages didn’t sell.

Stunned by rejection and hard up for

cash, Straub struggled to revise

Under Venus while making do virith

journalism and book reviews, untii

one day Carol Smith, an agent’s
assistant, suggested he scrap Under
Venus and try a Gothic.

“I didn’t know what that meant.
But I was desperate for money, so I

walked around trying to figure out a
commercial idea that would at least

get past the secretary. Finally, I

came upon one that scared me.”
That scare became Julia, published
in 1975, a trim horror thriller that was
Straub’s “last gasp” at making it as
a novelist. When it started doing
well, Straub tried another super-
natural piece, this time a vampire
novel, but it was so “stale and con-
ventional” that he laid it to rest after

twenty pages.

Then an idea for a horrific short

story came to him, one based on
real memories and feelings instead

of the conventions of the genre.
“And that became ‘If You Could See
Me Now.’ I decided why waste so
much emotion on a short story, so I

turned it into a novel.” If You Could
See Me Now was a significant turn-

around, the book Straub wrote “real-

ly happily, with real pleasure and
satisfaction.”

Selling half a million copies each
in paper, these two Gothics were
“lifesavers.” At this point, Straub
plunged into horror, reading
everything from classic continental

work to Lovecraft and the moderns,
preparing himself for the challenge of

Ghost Story, the epic spook novel
that rocketed him to the fame he has
enjoyed ever since.

Now the spooks ere starting to

go out. “Cocoa, my current novel,

may have a whiff of the supernatural,

depending on how you read it. Blue
Rose, my previous work [a novella in

a forthcoming Dennis Etchinson an-
thoiogy from Doubleday] is about
human cruelty and the feelings in-

volved on both sides: pity for the vic-

tim and horrified pity for the
perpetrator. Shadowland is close to

horror, but it’s really a territory I

created.”

If horror was largely a recent

discovery for Straub, one made for

practical as well as temperamental
reasons, he is nonetheless grateful

for it. “It’s a good thing I found it,

because otherwise I would have

been casting about for a way to use
impulses that are hard to squeeze in-

to mainstream fiction. Without horror,

there would have been a lot of

wacky, violent surrealism; it would
have been hard to take if you came
to it cold.”

Does Straub have any advice for

young writers who are currently

“casting about” for a way to release
their impulses in print? “I advise
writing every day; that’s how you
discover what you’re good at and
what your errors are. You have to

develop a built-in geiger counter that

tells you what’s hot and also what
Hemingway calls a ‘shit detector’

that tells you what stinks. Part of the
game is producing a lot so you can
get past your early mistakes.”

Although Straub believes that

magazines like The Twilight Zone of-

fer a valuable service by publishing

writers the general reader hasn’t
heard of yet, he urges young writers

to invest their major energies in

writing noveis. “It’s very difficult to

get short stories published and even
more difficult to get a collection

published. The novel is where the
battles are fought.” Straub believes

it may even be easier to publish

novels. “If you have a novel with any
sort of narrative tension, it’s not ail

that difficult to get it published. It’s

difficult to write it, but it’s difficult to

write good short stories, too.”

The important thing, as far as
Straub is concerned, is to write the
whole thing. “Almost nobody is going
to take a sample of a novel from an
unknown. I’m a professional writer

because I like the activity, and the
only way to prove to yourself and
anybody else that you have some
kind of passionate involvement with

that activity is to complete the
gesture, to write THE END after

eight hundred pages.”
Does someone like Peter Straub

have to write all eight hundred pages
to get a contract? “Well no, now I

sell the title,” he says, laughing.

“But I wrote my first five books the
way I recommend. Now my manager
and accountant wouldn’t let me sit in

a room for three years writing a
novel unless it were already sold.”

As if to confirm the insistent

demands wrought by success, the
phone interrupts our conversation
with an offer to fly Straub to San
Francisco for a twenty-minute radio

spot. Straub turns it down with a

huff, then launches into the subject

of agents. “I’m lucky to have Kirby

McCauley, one of the few great

agents. Kirby cares about writers and
writing, he is passionately involved in

the field, and he has a true business
mind—something most agents, oddly
enough, don’t have. Most agents just

stuff your manuscript in an envelope
and, if you’re lucky, call you on the
phone someday.”

Nevertheless, agents are neces-
sary to most writers: “Without one,
it’s hard to get your work distin-

guished from romance novels hand-
written by housewives and adventure
novels written by cabdrivers—all the

people out there who think they can
write a novel and are driven to

march their imaginations through it,

but who lack the gift. An agent is a
cut-off line: nobody truly inept gets
an agent, so getting one is at least

proof to a publisher that you’re real.”

Although the horror novel busi-

ness is clearly a brisk one just now,
Straub has a few concerns about its

future. He worries that fans and
would-be writers of fantasy and hor-

ror don’t read enough outside the

field and are thereby cramping their

imaginations and sense of judgment.
It’s no accident that the writers he
admires—Stephen King, Thomas
Tessier, Ramsey Campbell, Thomas
Disch, to name a few—are the ones
with wide-ranging tastes and sen-
sibilities. At the same time, Straub
believe# that horror, with its “built-in

narrative tension and natural appeal
to adolescents,” is a great way to

get young people reading and ad-

dicted to books.

Straub also wonders whether the

current political climate is really a
good one for the field. “It used to be
said that a decline of religion made
supernatural fiction flourish, but we
have the reverse now. We have a
depressing revival of religious belief,

a simple-minded, far-right, wicked
revival of intemperance and preju-

dice. Writers cannot be true

believers. They have to see every-

thing; they have to see what’s valid

even from the worst turd’s point of

view and be able to see it through
his eyes. It would be difficult for any
committed, monocular believer of

any stripe to write a convincing novel

that in any way involved his belief.”

Not that Straub sees his work as
being irreligious or downbeat.
1‘There's actually a sort of whole-
some, optimistic quality about what I

write. This is one field where the
good usually does win out.”

But not, of course, before being
subjected to Straub’s refined instru-

ments of terror.
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BREAKING IN

RAMSEY
CAMPBELL

Lovecraft had given to me. But it

seems to me now what I was really

doing was reproducing his particular

terrors, while at the same time I was
avoiding what frightened me.

Ramsey Campbell talked to us

from his Merseyside home, just out-

side of Liverpool, England—an area

he has brought to uncanny life in

such unnerving books as Demons by

Daylight, The Parasite, The Face
That Must Die, and Incarnate. He
spoke with warmth and wit ajpout the

difficulties of starting out, the writers

he turned to, and what he stiil finds

best in “the honorable tradition of

horror.
”

TZ: When did you first begin writing

about your own terrors?

Campbell: That was the next book,

really—Demons by Dayiight. It was
very much a direct reaction against

imitating Lovecraft, partly because I

had become tired, for myself, of the

Lovecraftian structure, but also, I

must admit, because I felt the whole

Lovecraftian mythos had become over

explanatory. Oddly enough, in trying

to get away from the excesses of ex-

planation in Victorian supernatural-

TZ: When did you first decide to

become a writer?

Campbell: When I was ten or eleven

years old, I suppose. Certainly that is

when I first completed a book of

short stories . . . stories put together

from favorite bits of other people’s

work. So you had bits of M. R.

James rubbing against bits of Dennis

Wheatley—a terrible sort of patch-

work monster of stories. All the

same, it was a collection, complete

with crayon illustrations and all hand
printed. I sent it off to several

publishers, and one did send me a

very encouraging letter, saying “Un-

fortunately, we don’t go in for this

kind of thing, but we do think you

may have a future writing it.” And,

of course, he was right.

ism, he—but it wasn’t Lovecraft as

much as those who imitated him

later on—had created a structure

that was far too explicit. So I wanted
to write fiction that avoided explana-

tion. I wanted in Demons by Daylight

to write about things that one
couldn’t quite decide.

TZ: You suggest your stories were
pastiches of James. Was he one of

the writers that influenced you most?
Campbell: Very much so. But I

wouldn’t want to claim those very

early stories were pastiches of

James—just favorite moments I tend-

ed to wrench out of the context of

the original story and stick into mine,

whether they belonged there or not.

The first overt pastiches I did were
of Lovecraft in my first book. The In-

habitant of the Lake, and there I was
trying to reproduce what I felt

TZ: Was that difficuit for you?
Campbell: I actually felt when I was
writing it that I was doing something

people hadn’t done before. And I felt

terribly vulnerable whenever I read

anything by anybody else. I would

feel, “Well, I’m not doing it that way,

so they must be right, and I must be
wrong.” One possible reason was
that, whereas the conventional notion

then (and probably still now) was that

the way to use a contemporary set-

ting was as a contrast to the super-

natural, in my stories, the super-

natural element was an expression of

the everyday reality—not an invasion

of it or a contrast with it. So I felt

pretty nervous for a while. In fact, I

remember being seized by a fit of in-

tense depression as I was about to

package it up and sent it to August

Derleth, because I was quite con-

vinced at that moment that it was
worthless, and that Derleth wasn’t

going to publish it.

TZ: Did anything help you get past

that feeling?

Campbell: Very little, really. Only a

sort of instinct . . . only by really

concentrating on the act of writing,

on trying to achieve as much as

possible in terms of the particular

stories, and particular scenes within

the stories, and the particular effects

of style within the scenes. Only by

trying to do as well as I could and
hoping that that was going to be

good enough.

TZ: You mentioned the act of writing.

Can you describe your own habits in

a little more detail?

Campbell: Sure. You mean now,

though, rather than then?

TZ: That piques my curiosity. What’s

the difference?

Campbell: When I was writing those

early stories, before I tried to go full-

time as a writer, I would go maybe
months without writing anything, and

then all of a sudden I would get a

kind of blast of inspiration, and I

would sit down and write a complete

story in a single day. That could be

years apart, mind you, and I’d often

go a whole time without writing any-

thing. There’s probably nothing wrong

with that. But I did something that I

think is potential suicide for any

writer, and that is, I would write the

opening page or the opening few

pages of a story, and then I wouldn’t

come back to it for weeks or months,

maybe. And, of course, the longer I

let it go without continuing it, the

more insurmountable the difficulties

seemed to be of ever coming back

to it at all. So these days, if I’m

writing a story or, indeed, a novel, I

always work on it every day until it’s

completed . . . and if I have to take

an enforced break in the writing, I try

to leave it half way through a scene,

because I have something to go

back to that’s immediate.

TZ: When dc you do the painful task

of revising?

Campbell: It’s not a painful task. I

actually fino the business of revising

a story considerably more enjoyable

than writing it originally. When I’m
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writing the first draft, it will

sometimes seem to me extremely
clumsy and cumbersome and difficult

to get out. But when I come to the
rewrite, the material is all there and
I can decide what’s essential and
what can be cut out. There can be
occasions when I have to write

maybe five hundred words of the
original draft to get one or two im-

ages or sentences that are going to

be crucial to the final version. But
I’ve got to write all of that stuff in the
first instance to produce those cou-
ple of essential moments. “Down
There,’’ in fact, was a case of a
story which, after two days’ work, I

really said to myself, “This is terri-

ble. There’s no point. I’ve got to go
on to something else.” And then I

just managed to get to one para-

graph that came alive, and I could
carry on and finish the story.

TZ: What lets you know that a story

is working, or when you’ve hit that

essential paragraph?
Campbell: It’s when it comes
alive—a kind of vividness, as if the
story suddenly begins to take on a
life of its own. This all sounds very

mystical, but I mean where suddenly
a scene takes on details you didn’t

predict. In “Down The^e,” it was the
scene in which the protagonist opens
the window and leans out into the
howling rain. It was jusit the business
of having to open the window and
struggle with it and getting the rain

in your face. It’s not a particularly

striking image, but all of a sudden it

just brought it alive.

TZ: What prompted you to begin
writing full-time?

Campbell: Insanity, I would have
thought. I mean, I had published two
collections of short stories, and the
second, Demons by Daylight, had
picked up some pretty good reviews.

Encouraged by this, I thought people
did see what I was getting at, and I

felt, well, this is sufficiently original;

I can carry on doing this. But this

was on the basis of two collections

of short stories, mind you, which,
when I think about it, was a crazy
basis on which to go full time.

TZ: How did you get your first story

published?

Campbell: I sent my stories to

August Derleth, since he was
Lovecraft’s publisher and the guy
who was behind the revival of

Lovecraft. I don’t think I expected to

get them published; I was just look-

ing for encouragement. But to my
amazement, he said, given a lot of

editorial work on them (which was
certainly necessary), he might be
willing to publish them. And that was
extremely encouraging because,
here I was, only fifteen years old.

TZ: As the editor of anthologies, you
also read new writers’ work. What do
you look for?

Campbell: What I look for, of

course, is originality, but also for

some grasp of structure. I think all

too many horror stories come at you
all at once, or the pace is somehow
wrong. They tend to drag their feet

when they should be increasing

toward some kind of climax, or—and
this is a common failing—a lot of

beginning writers throw in one effect

after another, which they learn from
too many bad horror writers, I

suspect. Leaving aside people whose
stuff is too obviously dependent upon
their favorite writers (and, God
knows, / shouldn’t talk about that), a
lot of stuff comes my way from
writers without any real knowledge of

the tradition. A lot people seem to

have read just the current crop of

writers, and not necessarily the good
ones, and seem to be basing their

work on that.

TZ: What writers do you think they
might go back to?

Campbell: Oh, God. Now you’re
talking, aren’t you? But, assuming
that they know about Poe, it certainly

seems that they can go back to

M. R. James to learn deftness of

style, and again, back to Lovecraft.

I think Blackwood at his best was a
better writer, but what I mean when
I talk about learning from Lovecraft

is learning a sense of structure, and
not imitating Lovecraft’s style, and
not imitating Lovecraft’s ideas,

which, God help us, are moribund,
by now. But if you’re going to learn

from Lovecraft, for God’s sake, learn

from the man himself, and not from
people like myself imitating him.

TZ: Is there a significant difference

between writing and pubiishing in

America and in Engiand?
Campbell: America is considerably
the better market. What the reasons
for this are, I don’t know. But my im-

pression looking around America was
that horror tends to get itself shelved
in the midst of mainstream fiction.

There isn’t a particular horror sec-
tion, from what I can make out. In

England, on the other hand, you

tend to get stuck in there next to

Crabs on the Rampage and stuff like

that, and it’s, well— I don’t want to

say “break out,” because that

sounds as if I want to be regarded
as separate from the field, and there

is nothing I would like less. But I do
think in England the field is identified

with its worse examples, although I

think this may be gradually changing.

TZ: Do you not want to be con-
sidered a mainstream writer? is iden-

tification with the genre important to

you?
Campbell: Let me say this: I don’t

want to be identified with the main-
stream at the expense of the field.

For instance (and I’m on slightly

dangerous ground here, but I’m sure
Peter won’t take it as an offense
because I don’t mean it that way),

Peter Straub is often presented by
publishers as transcending the

genre. Well, I really don’t think that’s

what he does. That certainly isn’t

what I do. And I don’t think that’s

what Algernon Blackwood does, or

Aickman does, or de la Mare, or

M.R. James. On the contrary, I think

what we’re doing is simply the best

of what the genre is capable. And
that is a considerable thing to do.

What I feel about Peter’s work, and
what I would like to feel about my
own, is that it is true to the best

traditiof^ of the genre, which is really

the opposite of transcending.

—RB

JOHNSKIPP&
CRAIG SPECTOR

John Skipp got his start as a pro-
fessionai writer with his gruesome
and endearing horror story, “The
Long Ride,’’ which first appeared in

these pages in September 1982. He’s
appeared here more than once since
then—often enough that we’ve come
to think of him as one of our regulars.

This winter he’s had his first novel
published, in collaboration with long-

time cohort Craig Spector, and as we
write, a month before the novei’s re-

lease, it’s created a considerabie stir

on the horror scene.

TZ: How did you get started as hor-

ror writers? What can you teil our
readers about breaking into print?

Skipp: I got started right here, ac-

tually. I didn’t really get started until

a friend of mine showed me the first
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issue of Twilight Zone and said,

“Look, they’ve got a story contest.”

And I said, “Great, I love horror

stories!” So I wrote a bunch of short

stories for the contest, all of which

were rejected out of hand—or with

rejection slips, anyway. But I was
starting to hone in on something. I’d

written a Christmas story for my
mother, about a bum—“Christmas

for Jackie”—and I decided I wanted

to try to place it with Twilight Zone.

So I slapped a supernatural ending

on it and sent it in. A month later I

got a letter from T.E.D. Klein, who
was then TZ’s editor, that sgid that

he really liked it but the supernatural

element seemed like it was just tack-

ed on ... . but he’d like to see some-

thing else from me. So I immediately

sat down and wrote “The Long

Ride.”

TZ: And that was your first sale.

Skipp: He bought it right away.

TZ: You've never had any formal

training as a writer?

Skipp: No. I never made it past high

school, and I barely made it through

that. I hated it.

TZ [to Spectorj: And you?

Spector: I never expected to be a

writer. This is sort of an accident.

TZ: You’re a writer by accident?

Spector: John and I had worked on

music together for a long time, and

I had always sort of figured that I’d

be a musician. So I went to the

Berklee College of Music, up in Bos-

ton. I left for school about a year

before John went to New York. I took

classes full-time three semesters a

year for three years.

Then one day on the way up out

of the tunnel that goes over the

Charles River Bridge from Boston to

Cambridge (we were on our way to

see a double feature of Taxi Driver

and The Deer Hunter) I had this

weird idea: “What if there was a

vampire that lived in the subways?”
The Boston subways were too cute

for me to picture anything dangerous

in them, so I immediately transposed

it to New York. It actually started out

as a one-liner, almost a joke.

TZ: The Light at the End is really just

a one-llner? What’s the punch line?

Spector: I’m not telling. You’ll have

to read the book.

Anyway, I came back home that

night still fired up about the idea,

and called John long distance in

New York at two o’clock in the morn-

ing. I said, “I’ve got a great idea for

a short story. Why don’t we write it

and you can sell it to Twilight Zone.”

ly that there was no market for the

sort of short vampire story we were

talking about and that there was a

market for vampire novels, and I was
interested in writing a horror novel.

Spector: And not only that, but we’d

never be able to get all the ideas we
were having into a short story!

TZ: How long did it take you to finish

the book?
Spector: Another year and a half

after I moved down to New York.

Skipp: Yeah, we sent it out a couple

of times—to Tor and Doubleday—but

Skipp: I was just finishing my se-

cond trunk novel—the one which, if

it wasn’t so politically naive. I’d really

like. It’s got some really cool stuff

... but it’s . . . nah. Never mind. He
calls me up and says, “Look, I’ve

got this great idea for this story.” He
tells me the setup and the punch

line—which I won’t tell you either. I

said, “Fine, it sounds terrific, but I’ve

got work of my own to do. Maybe I’ll

get around to it.” So over the course

of the next several months every

once in a while he’d call me up and

pester me: “When are you going to

write this story, when are you going

to write this story?” I’d say, “Shut

up. Leave me alone, I’m working!”

[Laughs.] Finally, when he and his

girl friend Lori came down to visit—

I

was living on West 37th Street in a

one-room studio apartment with four

other people, and doing my writing in

the corner—Craig comes down and

says, “What about that story?” And
I say, “Okay, let’s get it over with.”

So we went to a friend’s house down
on the Bowery and sat down with the

requisite beer and started to talk

about it. And we realized very quick-

Doubleday didn’t think they could

give the book the release it needed

and Tor wanted revisions we didn’t

want to make.

TZ: Then you sent it to Bantam?

Skipp: Yeah To Lou Aronica. One
day while I was at home working on

the book and Craig was still working

as a messenger

—

Spector: It was almost like playing

“secret agent man” or something;

we met on the street, and he passes

me the “microfilm”—
Skipp: The query letter for The Light

at the End—
Spector: I get it, and write it up on

my messenger manifest, then skate

to Bantam over at 666 Fifth Avenue.

I walked in, found the twenty-fifth

floor, came out of the elevator, and

walked straiciht up to the reception-

ist. I said to her, “Lou Aronica is

waiting for this. Sign here.” She just

looks at me—these receptionists are

trained to deflect writers, and just

about anybody else who comes by

—

TZ: Yes, ours is very good at that.

Spector: Yeah. Anyway, she looked
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at it, and looked up at me, and I just

looked back at her like, “Well, what
do you want?” And she took it, and
she signed for it, and I turned
around and walked out.

And as fate would have it, Lou
comes walking out about five or ten

minutes later, heading for lunch. The
receptionist sees him and says, “Mr.
Aronica, you’re expecting this?”

Skipp: He says, “I am?”
Spector: “Well, I guess I am,” and
he grabs it, and he takes it to lunch.

He told us that he read it on the way
down the elevator, and continued
reading it on the sidewalk and into

the street, and he almost got hit by
a cab a couple of times.

Skipp: The very next day, I go to my
mailbox, and there’s a response from
Bantam. [Grins.] Next month it’s go-
ing out as a Bantam first lead.

TZ: And John Skipp and Craig Spec-
tor will be on best seller lists all over
the country, huh?
Skipp: You know it.

TZ: So that's your advice to our
readers? To be inventive and
persistent?

Skipp: And good. You’ve got to be
good.

—AR

MM
WILLIAMS

by JACK SULLIVAN

When I spoke with Aian
Wiiiiams on the phone, he had just
returned from Tucson, where he had

mingled with the "benignly obsessed
people" at the World Fantasy Con-
vention. A prominent editor in fantasy,

horror, and science fiction, as well as
numerous other genres, Williams

comes across on the phone as being
distinctly benign himself, but hardly
obsessed. His manner is friendly but
terse and modest, even though he
has edited such luminaries as Foul
Anderson, Richard Matheson,
Frederick Forsythe, Iris Murdoch,
Angus Wilson, Peter Straub, Dean
Koontz, and Stephen King.

TZ: Do you have any advice for

unknowns in the fantasy and horror
field who want to break into print?

Wiiiiams: Young writers often have
the notion that they should fill their

manuscripts with creaking doors,
bombs, fires, all sorts of explosions.
They’re dead wrong. Terror has to

be built carefully, and that usually
works best when the surroundings
are mundane. In Stephen King’s
books, for example, terror is built up
from the ordinariness of his settings.

The creaky accoutrements of the
Gothic don’t work anymore.

TZ: Are endings especially tricky for

young writers?

Williams: Too many books blow up
at the end, with fire or nuclear
bombs, but what really explodes is

the novel itself—everything preceding
the explosion gets destroyed.

TZ: What do editors look for in a
manuscript?

Williams: What editors really look
for is narrative tension. It’s got to

have that, and again that’s some-
thing best developed in sunlight and
everyday surroundings. A narrow
focus is also important. In Freddy
Forsythe’s work there’s one confron-
tation, one gun, one bullet. A good
story is shaped like an upright

funnel.

TZ: Is this method of building terror

from the ordinary relatively new in the
horror genre?
Williams: One of the earliest ex-
amples I worked with was Dick
Matheson’s A Stir of Echoes in the
fifties. That novel took place in a
housing development; it had a
California ordinariness that was
unusual in the genre at the time.

TZ: In another interview in this issue

Peter Straub argues that an unknown
writer may as well go ahead and try

a novel since short stories are so

hard to publish. Do you agree?
Williams: I wouldn’t want to make
any generalizations. Fortunately,

thanks to magazines, horror is one
field where a market does exist for

short stories.

TZ: Has horror fiction today—say in

the novels of King and Straub—be-
come mainstream?
Williams: Certainly every novelist in

the field wants to be mainstream:
Right now I’m working on a Dean
Koontz novel called Strangers. It’s a
long, suspenseful book with slightly

spooky elements, but it’s also a
mainstream thriller with six hundred
pages. Several years ago, it would
have been simply called horror, but
Dean Koontz has gone beyond that

now. Even Stephen King doesn’t like

to be called a horror novelist. People
who do call him that are usually the
ones who don’t like his books. ‘Hor-

ror’ really applies more to

magazines. Novels with horror
elements tend to be mainstream
thrillers.

TZ: Are short stories a more con-
genial format for pure horror?

Williams: Yes, I think they are. It’s

hard to sustain real fright for novel
length.

TZ: You’ve worked with Stephen King
on Firestarter, Cujo, Different

Seasons, Christine, and other books.
Does King require—or allow—much
editing?

Williams: He goes over the entire

manuscript with an editor and an-
swers all the queries, but I don’t of-

fer many cosmic suggestions. He
doesn’t need them. In Cujo, I told

him it would be more effective if he
added a scene to show that Cujo
was once a nice doggie. An hour
later. King emerged from his room—
the one full of loud rock music—with
six perfect pages. He’s that kind of

writer.

TZ: What's the most important quality

in a good editor?

Williams: What’s important to me is

knowing when to leave something
alone. That and knowing how to

raise the right questions: Is this the
clearest you can be? Are you really

being consistent?

TZ: How would you describe your
basic taste in literature?

Williams: Anything that’s well writ-

ten. Anything that makes me want to
turn the page.
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SHAWNA
McCarthy

Shawna McCarthy is currently

senior editor at Bantam Spectra

Books. We met for our interview in

the hallowed Cedar Tavern, where
the ghosts of Jackson Pollack and
Franz Klein are stiil arguing over staie

beer. Highly animated, she spoke in

rapid-fire cadences about her, career

and the excesses every beginning

writer shouid avoid.

TZ: How did you get into the

publishing business?

McCarthy: It’s kind of amusing, ac-

tually. I came to New York as a fresh

young thing from Pennsylvania, and

what I really wanted to do was get

into publishing. I had no idea how to

do it. I had a degree in English, but

that was about it. I was working as

a glorified secretary for the Red
Cross and hanging out in the even-

ing at a bar called The Bells of Hell,

a notorious writers’ hangout. I had
this idea, God knows why, that if I

hung out there long enough, I would

meet someone who would give me a

job.

Who would think this story would

come true? But one night I was sit-

ting there with my friends, and a

man came over and said he was a

best-selling writer, and he had a

book on the best-sellers list, and he

was just starting a magazine.

I said, “Yeah, sure, everyone in

here has written the Great American
Novel.”

He said, “No, I really did, it’s on
the best-sellers list.”

And I said, “Yeah, sure.” I was
really rude to this man ... So the

next day I went out and looked at

the New York Times best-sellers list

and sure enough, there it was. But,

I thought, that doesn’t mean it was
him, so I went out to the bookstore

and I picked up a copy of his book

and looked at the photo on the back

cover, and yep— it was him.

So I went into work on Monday
and typed up my resume really fast

and mailed it to him, and he hired

me as an editorial assistant at a

magazine called Firehouse. I had an

absolutely top-to-bottom education on

how to put out a magazine at that

job.

TZ: How did you move from

Firehouse to the science fiction field?

McCarthy: I was getting a little bit

tired of reading about firemen and

writing about firemen. And I heard

that Davis Publications was starting

a new science fiction magazine, and
it suddenly occurred to me that I

could combine my love of science

fiction with my chosen profession, so

I wrote them a letter and said I was
an experienced editor and was in-

terested in science fiction.

I was interviewed by George
Scithers, who was then the editor-in-

chief of Isaac Asimov’s Science Fic-

tion Magazine, and I was hired. I

started out as assistant editor at

Asimov’s, and became managing
editor and then senior editor, and
after George left I became editor-in-

chief. I was editor-in-chief for three

years, and then I was lured to

Bantam-Spectra Books.

TZ: This ail sounds uncommonly
smooth. There must have been a per-

iod, at least when you first got to

Asimov’s, when you feit insecure.

How did you handie that?

McCarthy: My main feeling when I

moved to Asimov’s was that I was
totally out of my depth. I suddenly

said, “Well, God, I’ve been reading

science fiction for a long time, but I

don’t know cwerybody and I don’t

know everything, and this is fiction,

and I’ve been dealing with non-

fiction.”

I was very insecure about things.

I’d read something and say, “I didn’t

like that very much.” And suddenly

I was in a position to make my likes

and dislikes heard. I’d be able to

say, “I didn’t like that because ...”

and have the writer change it. And
I thought, “Who died and made me
God? He’s a writer. I’m just an

editor.”

It took a long time for me to get

my confidence up to a level where I

could tell a writer I actually didn’t like

what he had done and that it should

be changed. But it seemed to me,

after a while, that the kinds of things

I was pointing out to people in their

stories, they vi/ere agreeing with, and

I started thinking, “Hey, I might be

good at this.”

TZ: Did you find your taste evolving

after you edited for a whiie?

McCarthy: I found that what I en-

joyed as a casual reader became
very, very old after a couple of

months. I worried about this a great

deal, that my taste would become
too refined for the general public. I

was really looking for something

totally different and totally unusual to

pop out of the pile, when in fact what

the casual reader wanted was the

stuff that I used to like.

But still, there are certain

elements that I’ve always liked in

short fiction and fiction in general;

it’s just that I expect them to be sur-

rounded by material of a higher cal-

iber. I always like a strong and be-

lievable character. He doesn’t have

to be likable necessarily, but just

someone I believe exists. I’m shown
his or her thought processes in

enough depth that I believe this per-

son could think and feel and behave
in this way. And I care about what

happens to this character.

I always look for different or

unusual backgrounds or settings. I’m

not interested in your basic alien

planet with your basic 'alien species

on it. What you have to do is come
up with things that are applicable to

us today on planet Earth.
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Fine writing is a ways nice, too,

but I think if you have the believable
character and the underlying theme,
you can let go of wonderful writing.

You can have good writing. If you
get rid of either one of the other two
things, you have to have magnificent
writing.

too. I can’t speak for Ellen Datlow of

Omni or Ed Ferman of Fantasy and
Science Fiction, but I really read it

all. And the one thing that got you
out of the pile was talent, and if you
had it you shone like a diamond in

a bunch of coal.

TZ: Certainiy, just being in the New
York area isn’t enough.
McCarthy: God knows. Not naming
any names, but there are some
agents who will cause editors to

climb out on their window ledges just

by showing up in the waiting room.

TZ: Most beginning writers don’t
have agents, they’re far from the cen-
ters of power—iiteraiiy and figurative-

iy—and they often feei quite iost and
helpiess. What suggestions do you
have for the taiented beginner?
McCarthy: First of all, you have to

learn the English language, top, bot-

tom, sideways, and inside out. You
have to know where commas go; you
have to know how lo spell things;

you have to know where paragraphs
go; you have to know how to use
quotation marks, parentheses; you
have to know the difference between
“its” and “it’s” and ‘ to” and “too.”

Another thing you have to do is

get to know other writers, maybe on
a workshop basis. You get feedback
from people other thcin your wife or
relatives or kids. You get feedback
from people who are trying to do the
same thing you are, and have at

least some qualifications to criticize.

TZ: What genre do you think is the
easiest to break into?

McCarthy: This may sound paroch-
ial, but I think the easiest field in the
world to break into in fiction writing

is science fiction and fantasy. It’s the
only field where there are magazines
that are dying for your material. They
publish a lot of new writers every
year. I published four or five first

saies in a year, and I don’t think you
can match that record in any of the
mainstream fiction outlets, of which
there aren’t all that many anyway.

Also, there’s a very unified

writers’ community in the field. You
can go to conventions! and you can
meet your fellow writers, hang out.

They’ll tell you about agents; they’ll

tell you about editors; they’ll tell you
about publishers.

In addition, selling your stories

to one of the short fiction magazines
is a definite inroad into getting your
novels published.

TZ: How can a young writer avoid
that terribie quagmire caiied the siush
pile?

McCarthy: When I was editor at

Asimov’s, I didn’t have a slush read-
er. I read it all myself. And I know
that’s true of the editor of Analog,

TZ: Should a new writer get an
agent?
McCarthy: No, very few agents are
handling short fiction. In fact, a
beginning short story writer can’t get
an agent. If you get five hundred
dollars for selling a short story, the
agent gets fifty. Big deal. Why
should she waste her postage?

What you have to do generally is

sell a couple, then go to an agency
and tell them you’re going to work
on a novel.

My feeling, too, is that the reput-

able agents are in New York. If I get
a submission from agent Brown in

Kentucky, I think, this is him, this is

his mother, this is his brother.

TZ: Would you give us the Shawna
McCarthy all-time list of cliches, if not
cliche as a final warning to aspiring

writers?

McCarthy: Sure. The Adam and Eve
story. The computer-game-is-real
story. Another Celtic quest with a
unicorn and a cute hero and his talk-

ing dog. The trip to the alien planet

with the unpronouncable name where
you don’t know it’s an insult to

scratch your nose and you end up in

prison. The brave space captain with

his beaten-up space scow.
Enough?

TZ: Too much.
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An old man can give a
lot to a boy, like gifts

that make dust rise/

by CHARLES L. GRANT

T
iic ijiic vvaii aiicivco

holding the cracked husks

and battered skeletons of

childhood battles, destroyers,

bi-wings, and sailing ships

whose cannon had been glued

on one by one and whose rigging

looked now like spiderweb shadow.

One wall with a narrow bed, the quilt

torn and wrinkled and tangled with

the sheet that had lost its forgotten

color five decades ago, the pillow flat

and the mattress sagging and the foot-

board half-fallen from a brown metal

frame. One wall with a window, the

curtains tied back and the shade

halfway raised, on the sill a pair of

iron Indians, a pair of iron cowboys,

and a three-legged iron pony whose

head was braced against the sash.

There was frost on the ^lass.

Russ held on to the doorknob as

if he needed it for balance, taking

deep breaths and smelling the age

here, and the soap used on the linens,

the paint used on the models, the ap-

ples he used to hide under the bed for

midnight snacks when the lights were

out and the wind and the maple tree

scratched at the window. These odors

mixed with the dust that covered the

braided rug on the floor, the dust that

hung in strands over the closet door,

the dust that took his shadow and
I. J c

—

well — his sisters teasing, his father

scolding, his mother singing him a

song; the pets that he had had that

slept across his legs, the music box an

aunt had given him for Easter, his

own voice in imitation of guns and ar-

rows and ricocheting bullets, calling

for his armies to hold the line, stand

fast, help was on the way.

There was frost on the glass, and

he was tempted to cross the floor and

use a finger to carve his initials there

the way he'd carved the desks at

school. But a footfall behind him
made him turn, and look down.

"Uncle Russ, we gotta get going."

The boy was ten, blond and thin

and wearing clean jeans as a conces-

sion to the day.

"I was just thinking, Chad," Russ

said, rubbing right palm over left

knuckles to ease the pain, to tell

himself there was virtue in patience

this time. "Didn't mean to keep you."

"That's okay." Chad looked

around the old man and wrinkled his

nose when he saw the room. "Boy, a

lot of junk. Was this room yours?"

He nodded, stepped into the hall

and closed the door. "For more years

than I want to remember, if you want
to know the truth." He grinned. "But

I never had to share it with any of my
sisters, that's for sure."

Chad nodded, a grimace on his

face to let the world know what he

thought about having to live with a

girl, especially a girl who had a bed

in his room.
The hallway was long and un-

lighted, and only a muted glow from

the stairwell showed them the way
out. And as they walked, puffs of

dust and shadow swirling in their

wake, he looked at each door and

remembered who used to live there,

nodding to himself, touching the wall-

paper now and then and watching it

peel in flakes to the floor.

You're falling apart, he thought at

the throbbing that grew in his knees.

His smile was brief.

Their footsteps were loud.

The stairs creaked, were worn
smooth and concave, the bannister

trembling when they held it, making

Chad ask if fie'd ever slid down to the

newel post globe.

"A hundred times, I guess," he

said, polishing the wood with the tips

of his fingers. "Never fell off once."

He paused on the last step. "My
youngest sister did, though. When she

was your age." He looked up toward

the second floor. "Lost her balance

and fell." His'gaze followed the fall to

a place on the floor in' front of the
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kitchen door. "Broke her neck, the

doctor said. She never knew. She was
flying."

"God, that's gross," Chad said.

Then he turned his face away. "I'm

sorry. Uncle Russ."

"That's all right." He slapped the

boy's shoulder. "It was a long time

ago." He reached for the front door,

and slowly dropped his hand. "It was
a bad time for me, though, you know.
I didn't want her dead, of course, but

she kept stealing my toys and hiding

them on me. I kept saying I hated her,

you know how it is."

Chad did. His sister, he had told

the old man often enough, was a

curse. One of these days his parents

were going to be able to buy a house

instead of living in an apartment, and
then he was going to have his own
room. And his sister wouldn't be let

in. Not ever. Not as long as she lived.

Russ sympathized, and when the

door stuck he made a show of weak-
ness so that the boy could help him.

They laughed, then, plunging into the

fresh air, away from the dust and the

age and onto the porch. The lawn, al-

most an acre of it, was in need of

mowing, and the shrubs along the

house would need trimming come fall.

So much to do.

So little time.

He took the boy's hand and led

him down the steps, down the walk
to the street at the bottom of the

slope. A glance behind him revealed

the house — high and white, with green

shutters and arched windows, holding

up the clouds and sneering at the

storms. He didn't come here often.

Just often enough.

Chad kicked at a stone, crushed

£

an ant with his heel. "Uncle Russ,

were you in the war?"

Russ didn't look down, didn't

blink, didn't stop. He was used to the

boy's mind, the way it made like a

humming bird, seldom lighting for

long.

"Yep."

"Really? You were in Vietnam?"

He did stop then, with a deep

laugh that made the boy jump. He
leaned down, one hand braced on a

trembling knee, the other pointing at

his face. "You see these lines, Chad?
You see the color of my hair, what
there is of it? Good God, boy, I was
much too old for that." He straigh-

tened by stages, and kept his face

from twisting at the pain in his back.

"No, I was in the World War."
"No kidding?" Which one?"

"The First."

THE
PRICE OF
ATOY
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Chad's mouth opened in a silent

gasp, and Russ didn't know whether
to laugh again, or weep.

"Did you kill anybody?"
"I don't know. I may have. I

don't think about it much."
Chad clapped his hands, and be-

gan an instant child-movie about his

uncle, the hero. By the time they
reached the sidewalk, they had held

off battlions of Sioux and brigades of

Germans and singlehandedly freed

their homes from the Communists in

Central America.

"Wow," Chad said. Then, quietly,

"Wow."
Russ opened the car door,

watched him slide in and reminded
him about his seatbelt. Then he closed

the door and walked stiffly around the

trunk to the driver's side. His bones
ached, and his lips ached from smil-

ing, and the sun was too bright and

the air was too cold and he could on-

ly thank his grandnephew for having
a boy the first time out.

He sat behind the steering wheel
and started the engine, leaning back
until the heater began to work. Chad
was impatient to get going, and Russ
couldn't help grinning. So much
damned youth, so much energy, and
so little time.

"Uncle Russ, we're going to be
late for my party!"

"No we're not, hold your horses,"

he said, and reached into the back
seat.

"But Uncle Russ, Dad is going to

have a — " The boy shut his mouth
when he saw the gift-wrapped box.

"Wow! For me?"

"Well, it sure isn't my tenth birth-

day, is it?"

After a moment of staring, Chad
took the package gently into his lap

and poked at it, rattled it, grinned at

his uncle and asked the question

silently.

"It's why we came," Russ said.

"Your dad knows an old man some-
times has to be alone when he gives

a gift like that."

The boy giggled and tore at the
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wrapping, tossed the red bow to the

floor and lifted the lid when it was
clear.

Russ stared out at the street.

There was frost on the

windshield.

"Uncle Russ?"

"It was mine, when I was a boy
your age," he said without turning his

head. "I honestly don't remember who
gave it to me, or even why."

"But it's ... a doll!"

He lifted a shoulder, let it drop.

"A boy doll. A boy's doll. The
uniform is ha]idmade, it's supposed to

be a Confederate general. That mus-
tache is real liair. The boots are real

leather. You could probably get a

thousand dollars for it from a muse-
um, if you wanted."

"Uncle Russ ..."

Silence.

A whisper: "It's a doll!"

Russ ordered himself to wait,

though he allowed his eyes to dose in

relief as if he'd been holding his

breath. When he had gotten the little

general, in his own tenth year, he had
loved it at once, and he'd never for-

gotten the horror that had reddened

his grandfath(;r's face. Not his real

grandfather, /^n old man the family

had adopted, just as Chad's family

had adopted him as honorary uncle.

Soon, he sujjposed, he'd wear the

same expression, the horror of recog-

nition that a torch had been passed,

that the doll was no longer his. But

he also knew that for a while longer

he could count on youth never under-

standing the true value of a gift, the

real price of a simple toy.

"Uncle Russ, we'd better go."

He smiled at the sound of disap-

pointment, and waited for another

minute before he looked to his right,

at the boy who was staring at the doll

in his hands. Doll and boy, they real-

ly were very much alike, he thought

with a nod; both of them tiny, both
of them pretending— the one to be a

soldier, the olher to be a man.
His sister had thought it too fun-

ny for words, until he'd handed her

the doll and felt a tingling in his

palms, felt her grow old .... Then
he'd taken the shell of her to the

stairs.

He looked away, as he always
did, and waited for the aches to fade,

the grey to turn brown, the lines in

his face to smooth away to shadow.
For a time.

Until the next time.

Watching the frost on the wind-
shield as the doll turned its head and
opened its eyes.
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The building was
baroque, dignified, the

tenants beyond
reproach. But you can

always find a bit of

dirt—when you

peel the skin.

P
rofessor Tullio Larosi,

holder of the chair in gyne-

cology at the university and
director of Santa Maria Im-

maculata Hospital (com-

monly known as the Mater-

nity Hospital), died of a

myocardial infarction at the age of

sixty-nine. His death was an unsettling

event for the tenants of the apartment

house at via Sesostri 5, of which he

was the proprietor.

For fifteen years, that is, ever

since I came to settle in this city, I

have lived in a small apartment on the

third floor of that very building, and

I feel very comfortable there. The of-

fices occupied by my firm — publicity

and public relations — are located in

the center of the city.

Built during the twenties in a

sober style that vaguely recalls late

Viennese baroque, the house at via

Sesostri 5 is respectability made stone.

The neighborhood, first of all, has

always had the best reputation, al-

though today it is somewhat out of

fashion. Then there is the external ap-

pearance of the building: the slightly

severe dignity of the entrance, the

prompt and respectful solicitude of the

doorman and his wife, the airiness of

the stairway, the extreme cleanliness

of everything, the same brass plates

on the various apartments, plates

which express economic security and a

high moral tone by way of the names
and the graphic characters. Yet, above

all, there are the tenants, each one

better than the next, if a tenant

himself might say so: esteemed profes-

sionals, irreproachable wives, even

when young and beautiful, healthy

children affectionate to their parents

and dedicated to their studies. There

is only one tenant who is relatively

foreign to this solid bourgeois world:

the painter Bruno Lampa, a bachelor

who has his studio in the spacious

garret. Still, he is a nobleman, one of

the Lampa di Campochiaro from
Modena.

Undeniably, the most illustrious

member of this small homogeneous
group occupying the house was the

owner himself, Tullio Larosi. A
surgeon with hands of gold who
aspired to international fame; even in

his person he expressed a superior in-

tellectual and human level: he was tall

and thin, he wore a grey beard

trimmed very neatly, had animated,

penetrating eyes that scrutinized you
intensely through gold wire-rimmed

glasses, aristocratic hands, a long,

slightly proud step, and a deep, per-

suasive voice.

We tenants made the proper visits

of condolence to the widow, who was
still young since Larosi had married

when he was past fifty. Their first-

floor apartment was magnificent with-

out managing to seem lavish at the

same time. The style in which the

family had maintained the expression

of pain and mourning impressed us:

there were no hysterics or theatrical

scenes of despondency, as often occur

among us, but rather a quiet and con-

trolled composure that made me feel

the gravity of the event even more
intensely.

One logically expected that he

would have a first-rate funeral. And in

fact, on the very first morning after

his death, dignitaries bearing public

tributes began to come and go; offici-

als and representatives from the most

respectable and esteemed citizen or-

ganizations were recognizable a mile

away. By nine a.m., wreaths of

flowers were already forming an unin-

terrupted hedge of rare splendor at the

base of the three walls in the

courtyard.

The family's obituary notice men-
tioned that the procession was sche-

duled to start at eleven. By ten, the

crowd was already blocking the street,

and the city police were directing the

flow of vehicles down other arteries.

At ten-fifteen, the nuns of the Mater-

nity Hospital arrived in a large,

mournt^il group. Everything took

place with calm, order, and silence.

Until about ten-twenty, when one

had the feeling that there was some
unforeseen obstacle, something that

was not going as it should have.

Strange faces that appeared anything

but grieved were seen near the stairs.

One heard the echo of an animated,

short-tempered discussion (if it weren't

simply a quarrel) coming from the en-

trance to the Larosis' apartment. There

followed evident signs of embarrass-

ment and confusion among the people

crowded on the stairway and in the

hall of the apartment. Even more
unusual in those days, a loud, despe-

rate shout resounded through the

building, and it was the unmistakable

voice of the widow, Mrs. Lucia

Larosi.

Since my curiosity was aroused

by the stange goings-on, I went down
two floors and was about to enter the

Larosis' apartment. It was the most
jiatural thing in the world to do, be-

cause I also was obligated to partici-

pate in the funeral procession.

I was driven back, however.

Three young men (it didn't require

great insight to identify them as police
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Ithescajvmi
detectives) energetically ushered out
the people who had already entered

and barred those who were making an
attempt to do so. Their efforts almost
resulted in a brawl, an interference

that would have seemed quite insane,

apart from being irreverent.

In the meantime, beyond the

thick curtain of restless heads, 1

caught a glimpse of my friend Sandro
Luccifredi, a police inspector and chief

of the flying squad. Near him was In-

spector Usciro, chief of homicide.

When Luccifredi noticed me, he waved
his hand high shouting, "It's incredible!

You'll hear about it. It's incredible!"

Then I was immediately swept away
by the overflow of ejected people.

A little later, having reached a

landing. Inspector Luccifredi lAade an
announcement to the crowd: "Ladies

and gentlemen, it is my duty to in-

form you that, due to unforeseen cir-

cumstances, Professor Larosi's funeral

has been postponed. Those present are

earnestly requested to leave."

It isn't difficult to imagine the

eruption of exclamations, comments,
discussions, and conjectures provoked
by that brusque announcement. Yet it

lasted only a little while because the

police saw that first the stairs were
cleared out, then the lobby, and final-

ly the facing street.

What had happened? Why had
the police interfered? Didn't the pro-

fessor die a natural death? What was
he suspected of? What gave rise to the

suspicion? These were the questions

that people were asking themselves.

Yet they were all on the wrong
track. The first succinct details of the

truth, by far the most incredible, were
about to come out in the evening pa-

pers. Neither radio nor television

covered the story.

In short, it was one of the most
astonishing sensations in twentieth-

century journalism: the suspicion had
arisen, namely, that the deceased, an
illustrious gynecologist, holder of a

university chair, and director of a ma-
jor city hospital, was not really Tullio

Larosi. He was, rather, a doctor from
Turin named Enzo Siliri, also a spe-

cialist in gynecology, repeatedly con-
victed of illicit activities in the Fascist

period and forbidden to practice medi-
cine. He subsequently re-emerged dur-

ing the German occupation, became a

Nazi collaborator, and distinguished

himself as a brutal war criminal in

a concentration camp at Thuringia,

where, under the pretext of conducting

experiments, he tortured and practi-

cally tore to pieces hundreds of Jewish

girls. He later disappeared during the

upheavals of the liberation and was
hunted in vain by police throughout
Europe.

The revelation was so outrageous

that the very newspapers that an-

nounced the improbability on the

The suspicion

arose that the

deceased was
not Tuliio

Larosi, but

Enzo Siiiri,

repeatediy

convicted of

brutal crimes.

basis of information supplied by the

police used the greatest caution, subtly

creating the suspicion that the authori-

ties were on the verge of making a

terrible mistake.

There was, however, no mistake.

That same evening a spate of unusual

editions appeared with an abundance
of always new and more shocking

details.

It came out that the notorious

Siliri, having turned up in this city im-

mediately after the war, exploited a

vague resemblance easily heightened

by an improvised beard, and appro-
priated the identity of Professor Tullio

Larosi, the noted gynecologist. Pro-

fessor Larosi had evoked the hostility

of the Fascist authorities because of his

Jewish grandmother, and he fled in

1942 with the intention of emigrating

to Argentina. Having reached Spain,

he boarded a Brazilian merchantman
which was mistakenly torpedoed in

the Atlantic by a German submarine,

losing crew, passengers, and cargo.

Larosi was single, and not surpris-

ingly, his only relatives lived on a

remote Argentine plantation. In point

of fact, his death passed completely

unnoticed, no one paid attention to

his disappearance, and no one in-

tervened when, in the summer of

1945, Siliri apipeared in this city pre-

senting himself as the gynecologist

who was forced to emigrate. His

flight, the Fascist persecutions oppor-
tunely dramatized in his reports, his

vicissitudes in the New World, all con-

ferred a romantic halo on him; for a

brief time, he was even exalted as a

hero of the r&iistance. The fact is that

some time afterward the university

chair was assigned to him almost

automatically. And since he was not

an imbecile and was trained in the

medical profeission, it was not very
difficult for him to prolong the fiction

for many years. As for the real Tullio

Larosi, it was as if he and all his

relatives had disappeared into thin air.

All this information was reported

by the newspapers. Now it was asked

how the truth suddenly came to light

just on the occasion of the funeral.

The explanation was simple, the news-

papers said: the entry of the death at

the registry ciffice had uncovered a

few discrepancies between the official

data and whcit appeared in the de-

ceased's papers. Hence the matter

became the concern of the police, and
they intervened as I have related.

In reality, this late discovery was
quite mysterious. And it left the pro-

fessor's acquaintances very perplexed,

especially his fellow tenants in that

most respectable building, which was
now dominated by an uneasy atmo-
sphere. It seemed as if the dishonor
which had immediately fallen on a

man esteemed ,a model of civilized vir-

tues was spreading about, contaminat-

ing even those who had lived near

him for years.

I confess that I too had been pro-

foundly shaken. If a paragon so

revered and worthy suddenly sank in-

to the mire of disgrace, what could be
free from suspicion? My anxiety was
increased when I received a telephone

call that I would never have expected.

Inspector Luccifredi of the flying

squad called me at home one morning.
1 said th.at Luccifredi was my

friend. I have always tried to have a

few high officials in the police depart-
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ment among my friends. Such friend-

ships are reassuring; they make one

feel safe, since one never knows what
will happen. 1 had met Luccifredi a

few years before at the home of mut-

ual friends, and he at once had shown
a strong liking for me. I had profited

from it by arranging to meet him after

work, inviting him to dinner, and get-

ting interesting information from him.

And we saw one another rather often.

Yet he never happened to telephone

me in the morning.

"Hello, Andreatta," he said to me.

"Weren't you shocked? The illustrious

professor! Your respectable landlord!"

, "Well, you can imagine," I

answered, not seeing what he was
driving at.

"I suppose you'd like to know a

little more about the affair? The
papers could only say so much."

"Obviously 1 would be curious."

"What if I told you everything?

. . . Why don't we get together? What
are you doing tonight?"

He came to dinner. My house-

keeper is impressive in the kitchen,

and my friends are happy to take

advantage of her cooking. I asked her

to prepare something special for the

occasion.

So here we were, quietly sitting at

the table, and before us stood a plate

of faultless cannelloni alia crema and

a glass of Chateauneuf-du-Pape. The
overhead light of the chandelier exag-

gerated the deep scar dug into Luc-

cifredi's left cheek. His thin face made
him vaguely resemble a Frank Sinatra.

He was even more acute and penetrat-

ing than usual.

"Perhaps you won't believe it," he

told me, "but I've been keeping my
eye on him for a year now. You may
also find it hard to believe that I've

known the truth for a year. But it was
continually suppressed. You know
why, the repercussions in the academ-
ic world ..."

"But then,"' I said, "there would
be all the more reason to keep it quiet

after his death. ..."

"No, because there was the pro-

blem of his lineage."

"You mean to tell me that the

suspect came to you himself?"

Luccifredi burst out laughing. "It

was simply an anonymous letter. It's

difficult to say where it came from

because the postmark was forged. It

was anonymous, but very detailed. . . .

In that case, one must naturally find the

evidence . . . And 1 dug and dug ....

As you know, I have some skill in

this."

"Can it be possible that no one

recognized him in all those years?"

"There was someone. But Siliri

shut his mouth to the tune of millions

and millions of lire. We may have

found a notebook with records of pay-

ments and dates. The man, however,

never came in contact with us."

"So tell me, what evidence did

you find?"

"Itl quite simple. The fingerprints

left by the professor at the hospital.

Siliri's were in the archives at Turin."

"Excuse my curiosity, but you
know, the whole affair amuses me. I

must ask you again, what have you
uncovered? Everything was served to

you on a plate, wasn't it?"

"Who can say?" He shook his

head uncertainly. "How can you ex-

clude the fact, for example, that I

myself might have been the anony-

mous letter writer?" And then he had
another good laugh.

I, however, wasn't capable of

laughing for some reason. "Isn't it a

little strange that you're telling me
these things?"

"It's not strange," he answered.

"Maybe one day you'll know why ....

I dig and dig ... I am patient ... 1

know how to wait .... The right mo-
ment will come."

"In fact, it has come."

"It has come. And it will come."
* "What do you mean, 'it will

come'?"

"I just go on digging. . For

someone the moment will come. ..

An elegant street like via Sesostri . . .

(continued on page 45)
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Fame is a flitfing

fhing, especially when
you're full of wings.

by ROBLEY WILSON

T
hefe once : waS' a < woman
who swallowed . live canar^

ies. , She' did il the way
American college boys be-

tween, . the world wars
swallowed goldfish — for • a

lark, to entertain her friends,

perhaps to see her photo-
graph in the pages of Life magazine.
The magazine picture would show the

last of the sletuler yellow leathers

disappearing into her mouth; "Hckhsh
business" might be the caption.

She was very good at it. She never

choked on the birds, never gagged, and
SO far as anyone knew she never deli-
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berately ,kSlie4 or injured a canary. She-

was exceediiigly gentle with the little

birds. Before swallowing one, she held

it in her right hand, firmly enough so

that . it could not beat its wings and
harm itself, and with the fingers of her

left hand delicately stroked its head

and beak until she cOuld feel its tiny

body relax and its frantic heartbeat

become slower — though the heart of a

songbird always beats at an extraor-

dinary rate, even when the bird is

asleep. VVhen she had calmed the

canary, ^e raised it to her open
mouth, lipped back her head, and
released the bird, which flew straight

down her throat and vanished.

She never lacked for an audience.

She was invited t<) parties by people

she had never met, people who had
heard about her curjous talent- and .

wanted to see her performance :fgr

themsefves. She was contacted by -en-

tertainment- agents who wanted to put
her into show- business. Young men she

had never seen wrote letters that . told

how much they were attracted by her

talent .and how they had fallen in love

with her; they wanted to marry her ,

and move to California, to live in a

modest ranch house and raise, canaries

for profit, Schoolchildren sent scrawled

letters that were wistful and naive; "I

wish 1 could do what you do. I'm glad

you don't cook the birds before you eat

them."

Not that everyone was enchanted

by tire i^a »£ 4 womaii swallowing'ca-

naries, ^ome thought she was cruet,

and talked about the ‘terrible death by
suffocation .that awaited each bi^d^_

some' conjured up bizarre images of the

birds' slow assimilation into the wom-
an's digestive system; sopie made
^arse jokes. Many thought the act

was simply impossible. They did not

believe the'woman copjd swallow a liv-

ing thing, and even when they were

witness to' the event jhey’ imagined they

were watching magic, that what they

saw' was only an appearance.

.s.time :went":by,;;her /fijnc;:'

spread. She

known as "The Golden
Lady,"' and the young
inwny. who had once only '

written- to '. her, now were

her lovers.' They came to
‘

see her swallow a canary,

but stayed to live with her and share

her bed. Everywhere she went,, she Was
surrounded by her admirers - one
young man on each arm, one young '

man trotting ahead to open 'doors and :

flag taxicabs, one young man bringing

up the rear to deal wiHi the waiters,

the drivers, the lovers she had already

cast aside or had not yet taken up. Old .

men she did not have time for. Though -

they were wealthier and wiser and pro-

mised more experience of the world,

she had no patience with thern. She

might accept their, rich gifts, but the

. \ ‘

r
' ‘ A, '

“‘t,
^

' '

'

gifts bought nothing. Society thought

he^ scandajous; society envied "her.

The young mgn themselves were
- attentive to a fault. Whe'n she had
dropped them; let them gtr in order to

replace them with newer, younger part-

ners, they Went to the newspapers with

marvelous stories of their lives with the

Golden- Lady, They told of her apart-

menf, filled,- with songbirds — their

leathers pure while and pale yellow'

and vivid orange— that preened in

gold-plated cages the old men gave her;

of her brocade draperies," whose pat-

terns were wings and clouds; , of the

view from her w'indows, which was all

,
sky. They told of sleeping beside her,

'

and of how in the night the sound of

her slow breathing was like the melo-

dic warble apd twitter one
,
usually

hears only at' su,nrtse.

They told' what a pleasure it had
been to do her • shopping; cuttlebone

and exotic wild seed and deep porce-

lain water cups; pages from foreign

journals, ivory trapezes, 'delicate

bronze bells. They told how much they

still 'foved her.

Only one young man did she trply

love. They met aboard an airliner, on
a flight between two European cities. It

was fate, she told him, that put the

two of them in adjacent seats. No, he

said, it was merely accident. When she

asked the difference, he smiled. "No
one to blame," he said,'

I
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He told her his parents had died

in a plane crash when he was very

young, and that, he supposed, ex-

plained everything. He had been sent

to live with a grandfather in a yellow

house on the edge of the ocean. "It

was glorious," he told her, "blue skies,

green seas. I'd wake up to the sounds
of gulls and terns."

He had done the usual boy-
things. He had searched for birds' eggs

and held them in his hands to feel

heartbeats against the thin shells. He
had found a sandpiper with a broken
wing and tried to nurse it back to

health — but the bird died and he re-

fused to speak to anyone, even his

grandfather, for days. He had climbed

an apple tree in a meadow behind the

house, and sat for hours in its highest

limbs, wishing he could fly.

When she told him about herself,

he was entranced. "I must see," he

said. When the flight ended, he carried

her bags to a taxi and rode with her

to the hotel. In her room, she un-

packed the small ventilated box that

held the few canaries she traveled

with, and she showed him. "You are

a marvel," he told her.

That very night they became
lovers. "But you are not my first

young man," she confessed. He
laughed. "And I won't be the last," he

warned. "Accidents are brief events."

Once, much later in their affair,

he asked her, "What does it feel like,

what you do? Does it excite you?"

She had no idea what to tell him.

"I'm sorry," she said. "I never learned

to describe the pleasure I get from do-

ing this thing. It's just what I do best."

He told her she had given a per-

fect answer.

T
hey lived together for

several years. In the back-

yard of the home she kept

in America he built her an

aviary— a high, square struc-

ture made of glass, with

screened panels so that

much of it could be open in

fair weather. Inside he planted dwarf
trees — lemon and orange and apple —
and carpets of moss and lichen. He
contrived several tiny pools of dear
water, shaped in circles or triangles,

and in the center of the aviary he

built a four-leveled fountain whose
waters flowed with a sound like

windchimes.

He filled the space with hundreds

of canaries — yellow, white, orange,

and gold, some of them glorious

singers, some of them mute and mere-

ly beautiful — all for the woman he

loved. They were a world all aflutter,

a world of wing and warble, splashing

diamond-drops in the clear pools.

They sang choruses in the branches of

the low trees. They clung to the

screening high above, then glided, like

October leaves, gracefully downward
to drink at the restless fountain.

The Golden Lady was entranced.

She embraced the young man. "No
one has ever loved me so," she told

him, and for a long time afterward the

two of them enjoyed the accident of

their happiness.

When the young man became the

only one ever to leave her, as she

knew he would, she emptied the

aviary and uprooted the dwarf trees.

She let the pools and fountain dry up.

She lay in bed at night and listened

to the neighborhood boys breaking

out panes of glass. Then she resumed
her life as it had been before, took

more lovers, became once again the

toast of the world's capitals.

One day she was old. It was as

if the years v/ere a flock of grackles

in a meadow. Instead of flying off one
at a time, suddenly the whole flock

thundered upv/ard to blacken the sky.

That was hov^f she aged; though she

was still attended by her young men,
still lived with her pretty birds, still

breathed morningsong in her sleep,

suddenly she was old. Age took away
her notoriety and made her merely ec-

centric. The magazines stopped pub-
lishing her picture over foolish cap-

tions. Newspapers ignored the gossip

of her young men.
When she died, science descended

on her. Pathologists and behavioral

psychologists .and forensic busybodies
probed her, dismantled her, catalogued

her. Out of her bare, ruined choirs

and down from the empty tree of her

bones, they gathered no wisdom and
no due to her pleasure. What was left

of her, they cremated. Her very smoke
sang on the v^^ind.
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(continued from page 41

)

a trend-setting street, right? . . . espe-

cially number 5 ... all the tenants

beyond reproach . . . Ha! . . . Still, 1

dig as 1 have in the past."

Did 1 turn pale? I don't know. I

told him: "1 must admit, I don't

understand you."

"But you will unde:'stand," he said

with the half smile that is usually re-

served for great occasions, and then

he drew out a notebook. "Do you
really want to know? Do you want
me to tell you everything? Will you
know how to keep quiet?"

"I think so."

He stared at me in silence. "Yes,"

he concluded, "I have reason to

believe that you will keep quiet."

"Do you trust me?"

"In a certain sense 1 trust you ....

Now, listen," and meanwhile he leafed

through the notebook. "Commander
Guido Scoperti, do you know him?"

"He lives beside me, the next door

here."

"Fine. What would you say if you
found out that Scoperti is a false

name? That in reality his name is Boc-

cardi, Guido Boccardi, from Campo-
basso, and that he has eight more
years of a sentence for a fradulent

bankruptcy hanging ever his head?

Charming, isn't it?"

"It's impossible!"

"Boccardi, Guido, son of the late

Antonia Boccardi, sentenced to nine

years in 1945. In 1946 pardoned by an

error in transcription. Wanted since

September of that year."

"Have you just become aware of

this?"

"A month ago . . . Does the name
Marcella Germiniani mean anything to

you?"

"She's the woman who lives on

the first floor. She's quite wealthy. She

has a Rolls-Royce."

"Fine. Would you be taken aback

if you discovered that the well-to-to

widow is not named Germiniani but

Cossetto, Maria Cossetto, tried for

murdering her husband, acquitted at

the first trial, on appeal sentenced to

life imprisonment in absentia, and

since then a fugitive?"

"Is this one of your jokes?"

"And the well-known Publiconi,

the man who lives on the second floor

just below you, the president of the

Boxing Federation, would you be

shocked to learn that his real name is

Armando Pisco? Does the name Pisco

mean anything to you? Do you recall

anything at all about it?"

"Well, there was a trial in France,

many years ago."

"Precisely. A sex maniac, known
as The Strangler of Halles. Con-
demned to the guillotine by a French

court, he escaped on the eve of the

execution. .. . Have you ever looked

at his hands?"

"You have a great imagination."

"And do you know Lozzani? Ar-

mida Lozzani, the fashion designer

who occupies the entire fourth floor?

“You can be

sure that I’m

very sorry to

have to arrest

you. You’re a

likable man.”

. . . Her name is an alias; she is really

Marietta Bristot, an all-purpose do-

mestic who fled with three million in

jewels and was sentenced in absentia

to five years .... This pheasant with

capers is exquisite, you know. . . . You
have my compliments, really .... But

there's more: Take Count Lampa,
Lampa di Campochiaro, the neo-im-

pressionist painter who leases the gar-

ret; your count is an alias, his real

name is Monsignor Buttafuoco, first

secretary to the papal nuncio of Rio

de Janiero (in those days Brazil didn't

exist), organizer of the famous Apos-
tolic Work of San Severio — in plain

words, he embezzled more than fifty

thousand dollars, after which he

became a fugitive and completely

disappeared."

"So," I said, "they are all fixed. It

seems that 1 am the only one who has

saved himself."

"Really?" said Luccifredi, some-

what ironic. "Don't be so hasty. With
all my casting I thought I caught a lit-

tle something for you, too."

I feigned astonishment: "For me,

you say?"

"Yes, my distinguished Serponella,

you got away with it after the bomb-
ing in Lyons, when you shook up the

authorities. . . . But you still left the

slighest trace. . . . And Interpol in-

terested me, and I dug as usual....

Now, finally, here we are, I, Inspector

Luccifredi, chief of the flying squad,

and my dear friend Lucio Andreatta,

also known as Luis Serponella, a ter-

rorist of the old school, advocate of

anarchy. . . . You can be sure that I'm

very sorry I have to arrest you, you're

a likable man. . . . No, don't get ex-

cited, and don't deceive yourself, the

building is surrounded by a double

cordon of police ... I need them to

clean house!"

"You're in great form. Inspector

Luccifredi," 1 answered. "Congratula-

tions, Sandro Luccifredi, alias Carmine
Nichiarico — right?"

Now it was he who made the at-

tempt to stand up, ' he who turned

pale. The pheasant with capers didn't

interest him any more.

"What do you mean by this

Nichiarico?"

"Nichiarico, Carmine, son of the

late Salvatore Nichiarico," and then I

stood up, "gunman for the Rosari

gang, you have at least three fine

murders to your credit."

He answered scornfully: "And
would I have become the chief of the

flying squad with such a brilliant

record Jf'

"Well, I too have dug, in my own
little way. . . . Flood in the Po valley

. . . does it mean anything to you?

The heroic end of Vice-Commissioner

Luccifredi, swept away by the waters

as he rushed to help his threatened

family .... And after a couple of days

the sudden reappearance of the valor-

ous man, nearly unrecognizable, his

face all bruised and beaten to a pulp

.... Yes, my distinguished Nichiarico,

I must admit that you have an infer-

nal skill. . . . Now you may call your
men, if you think it's necessary."

He too stood up, no longer sneer-

ing as before.

"Good shot, my friend," and he

offered me his hand. "I confess I didn't

expect it. Good shot. The only thing

left for me to do is thank you for the

exquisite dinner."

"You'll at least stay and have cof-

fee, I hope." Now it was my turn to

be clever.

. "Thanks, but it's better if I return

to the office. There's a pile of back
work I have to catch up on ... . Nice

seeing you again, dear Serponella.

And friends as before."
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It was her dream
pool, but it hounded
him every day.

by JON COHEN

B
illy Shears st2ired at his wife

as she kicked and splashed

at the far end of the pool.

In her red swimsuit Ruth
looked like a fat cardinal

flapping about in a bird-

bath. She swam to the edge and, after

slipping backward orce or twice,

heaved herself out of ihe water. She

turned and waved to Billy, and called

to him in a voice that made him
wince.

"Billy 1" He pretended not to hear.

He looked down at the arm of his

deck chair. The chair was new, and
like all of the other new furniture

placed carefully around the edge of

the new pool, it did not make him
happy.

"Billy, Billy. I love our pool. I

love it, Billy."

The sun came from behind a

cloud, and he had to squint across the

bright water to see her. She stepped

into a pair of yellow' sandals and
wrapped her hair in an electric blue

towel. Standing in the sun, yellow,

blue, and red, she was an alarming

sight.

Ruth started around the pool to

him, smiling and touching the furni-

ture as she came. At the diving board
she paused to fix her sandal. There

were two shadows in the water, a rec-

tangular one made by the diving

board and beside it a large, formless

shape thrown by Ruth's large, formless

figure. Billy stared vcicantly at the

shadows, but when Ruth began to

move again he stiffened. For instead of

moving with her, the formless shadow
drifted in the opposite (iirection, grew
suddenly darker, and then faded

away.

Billy shot past his wife and got

down on his knees beside the diving

board.

"I knew it," he said. "The first

thing to go wrong. It's started, just

like I told you." He turned and glared

at her. "Oil from the filter pump. It's

leaked into the water somehow."
"Where, Billy? I don't see

anything," she said.

She was right, there was nothing

to see. The shadow had disappeared.

"Well," he said. "I don't know what it

was, but something's wrong with the

water. Something leaking, chlorine ac-

ting funny, I don't know." He shook
his head. "This pool will be nothing

but trouble, you just wait."

"My pool is not trouble," Ruth
said, peering over her sunglasses at

him. "My pool is lovely."

They huffed off in different direc-

tions, Ruth toward the screen porch,

and Billy back to his chair. Your pool

is right, he thought. After years of

harassing, cajoling, threatening, and
beggging, Ruth finally had gotten her

pool, with all the trimmings. She'd

been wild on the subject, obsessed

with it to the point where Billy had
wondered if she had taken on some
amphibian quality.

Ruth had a knack, it seemed to

Water had

always scared

him. Its

constant

motion

threatened

him. It felt

all wrong.

him, for craving the very things he

wanted no part of. The greater his op-

position, the greater her need to

possess them. "No pool," he'd say. She

would come to him with a certain

look, with a certain dreamy wetness in

her eyes, which invariably gave way
to tears. "No pool," he'd say again,

refusing to look at the catalogues and
advertisements she'd push at him.

"But you don't know what it

means to me," she'd whimper moistly.

"I'll tell you what it means to

me," he'd say. "It means more money
than I've got. It means cleaning the

damn thing, fixing cracks, playing

around with a bunch of equipment I

know nothing about. It means neigh-

bors coming over, and those MacPher-
son kids sneaking in at night swim-

ming naked. All I need is to wake up
some morning and find a drowned
MacPherson floating in the pool."

And so it went, Ruth coming at

him and Billy countering with his list

of objections. But Billy never men-
tioned the real reason he was against

the pool. He didn't have to — Ruth
knew just how much water frightened

him. The ocean, lakes and ponds,

rivers and streams, any amount of

water greater than a partially filled

bathtub scared the hell out of Billy.

She'd seen it a thousand times, his

panic after a wave touched his feet

when she had finally gotten him to

walk along the beach, or the way he

gripped the steering wheel when they

drove across a bridge. She had
watched him fidget for days the time

the basement flooded, as if he imag-

ined the water rising floor by floor

until it found him cringing in the attic.

Water had always scared him.

Nothing had ever happened; there

were no childhood close calls at the

swimming hole. He'd been born with

the fear. He did not belong in water.

It was not, like earth and air, his ele-

ment. The feel of it was wrong; its

constant motion threatened him. The
sound of it, the smell, the unexpected

changes in temperature overwhelmed
his senses. And the creatures, all that

life swimming unseen. There were too

many shapes and sizes, too much
strangeness and distortion. Billy was
not about to pull on a brightly col-

ored bathing suit and offer himself as

bait.

Allr this Ruth knew, had heard

time and again back in the days when
they had confided in each other. She'd

seen it, lived with it. Still, knowing all

that, she pushed the pool on Billy,

nagged him until he was willing to en-

tertain the idea that living beside a

body of water was more tolerable

than Ruth's persistent . assaults. She

was that unrelenting. So Billy had the

pool built, and as he watched from a

distance when the workmen at last

filled it with water, he had the curious

sensation of being at the same moment
drained of what remaining affection he

had for his wife.

That was three weeks ago, and al-

ready something was wrong with

Ruth's pool. He sat looking out over

the water, wondering what had caused

it to darken suddenly like that. Too
many chemicals or maybe the filter

pump really had leaked oil. It never

sounded like it was working right. The
sun went behind a bank of clouds.

Billy sat a while longer, then gathered

up his sunglasses and hat and started

inside. When he reached the back
door he thought he heard a splashing

sound. He turned, but the water was
still. He shook his head and went on
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into the water. She was wearing a disappeared. Then he found his

lemon-yellow suit. She must have had voice. "Ruth!" He was out of his

eight different suits, all of them eye- chair now, crouching behind it,

jolting. Billy slumped in his chair, and putting a barrier between himself and
played with the ice in his empty glass. the water.

It was his first time near the pool Ruth raised up on an elbow and
since the other night. Now his chair watched him from across the pool,

sat a bit farther from the water's edge. "Did you see it?" He lunged
into the house. Had he stood a mo- Ruth got out on the far side, spread around the edge of the pool to her,

ment longer he would have heard a purple towel anu lay in the sun. pointing down at the water as he ran.

more splashing, and seen a black Billy put his glass down beside the "The wave, a black wave reached up
cloud, like spilled ink, spreading chair, closed his eyes, and tried to and splashed me. It reached up to get

through the water. relax. Ruth was right. The pool was me, Ruth!"

there to stay; he'd have to make the She slowly removed her wrap-

R
uth lay sleeping in the next best of it. The dry heat of the sun felt around sungkisses and stared at him.

bed. The tv was on and good on his face. "Billy ..." she said evenly, her voice

Billy sat propped up on pil- He began to drift off, sinking into a warning.
lows, watching. It was hot; his chair, melting in the sunlight. Its "I swear to you, the water
nothing moved through the

the open windows. Ruth's

heavy snoring provided the only

breeze in the room. Next door the

MacPhersons' dog yapped, and down
the street music from a radio thumped
softly. Crickets chirped, a woman
laughed in the distance. And right be-

low his window someone threw one of

Ruth's new deck chairs into tke pool.

Maybe all of them, from the sound of

it. Billy jumped out of bed and stuck

his head out the window. His heart

beat very fast. The back light was on,

and he could see the chairs still neatly

arranged around the pool. He pulled

his head in, stared at Ruth's snoring

figure, then looked out the window
again. The water was quiet. And very

dark. Darker than the shadows under

the maple trees, darker than the night

sky.

"Ruth!" he called. "Come look at

this."

She remained inert. "Ruth!" He
shook her arm.

She opened her eyes to slits.

"Fire?" she whispered hoarsely.

"No, the pool. Come look." brightness pierced his eyelids, and all splashed me. And a wave, I thought

"The pool?" she said, sitting up. he could see was a hot, red glow. His it was you being funny, but a black

He took her hand and pulled her head began to throb. He dozed fitful- wave ..." He licked again at the

to the window. ly, awakening with a jerk when a water dripping off his face and under-
"Will you look at the water? It's spray of water hit him across his face stood now that it was salt water he

black. I heard splashing sounds." and chest. Some of it got into his tasted, salty as the sea. He closed his

Ruth stared down at the pool, mouth, and he did not understand eyes and hugged himself,

then turned to Billy. "The water's what he tasted. He opened his eyes, "Ruth," he said very carefully,

clear." about to scream at Ruth for splashing "Believe me. Something is wrong with
He moved her out of the way. It him, when he saw two things: Ruth that pool."

was dear. He stared at it, not wanting asleep on her towel and a blackened She shook her head as she spoke,

to face her. He knew what she was node of foamy water receding from "Something," she said, "is wrong with
thinking. The bed creaked as she got him. The sun flashed off the water, you. What in God's name are you
back in. She sighed. dazzling him; he shut his eyes, then talking about, Billy? Open your

"Billy, you better get used to the opened them again, trying to make eyes — there's not a ripple in that pool,

pool. It's here to stay." She sighed sense of the scene. Through the glare. And there's nothing black, nothing,

again. "Goodnight." he saw traces of a shadow, a shadow not even a leaf floating in that water."

It was long into the night before that twisted and whirled darkly as it "Well, why am 1 wet then? And
Billy fell asleep. spread through the pool. He watched, why does it taste like salt?" His voice

licking at the drops of moisture on his was shrill.

Ruth jumped off the diving board lips, as the shadow thinned and "Oh, Billy," she said. "You're pa-

A dark spot

appeared in

the center of

the pool.

Then slowly,

as if stirred by

some unseen
hand, it

began to turn

and grow.
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thetic." She took a breath, then let it

out very slowly. "You are wet because

it is a hot day and you're sweating.

Hot, frightened, little creatures like

you sweat, Billy."

She gathered up her things and
began to move away from him. "And
as for this black wave nonsense, you
can talk all the craziness you want,

but I'll never give up my pool. I know
what you're up to, so talk away — but

I'm not listening!" She spat the last

words at him, then disappeared into

the house.

Billy stood a moment looking at

the water, then hurried after her.

S
leep, which had never come
easily to Billy, rarely came
at all now. He lurched

awake at every sound. Rain

beat against the windows.
Ruth's snoring seemed to

have increased a hundred decibels.

The MacPhersons' dog barked mania-
cally. When he closed his eyes, he saw
the dark water moving again, swirling

above him, sucking him under.

The dog must liave squeezed

through the MacPhersons' fence and
gotten into the backyard. Its barking

was frantic and right beneath the win-
dow. Billy poked his head out into the

rain and yelled down. "Go on, get out

of here." He could see it standing

beside the diving board. And he saw
something else.

The water had begun to swirl.

Billy held his breath and stared,

transfixed. A dark spot appeared in

the center of the pool, then slowly, as

if stirred by some gigantic unseen

hand, it began to turn. And as it

turned, the black spot grew, expan-

ding with each rotation. Displaced

water spilled onto the lawn, darkened
sprays of foam leaping up and mixing

with the falling rain.

The dog yelped andi tried to jump
back, but the whirling liquid blackness

caught it. From his window, Billy

watched as the dog began its twisting

descent into the funnel. He could see

it clawing and biting at the spinning

walls of water, until finally, as it was
sucked deeper, the dog became still.

Just before it vanished into the center

of the vortex, it looked upward, its

black bulging eyes meeting his own.
Billy winced as if it were he who had
been pulled into the gyrating darkness.

He could no longer see the back-

yard. It had been inundated; yet still

the dark whirlpool grew Along its up-

permost border, on a belt of foam,

Ruth's deck chairs spun round and
round like empty seats on a carnival

ride. And still it grew, until at last it before dawn he climbed back into

reached Billy's window, and he was bed, quietly, so he didn't disturb Ruth,

staring down into the center of what and slept as he had not in years,

surely was his watery death. He stood

paralyzed, waiting to be sucked out of illy didn't have much to say
his window, to be pulled into that to Ruth the next morning
churning darkness like the dog. when she asked him about

He waited, but the water had the pool furniture, why it

ceased swelling. He stared at the was scattered around the

whirlpool until he noticed something backyard. I don't know, he
he had not seen before spinning in the told her. It was probably the rain,

foam. Although it was dark and the You slept through quite a storm last

objects small, he recognized them: a night. He didn't have much to say to

pair of wraparound sunglasses, an Mr. MacPherson, who asked if he had
electric blue towel, and a bright red seen their dog. Must have just taken

swimsuit. off, squeezed through the fence and
As suddenly and violently as it run. Dogs do that, Billy told him.

had appeared, the whirlpool began to When Ruth appeared in her red

recede and fall in upon itself. Soon swimsuit, Billy complimented her, told

Billy could see the edges of Ruth's her she should always wear red; it did

pool. Then, as the water grew calmer, something for her. Whenever she went
he again saw the whirling black spot swimming now, he was right out there

in the center. And finally, looking out watching. She kept waiting for

into the rainy night, he saw nothing another of his outbursts. It did not

at all. come. He just sat in his chair, smiling

Billy stood at the window for a as she did her laps, and watched. He
long time. He listened to the night and sat in the morning, and after lunch,

thought about the water twisting be- And in the early evening, when the

neath his window, and about the dog, sun dropped behind the maple trees,

and everything. But most of all he he'd move his chair a little closer, but

thought about the three objects spin- not too close, and watch as Ruth's

ning at the top of the whirlpool. And kicks and splashes turned the shadowy
when he was sure he had figured out water into a sea of ripples and tiny,

what they meant, he smiled. Just black whirlpools.

.
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Mthtf Kavin
Costner plays the
captain of an llh

fated bomber saved
by Spielberg's
supernatural sfx In
"The Mission."

Lett; Playing a
wood has-been, Mal^
Sheen puts his compHtl
tion (Parker Stevenson)
up against the well In

“Method Actor."

Right; Pei^rJHfdak (center) directs
Helen Mirren and Jeffrey Tambor In
the remake of Charles Beaumont’s
“Dead Man’s Shoes."

Above; A humbug (Rdf PpOte) trh

to rebuff one of Tom Sdvlnl’s

hobgoblins In “Halloween Candy.
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The new traffic in tv

terror: past stars

return, sfx men direct.

A
clock, a starburst, and an
open door. A swirl of im-

ages lured us into The
Twilight Zone. But it was

Rod Serling’s voice that let us know
we were there. It’s a tough act to

follow, and the makers of the new
show are the first to admit it. “They
are very sensitive about it,” says

Charles Aidman. “They don’t want to

compete with the narration of Rod
Serling. That’s someth ng that had
it’s own magic. Seriing had a

tremendous impact on this country.

Any imitation might seem crass.”

How does Aidman know? He’s

the man CBS selected to do the cur-

rent narrations. Some of you know
his tv voice-overs. Like Serling and
TZ veteran Burgess Meredith, who
did the narration for the movie, he is

a much sought-after commercial nar-

rator. Others of you remember his

performances on the original show,

where he turned in a distinguished

disappearance as an astronaut in

“And When the Sky Was Opened,”

Charles Aidman, TZ’s new voice.

and a bravura interpretation of the

neighboring physicist in “Little Girl

Lost.”

With his long list of film and
stage credits, Aidman finds it “amaz-
ing that to this day people stop and
ask me, ‘Were you the neighbor in

“Little Girl Lost”?’ People remind me
of those two shows more than any
other of my three hundred perform-

ances.” But he isn’t completely sur-

prised by these reactions. “The
literary quality of The Twilight Zone
was so much higher than run-of-the-

mill television,” he says. “And there

was real rapport among the actors.

We rehearsed for two days. We were
a unit, a cast.”
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Burt Reynolds, directing his first tv drama, ‘Method Actor, on Hitchcock

There is a similar feeling, he re-

ports, on the new show: “They do a
day of rehearsal, which is rare today.

On the other shows, you’re told to

report to a certain street. Then you
talk to the director, and, if you’re

lucky, meet the person you’re doing

the scene with. Then you rehearse
once or twice and shoot.”

While some of us can’t help

comparing Twilight Zones, that’s

something John Carradine, on loca-

tion for a new TZ story called “Still

Life,” refuses to do. Asked in a re-

cent telephone interview how his cur-

rent part as an archaeologist stands

up to his role as Brother Jerome in

the 1962 Zone chiller “The Howling
Man,” he was quick to reply: “It’s

still work. It’s still pictures. It’s all the

same business.”

Carradine, who had already

done three decades of film work
before appearing in “The Howling
Man,” (he began in the early thirties

with bits in The Invisible Man and
The Bride Wayfarer), also once
denied that he was a horror movie
star. But he doesn’t hide the delight

in his voice when he points out that

this is his 499th performance, nor

the pride when he talks of his cur-

rent co-star—son Robert Carradine:

“He learned his business from me.
We’re two damned good actors, work-
ing together.”

Robert seems to agree: “People
are more important than the script.

They’re what make a role worth do-

ing.” And despite his striking suc-

cess in Alfred Hitchcock’s “Night

Fever” earlier this year, he is sur-

prisingly modest about how he plays

the character in “Still Life,” a
photographer who unleashes the

souls of two hundred Indians that

had been locked in a camera for

seventy years. “I just pretend I’m

me—a fiddler with lots of gadgets,
which is what I do all the time at

home.”
“Still Life” also has a formidable

director, British filmmaker Peter Med-
ak, whose Changling and Ruling

Class still command loyal followings.

“Still Life,” a “suspense thriller cum
ghost” is his third Tvvillght Zone pro-

duction. He also directed the light-

hearted “Ye Gods” and “Dead
Woman’s Shoes,” a remake of the

original TZ story written by Charles
Beaumont and featuring, fifteen

years ago, a man. Not having seen
the earlier version, Medak wanted to

concentrate on the constant changes
of character brought on by the

woman’s supernatural shoes, which
he thought “wonderful for an ac-

tress,” and handled with aplomb by
Helen Mirren. He considers the pro-

gram “a very good exercise in telling

stories of different lengths,” although

he also admitted that for him, “it’s

still a vefy strange format. There’s so
little time. It’s like jumping into an
ice cold pool every time.”

Time isn’t the only thing that’s In

short supply at Tales from the
Darkside. It is also short on produc-

tion cash. But, Darkside’s New York
producer William Teitler says with

real conviction, “We’ve made a vir-

tue out of a necessity. Not having a

big budget, we focus on acting and
shows. We’re forced to concentrate

on the stories and on telling them as
well as we can. And it’s a mistake

when production gets more impor-

tant.”

With this in mind, producers
Romero and Rubinstein took the un-

usual step of dividing production be-

tween New York and Los Angeles, a
strategy based, Teitler explains, “on
the whole principle of divide and
conquer. By splitting it, we get an
administrative advantage and two
separate pools of actors, and that’s

been the key to the series.” In that

respect, the division seems to be
working. A number of notables ap-

pear in the next two months alone.

Among them are Larry Mannetti

(continued on page 98)
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• -The
Driving

of the

Year Nail
The flood kept rising,

lapping at the face

of the driftwood statue,

splashing the rusty driving nails.



by STEVEN POPKES

I
he hammer of Old Man Haber Man Haber must've seen it four or

rang as it drove tfie nail into maybe even five times,

the driftwood statue in front Old Man finished what he always

of Abie's house. 1 couldn't see it clearly said after he drove in the Year Nail,

from where I was, there being people talking about how Able would come to

in front of me, but that didn't matter. one of us during the flood. Then he

I'd seen the statue before -four nails stopped and looked at the crowd,

rusted into the wood below a sad-eyed Usually, he just walked back to his

face— and I'd already heard the words, house to throw a pot or mend some.

Only now there were five nails, one but today he had to help lead us to

still shiny from Old Man's hammer. high ground. He stared at us all t

Pa stood next to me, leaning around, then looked up at the rim M
against our house, and tvla and my like he was a fish thinking iS

sister Judy were sitting down on the about coming up for air, none
porch beside his knees. Over on the too sure how it would taste.

other side of Old Man, the river He spat, and said in his high

ground on rocks. It had risen nearly to voice, "Move out!"

Abie's house and the statue, eating Pa balanced his pack,

away at the shore. fiddled with it. He looked pSipjl
Fishface Fowler nt.dged my down at me and frowned a

shoulder. little. He did that when he

"Yeah?" I said. was thinking. "Help your motheriffl^B

"I got some sugarcake. Want Logene."

some?" After I helped Ma up and jjgj
I stuck out my hand and he put made sure Judy's pack was

some in it. I didn't like to look at Fish- tight, we eased into the crowd
face, even though he was my best and walked over to where the

,

friend. He had bulging eyes and his lips trail started. The trail was on
stuck out. He still didn't have any hair the high end of the town

on his body, except on his head, and bottomland and you could see

he was a season older thsin I was. I the driftwood and rock houses \j %
didn't have any hair on my face, but empty out their people.

I'd grown it other places. I used to "Don't look back, Logene," I

think that he was related to the fish heard Old Man Haber say.

Old Man Haber talked about in the I looked at him. He always ^
Abletale, the ones that came with the seemed to show up when I was a

flood. Pa told me different. doing something I wasn't supposed ’

I ate the sugarcake and watched to.

the canyon walls. They weren't too He patted my head. I hate it when
clear to see, all covered with clouds people pat my head. I'd be five after

and the dim morning light. I could on- the flood— five years, that is. Fifteen

ly see patches of the rim. 1 couldn't im- seasons. "This is your first flood, isn't

agine the flood covering the walls, even it?" he asked. He had the whitest hair

after all the times I'd heard Old Man I had ever seen.

tell the Abletale. I just couldn't believe "Yeah." I turned away from the

that there was enough water in the edge of the trail,

world to do that. Pad said that he'd "Don't look back, then. It will all

seen it twice, though, and that Old be gone when you return. Remember,



1 didn't Abie's wife transform into a

i

pillar of salt when she looked back?"

j

I didn't understand that. "But I

‘ didn't turn to salt. Fishface didn't

I either." I looked over to Fishface, but
he was gone.

,
Old Man Haber smiled. "No. But

.
you can't tell what might happen next

;

time."

I didn't look back again until sev-

eral hours later when we stopped and
took the afternoon nap. When I woke

p
up, it was near suppertime. I sat on
a ledge and looked down on the river,

,
waiting until dinner. I figured we were

' high enough that I couldn't see the

!

town, so it couldn't be "looking back."

Nobody 1 knew ever turned to salt

j
from looking at the river.

I ^
I tried carving a whistle irom a

I piece of driftwood I had in my pock-
et. I was feeling kind of sad and use-

less. We were already higher than I

had ever been.

' Fishface- sat on the rock next to
‘ me. "Where the hell were you when

1 Old Man caught me looking back?" I

said. I punched him on the arm.

,
He didn't get mad. He never did

I

get mad. "When we supposed to get

is to the holding place?"

! I put my knife back into its

sheath and the whistle in my pocket.

;
"Day after tomorrow, if everything

i

goes okay."

He didn't say anything more and

I

I didn't want to talk.

'
I wasn't excited like I had been

5
before Old Man drove in the Year

I
Nail. 1 mean, I still wanted to see the

j
stars Old Man talked about, and I still

S wanted to see the dead people Old
Man said always happened. I'd never
seen a dead body, except the time

Poor Willy died and they tied him on
a little raft and sent him down the

J

river. I couldn't get close 'cause Pa
I was watching me, but Fishface said he

got close enough to touch Willy. I

didn't believe him, but I liked to hear
him lie.

I
didn't like walking up to the

holding place. It was dull just

putting one foot in front of the

other. When we got there, it didn't

look like much. It was just a cluster

of shacks made of rock covered over
with soil and a thatch roof. From the

front of Abie's house. I'd been able to

see all there was to the town. The
walls of the canyon had stretched up
directly from the silt where we grew
the crops. Old Man said the flood left

the silt.

From here, in the holding place,

I could see farther. The holding place
was near the rim, far above the town.
But what I'd believed was the other
canyon wall was only a face that

sloped back away from the river, the
start of ridges and bluffs with long,

flat-topped cliffs spreading out from
tall rock chimneys.

It was nearly dark by the time the
holding place was made fit for people.
There were piles of driftwood salvaged
from the last flood and left for us to

burn. Pa remembered where most of
the wood caches were, and what he

forgot. Old Man Haber remembered.
By the time night actually came, you
could smell the cooking fires and see

the shadows moving quick around the
shacks.

I helped Pa with the fire, then fin-

ished making my whistle. There was
a pattern in the grain that looked like

blossoms, so I just followed it. A little

bunch of flowers appeared on the end.
I was surprised and a little proud that
it worked out so well, not sure how
I did it.

While I was admiring it, a hand
touched my shoulder very lightly. It

scared me, and I twisted around, my
knife out front.

"Jumpy, Logene?" asked Old Man
Haber.

I about fell to the ground with re-

lief. 1 picked up the whistle and

brushed it off. "A little, I guess."

He started to talk, but began to

cough real bad. I pounded on his back
until he stopped. There was something
dark around his lips, but he wiped it

off. He cleared his throat a few times

to see if he was going to be able to

get any words out. "I just thought I'd

see if you wanted to come over by the

fire for the storytelling." He coughed
again, but only a little bit. "You're old

enough that it is not required, but I

thought the story might be a little

more interesting with the moon so

close."

I nodded. "Yeah. I was thinking

about it this afternoon."

He cleared his throat again. "I

noticed you cutting on something.
Can I see what it was?"

I gave him the whistle and he
looked it over.

"Very nice." He sounded sur-

prised, which made me feel good. I

didn't get to surprise Old Man too
often. He looked up from it. "Have
you done more of this?"

"You mean the carving?" I saw
him nod. "No. First time I tried it. I've

made whistles before, though."

"Where di(J you get the idea?"

I showed him the grain of the

wood. "There's a pattern that
,
looks

like flowers. See it?" He nodded. "I

just followed it around and it worked
out."

"Those are called bird's eyes." He
surprised me — I'd never seen him work
with any wood, just clay. He saw that

in my face and chuckled again. "I

haven't carved wood since the last

flood. My hc:nds hurt too much.
That's why I started throwing pots."

He gave me back the whistle. "Ready
for a storytelling?"

"Sure."

At the fire I gave the whistle to

Judy. I'd thought about doing it be-

fore, anyway, and I couldn't use it

now because of the flowers. Flowers
are for girls.

Old Man told the Abletale like he
always did. I'd heard it so much I

knew every pause and change in his

voice before they happened. Tonight,

though, it did mean something more.
When he talkeiJ about Able bringing

people from the stars, I could look up
and see stars like little pieces of glass.

And when he talked about the thin

air, I could feel it in my chest. I still

couldn't imagine the flood when I

looked out into the dark. I couldn't

imagine that much water, or the big

moon that ran from one side of the

sky to the other., chased by the water.

Fishface was sitting next to me.
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not saying anything, drawing designs

in the dirt. I leaned over and whis-

pered to him. "Did you look out

across the canyon, today?"

"Yeah."

"Do you think tire water will

cover it allT' I can't see it."

Fishface didn't say anything for a

minute, just kept scraitching in the

dirt, I looked at what he was drawing.
It was a picture of rocks sticking out

of wavy lines that looked like water.

1 felt a shock. The rocks looked just

like the tops of the chimneys I'd been
watching before dark, but with every-

thing below the top covered with

water.

"I can," he said.

I think he could. Me, I have to

see something like that before I can

imagine it.

When the storytelling was over, I

eased over next to Old Man Haber to

ask him a question.

"Yes, Logene?" he aisked when he

saw me.

1 heard a sound and turned to

look toward the cliff on the edge of

the holding place. I couldn't see any-
thing, so I turned back again to the

Old Man.
"Still jumpy?"
"Yeah." I thought a second, trying

to get the words right. "When is the

flood going to be?"

"With the coming of the moon;
you know the story,"

"I know that." I thought some
more. "1 mean, will it come tonight?

Tomorrow night? And how big will it

really be?"

Old Man seemed to get a little

smaller. His face looked like my Pa's,

when I'd asked a question he didn't

know the answer to. Old Man looked

at the stars closely with a faraway
light in his eyes. "Maybe tonight,

Logene, Maybe tomorrow night —
surely no later. Make sure the ropes

are ready and tie down the tools. He
said goodnight and walked away
quickly toward his shack.

T he flood didn't come that night

Nobody slept well because we
were tied to the rocks by thick

ropes.

Fishface woke me up the next

morning and gave me another piece of

sugarcake. We walked out to the big

fire and helped our mothers with

cooking breakfast. After that, we were
pretty much on our own, so we went
climbing around.

There was a big chimney two
ridges away from the holding place we
were both hot to look at It took most

of the morning to make it over the

first ridge. The air was so thin we had
to walk slow. The canyon air was
clear, though, and you could see up
to the edge of the rim. We weren't

high enough to see more than a little

of it. We stopped for lunch on top of

the ridge.

"You think Able'll come this

time?" Fishface looked off toward the

far canyon walls. He was sitting next

to me. It was midday. The air was
hot and the ground was sharp. We'd
given up the idea of reaching the

chimney. It still seemed as far away
as it looked from the holding place.

I drank a little from the canteen.

"Old Man Haber said he comes every

flood."

Fishface nodded. "I'd like to see

him."

"I wouldn't." I passed the canteen.

"Why not?"

"Old Man Haber's seen him four,

maybe five times. Able chose him.

You want to be Old Man? I don't.

Too much work."

Fishface looked across the can-

yon, watching the arroyos and flat

lava platforms. Old Man had talked

about them last night. "Yeah," he said,

"I would."

We began to walk back. Near the

holding place there was a lava plat-

form that seemed a faster way back
than the way we'd come. The rock

was strange, filled with bubbles and
very light. Fishface chipped a stone

from the ground with his hatchet, and
we tossed it to one another. It was
strange playing catch with a big rock.

It was getting late when we
reached the holding place. I was a lit-

tle scared Pa might whip me for get-

ting back so close to dark.

When I got back to our shack,

Ma grabbed me and hugged me.
"You're all right!" I hugged her back,

trying to get her on my side.

"Fishface and me went climbing

around," I said.

Pa came over and looked down at

me. "We were worried you might not

get back before dark." He looked more
upset than angry, so 1 began to

breathe easier. "Where's your sister?"

"Huh?" I looked at Ma. She
looked at me with her eyes wide open
like she was real scared.

"Don't play games, boy!" He took
hold of my shoulders and shook me.
"Have you seen your sister?"

"Not since this morning, when we
left. Really!" He let me go and I fell

down.
"I'll go tell Old Man Haber." He

looked at the western end of the can-

yon where the moon was going to

rise. "Maybe he'll let us go look for

her."

Ma went inside the shack. I fol-

lowed her and sat beside her. She
wouldn't look at me.

"What's going on, Ma?" I asked,

panicking a little inside. She stared at

me for a moment, then turned away.

1 jumped out and ran outside before

she could grab me. "I'm going over to

see Fishface."

Fishface met me halfway to his

family's shack. "Where do you think

she is?" I asked.

He looked at the west canyon just

like my Pa. "I bet she followed us and
got lost. She wouldn't have been able

to keep up."

1 could see Judy climbing after us,

holding the whistle tight to her chest.

It was the first thing 1 had ever given

her, and she'd been real proud of it.

The ground twisted for a second,

and we both sat down. "A quake."

Fishface stood up. "It's on its way."
I stayed sitting on the ground. 1

thought of Judy out there, probably
crying, probably blowing on the whis-

tle, trying to get someone to come get

her.

'We have to go after her." Fish-

face looked across the canyon again,

"Yeah." I stood up and felt

another quake. Fishface grabbed my
arm. "Where? She could be any-
where." *1 felt like crying. "Pa's going

to get some people together and look
for her. Maybe we could help them."

Fishface punched me on the arm.
"Dummy. In a couple of hours the

moon will be here. Old Man Haber
isn't about to let anyone go look for

her. He isn't even going to let your Pa
outside of camp." He looked at me
closely. There was a strange light in

his eyes. "If we don't find her, nobody
will."

H e was right. 1 knew it, but
hadn't thought it through.

We slipped out of the hold-
ing place as quick as we could. The
watchers didn't know to stop us. We
told them we were going to get more
firewood from the caches. After that,

we ran toward the ridge where we had
had lunch. We ran in spurts, stopping

to breathe and grab onto something
when the ground shook. Darkness was
falling fast; the stars peeked out one
by one.

I stumbled on the rocks when the

ground shook, and Fishface caught
me. I did the same for him. We
(continued on
page 100) m
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On a bus ride to nowhere, hard luck

and trouble have a section all their ownr

by RICHARD
CHRISTI^.
MATHESOI^

assengers snored as the

huddled figure crossed

before the headlights.

No more than fifteen,

she carried an overnight

case and apologized as

she boarded the Grey-

hound and bumped passengers along

the aisle. Tovirard the rear, she found
a free seat beside a man. She cleared

her throat, and he glanced up momen-
tarily, then returned this drowsy stare

out the window.
"Help yourself," he said.

She smiled and slid the Samsonite
under the seat. The driver yawned and
steered the huge bus back onto the de-

serted highway. It was past midnight,

and the sand on either side of the

lonely road stretched to both horizons.

As the bus streaked on, bent silhouet-

tes of cacti sprouted here and there

like creatures buried alive and left to

die.

"Pretty time of night," she said,

snuggling into the seat, leaning it

^ack. "Going all the way?" She wanted
to talk.

"Next stop," he mumbled, night

shadows smudging his face.

She drew a deep breath and rat-

tled fingernails against her front teeth.

He said nothing, listening to the winds
that grabbed the bus, squeezing its

metal and glass. He lit a cigarette and
in the dark, a single spot of orange
came and went. Smoke drifted from
his tired mouth and he noticed her
watching him.

"You know what that reminds me
of? It reminds me of this girl my
brother used to go out with."

He said nothing, then realized

there was no escape. "She smoked?"
"God ... like a chimney. And

what happened to her was incredibly

gross."

He stared out the window, reflec-

tion stretching as the glass was bent

by wind.

"Late at night always reminds me
of her, too. She must have been an

insomniac or something . . . she was
always calling him at these weird

hours." '

His eyes \A'ere half shut.

"You know what happened to

her?" He didn't and she continued,

assuming he'd want to know. "Well,

last month she died. But not of cancer

or anything . ,
. you know, tobacco-

related."

There was no answer.

She sighed and squirmed a little

in the seat like a restless child. "It was
this sore throat she had." She rattled

her nails on her teeth again. "She just

felt a tickling in her throat one morn-
ing and thenx;'. . zap, right into the

hospital."

The driver was fighting head-

winds, and the bus creaked on, a

speck in desolation.

"Sore throeit?"

The girl nodded, removed a

Kleenex from her sweater pocket, and
dabbed at slightly reddened nostrils.

"She couldn’t breathe right or

something. Givejs me the creeps think-

ing about it." Sfie closed her eyes tight-

ly and opened . them. "I really liked

her, too."

1/
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The man sucked on his cigarette^

saying nothing.

"And here's the won^t part, if you
want to know the whole story ...

He looked at her, unexpected cu-

riosity perching on his features.

"Sure," he heard himself say, not

knowing quite why.
She hesitated. "Oh, I don't want

to bother you with this. Let's just en-

joy the ride."

He sensed her need to talk, and
his expression didn't stop her as she

looked at him vulnerably, "Vyell, my
brother died a couple of weeks later.

It was a car accident. But I have my
own theory. See, I think he was so

depressed about his girlfriend that he
wasn't paying attention . , . , I doubt he

even knew what hit him."

The man noticed the corners of

her mouth twitch, her glance fall.

"Were you close?" He was in too

deep to turn back.

She nodded, slowly, sadly. "Very.

I know brothers and sisters always

love each other, but we had something
special. He was very likable." She

brightened. "Did you come from a big

family?"

He didn't respond for a moment.
Then came a whispered answer. "No.
Only child."

He leaned his head against the

window, trying to doze off. She
watched him.

"You know," she said, almost

immediately, causing him to shake
awake, "I really shouldn't pick at my
nose like this." She smiled a charming,

little girl smile. "There's tons of nerves
that are very sensitive. You can

paralyze your face."

A,s the bus swayed, the driver's

visor rearview;

Imagine not being able to smile."

The man looked over, and the

girl was staring sadly at him. Outside
a highway patrol car wailed by, sirens

and light carving the way. Then it

was gone. Taking a deep breath, the

man pushed his feet against the floor-

board and slid up in his seat. He
wanted to change seats, and his eyes

searched the bus. But there were no
other seats, and he decided to change
the subject.

"Where you headed?" He re-

arranged his hair, which had been flat-

tened by the window.
"New Mexico. My dad's sending

me to a private school out there.

Hollister? Heard of it?"

He hadn't. She wrinkled up her

nose, collapsing the spray of freckles.

"It's supposed to be real nice . . .

horses, private rooms." She shrugged.

"I'll miss my dog, though."

He crushed out his cigarette.

"What kind of dog?"

She pulled a photo from her purse

of a pretty young girl wrestling with

a golden retriever.

"That's him. And me." T1

took the picture and held

pointed to a woman standing

photo's background. "Who's

^ She crisscrossed the fingers

of both hands into a deli-

tired eyes crept to the

bloodshot, blinking dully. As if look-

ing for something. He shifted his

shoulders.

"Never fheard that," said the man,
trying to tune her out.

She pulled the elasticized pouch
on the seat before her and nodded
seriously.

"Most people haven't. But my
aunt had it happen. " She gestured to

her face "Can't even smile anymore.

man

weave mom.
le's been pretty

sick. That's why
I'm going to

Hollister,

Dad fig-



good never does stay away too long."

She looked at him, wanting to be-

lieve every word as the bus hummed
its trance sounds.

"1 just love my mom so much,"
she said, embarrassed to self-

consciousness by her tears. "I mean,
most of the girls I know just barely

tolerate their parents. But for me . .

."

He smiled. "Sounds like you're

really close."

She sniffed, laughed. "I feel more
that way toward her than my dad,

even though he's okay, too. It's just 1

sort of idolize her." She suddenly

seemed awkward. "Is that sick?"

The man gave her arm a squeeze,

and the two rocked as the bus leaned

off the highway and slowed into a

small town. A ghostly terminal was
ahead, and inside, white neon sizzled.

Newspapers scratched over cement

and benches sat empty. There was
almost no traffic.

"Briston," announced the driver,

as he braked to a stop before the ter-

minal, yawned, and poured therrpos

coffee. Outside, wind rose, sounding

like a woman moaning over a dead

child.

"My stop," said the man.
"Looks lonely out there," she said.

They both peered through the dir-

ty window and allowed a personal

moment to come and pass. Then, he

nodded and slid past her legs, grab-

bing a duffle bag from the overhead

rack.

"Thanks for listening," she said.

"Sorry I talked your ear off. Guess
I've got insomnia like my brother's

girlfriend or something ..."

He winked. "Good for watching
old movies on tv." His smile was
warm. "Hey . .

. good luck, huh?"

They looked at each other, and
she grasped his hand. "The good
always comes back, right?" Her eyes

were weak and frightened, like she'd

come a very long way.
He nodded. "Yeah. It always

does. Have fun at school."

With that, he headed past the

other sleeping i^assengers and out the

door. Outside, the wind reached be-

neath his clothes, and he hoisted his

duffle, as he vvfalked toward the de-

serted terminal, across the street. Sud-

denly, a voice called from behind, and
he turned to sec; her smiling face, chin

resting on the window she'd lowered.

He waved at h<;r, and over the sound

of the bus rumbling out, she yelled to

him.

"Hey, what's your name,
anyway?"

"What's ycurs?" he yelled back,

grinning.

"It's a secret," she screamed, wav-
ing at him as the bus began to pull

away. Its engines drowned her out as

she yelled one last thing he couldn't

make out.

"What?" he screamed, standing in

the middle of the deserted town's main
street.

"I said I really like you!" She

was cupping hands to her mouth and
grinning.

Greasy exhaust washed over him
as he stood and smiled, watching the

bus sway into the night and her run

to the rear window. Her face filled it,

and she giggled delightedly, waving
and growing smaller as the taillights

tinted her features red. He chuckled

and waved back, trying to yell

good-bye.

But he never got the word out.

He just stood there, feeling his

throat grow raw, realizing from the

moment she'd sat down, he'd never

had a chance.

ured the pressure of being around her

would be too much for me." She
smiled, weakly. "The doctors say her

chances aren't ..."

She looked off, and the man felt

bad for her, offered gum.
"Rough year," he said, as they

both chewed.

Her eyes began to water. "It's

been horrible. But my dad says these

things run in cycles. The good will

come back. That's what he always
says. But I don't know. To be honest

with you. I'm scared. Seems like my
whole life is falling apart."

The man thought about that and
looked at her, hearing the pain and
fear. "I think your dad is right. The

Cordell could always find ways to amuse himself.
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Richard Middleton's work—and life—blazed
all too briefly.

by DARRELL SCHWEITZER

“He was the Bohemian person-

ified,” editor John Gawsworth wrote,

“one of the ‘rare’ spirits in the Eli-

zabethan, jovial sense of that antique

adjective. Simplicity—the keynote of

his art—was also the keynote of his

Alsatian mode of living; for all his

learning, for all his passion, he could

not ‘grow up.’
”

The great supernatural writer Ar-

thur Machen praised his genius and
wrote, of the title story of his princi-

pal collection, “I would not exchange
this short, crazy, enchanting fantasy

for a whole wilderness of seemly
novels.”

Lord Alfred Douglas found him

“witty and whimsical.”

But in 1911, Richard Middleton,

the author of “The Ghost Ship,” one
of the most cheerful pieces of super-

natural fun in English literature, killed

himself in his sordid lodgings in

Brussels by drinking chloroform. He
had been ill for some time, had suf-

fered the pangs of unrequited love,

and was apparently in despair over

the future of his literary career. He
was just twenty-nine years old.

Middleton’s friends at the time

doubtless asked “Why?” Today the

same question .gives his work an

added, if morbid fascination, quite

aside from its very real merit. We
search it for suicide notes, as surely

as we search Robert E. Howard’s
poetry, and we find a great deal

about death, unhappiness, and
despair. That one famous story,

“The Ghost Ship,” wonderful as it is,

is soon seen as amazingly atypical.

Richard Barnham Middleton was
born at Staines, in England, on Octo-

ber 28, 1882. His father, an

engineer, provided a stable home en-

vironment, and schooling seems to

have been ordinary enough for a

middle-class boy of the period, save

that Middleton, brighter and more
sensitive than his fellows, became
that archetypal suffering object of

cruel fun found among every group
of schoolboys. These agonies are

chronicled in his story “A Drama of

Youth,” about a superior boy put

through hell by his peers, who finds

it better to stay home sick, so that

chickenpox becomes a cause for

celebration.

In real life, when the pressures

on the boy became too great, Mid-

dleton’s father moved him to another

school, from which, in 1899, he

passed his matriculation examination
for the University of London. There
he studied “Elementary and Addi-

tional Mathematics,” English, and
what was still called “Natural Philo-

sophy.” He did well, but for some
undetermined reason his college

career was cut short, and he was
forced to become a clerk. Office

work was painful drudgery, endured
for six years while he immersed
himself in books (he was particularly

fond of Robert Louis Stevenson) and
dreamed of freedom. He began to

write and joined an informal society

of literary men, the New Bohemians,
of which Machen was a member.

This was his chance. He made
his break for freedom, resigned his

job, and became a full-time literary

man—apparently without ever having

made one thin shilling from writing.

It was the classic mistake of the

would-be writer, but one which many
have managed to survive.

And for a while, so did Mid-

dleton. His social connections did

him good service. Lord Alfred

Douglas (the same who, years

before, had been Oscar Wilde’s unin-

dicted partner in iniquity) made him

a book reviewer for The Academy,
which Douglas edited. Edgar Jepson
made him a sub-editor of Vanity Fair.

By 1908 he was being published fair-

ly widely in British periodicals, al-

though book publication eluded him.

He developed a following as a poet.

Austin Harrison of The English

Review called him the “carol-boy of

English . . . our Verlaine.”

This was at least a modest level

of success. However discontented

Middleton may have been, there

were doubtless thousands of struggl-

ing hopefuls who never got as far as

the pages of The Century or Vanity

Fair. He did not make much money;

but then, as now, the serious money
was in novels and book-length non-

fiction. Middleton’s work consisted of

short stories, prose sketches, essays,

and poems, and while he had little

difficulty placing them, it was only

natural that it would take time for his

reputation to grow. Book publication

would probably have come eventual-

ly, if only he had been patient.

Of course, he was not patient,

and it is very easy to lecture a man
long dead about how he should have

run his career. Logically, Middleton

should have held whatever jobs he

could which would still enable him to

write, continuing that way until he

was earning enough from writing to

afford to go full-time. Perhaps he

would never have made a living from

writing; many writers, even great

ones, do not. All Middleton needed
was a job, and his poverty and
subsequent sufferings could have

been avoided.

But he wc;s no more logical than

most of us. His passions and ambi-

tions drove him, and perhaps, too,

some deep-seated urge he did not

understand. He was the living stereo-

type of the Romantic poet, a wildly

impractical seeker-after-beauty who
never managed to adjust to the pro-

saic world and was hurt when the

world failed to adjust to him.

Gawsworth tells us that he even

looked the part, “a sturdy, broad-

shouldered man with the darkest and
shaggiest of black beards, his thick

lower lip gleaming like a wet cherry

... His pockets bulged with drafts of

poems, scrav/led upon old enve-

lopes, and stories illegibly recorded

on the backs of bills.” Middleton did

not plan his life. He lived it, and

things, in time, did not work out

happily.

It is not entirely clear with whom
he was in love, but there were bad

love affairs which depressed him,

and he was already that sort of per-

son whose emotions run in a roller-

coaster ride from wild elation to deep
melancholy and back again. He
wrote love poems to a prostitute,

which only fits the Romantic image.

Says Gawsworth: “He could find in

the eyes of the most degraded wan-

ton ... the picture of ‘the best sort

of fairy’ and, further, celebrate this

finding of purity amid defilement in

flowing music.” One wonders if the

prostitute ever knew she was the ob-
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ject of such affections. The image of

the Romantic poet and the living

man become difficult to separate.

Perhaps Middleton couldn’t do it

either.

He left London for Brussels in

1911 and continued to write, mostly
prose by this time, as the failed love

affairs seem to have silenced his

muse. His work continued to appear
in various magazines, but the real

world began to close in on his dream
of freedom from everyday cares. He
was desperately short of money. His
health worsened, and he suffered in-

covers after his death .... Suppose
someone had whispered a few words
of sympathy and appreciation, and it

had been a bit less difficult for him
to live and write and sell his tales!”

If only. Richard Middleton’s life

and death were a long series of If-

only's. There is a great deal about
death in his work, but, as Starred

points out, there usually is in the

writings of youth. Quite unlike fan-

tasy fiction’s other famous suicide,

Robert E. Howard, Middleton seems
to have been a basically healthy

personality. There was no horrible

If only—
Middleton was still young when

he died, and his talent was perhaps
not fully developed, but it was already

abundantly clear that the loss to liter-

ature was very great. His enormous
promise had already yielded many ac-

complishments in many areas, not the

least of which were his tales of the

fantastic and grotesque. Starrett said

that Middleton “looked out of a win-

dow and dreamed fantastic dreams.”
Indeed he did—and some of

them were nightmares.

creasing attacks of neuralgia—that

is, sharp pain from a variety of

causes. (Neuralgia is one of those
ailments, like dropsy, which turns out
to be a miscellany of symptoms
rather than a specific disease. It is

even possible that in Middleton’s
case the pains were psychosomatic.)
He had been prescribed chloroform,

and on December 1, 1911, when
there seemed to be no other way
out, he took his life by drinking

some. To the end he had maintained
a cheerful facade, but it was indeed
only a facade. His last message to

his friend Henry Savage was,
“Goodbye, Harry, I’m going ad-
venturing again.”

It was a cruel irony, one he no
doubt would have appreciated, that

as soon as he was dead, Middleton
was proclaimed a lost neglected
genius. Five memorial volumes
apeared within two years: The Ghost
Ship and Other Stories (his best fic-

tion), Monologues (essays). The Day
Before Yesterday (reminiscences of

childhood in the manner of Barrie’s

The Golden Age), and twc volumes of

poetry. More followed—a play, a col-

lection of his letters to Henry
Savage, and finally, in 1933, The
Pantomime Man, a gathering of un-

collected stories, essays, and sket-

ches edited by Gawsworth, who had
become his champion. There are fur-

ther uncollected stories in Gaws-
worth’s anthologies, no less than six

in New Tales of Horror by Eminent n
Authors (1934). Vincent Starrett’s g
Buried Caesars (1923) contains an 2
essay about him, which examines, <
then dismisses, the idea that genius y
is somehow inherently self- §
destructive. Middleton’s death. Star- ^
rett muses, “must have been, partial-

“

ly,- in the nature of a proteist . .
,

[his] 9
beautiful writings were placed in §

fixation driving him inexorably to his

doom. Middleton merely failed to get
past one particularly difficult stretch

of living.

“The Ghost Ship” is a jolly tale

about a phantom galleon blown into

a turnip patch in a respectable
English village. In time the rowdy
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specters have so upset the villagers’

sense of propriety that they must
leave, taking all the local ghosts with

them. The richly haunted place is left

with hardly a streamer of ectoplasm.
Without a doubt, this is one of the

most successful humorous ghost
stories of all time. It used to be a
standard item in anthologies, and it

deserved its fame. More
remarkable—since humor often

doesn’t hold up over even a few
decades. It hasn’t aged at all.

Most of Middleton’s fiction, how-
ever, is beautiful and sad. There is

a pervading sense of helpless melan-
choly, as if he were aware that life

would never conform to his beautiful

notions. “The Soul of the

Policeman” is about precisely this

conflict. The policeman is so ready
to see the good and the beautiful

that he forgives criminals and can’t

keep up his arrest quotas. “The
Poet’s Allegory” is more of 6 direct

polemic, about a poet who sings of

beautiful things and is ignored, then
turns scurrilous and develops a large

following.

About a quarter of Middleton’s

stories have clearly fantastic

elements. Many more have the feel

of fantasy and cross the edge of

nonreality. “Children of the Moon,”
for example, is about two children in

search of “magic” (in the broadest
sense) by moonlight. Anything they

see, presumably, is only in their

minds, but the point is a sad irony:

only an escaped lunatic can unders-

tand their quest.

In “The Bird in the Garden,” a
child dwells in a fabulous garden and
waits with almost messianic expecta-
tion for “a bird of all colors, ugly and
beautiful, with a harsh sweet voice.”

But one day the child disasterously

“awakens” into the mundane world:

a sordid basement tenement with a
few flowerpots hanging from a
grating.

This child, like many of Midle-

ton’s characters, is trapped by life. It

is no one’s fault. Things merely are.

The boy-tramp in “On the Brighton

Road” coughs out an account of his

wandering. He is very ill, perhaps dy-

ing. It turns out that he had already

died many times along the road, and
is condemned to repeat his death
over and over. (The story makes an
interesting contrast to the realistic

“The Boy Errant,” in which a
fourteen-year-old vagabond seems

happy with his lot, though his fears

are briefly and poignantly revealed.)

The inept stage magician in “The
Conjurer” tempts fate in his one last,

desperate effort to save his career.

He succeeds in making his wife

disappear, but can’t get her back.

There is no moral reason for this; it

is a fluke of cruel, existential weird-

ness. Similarly there is no explana-

tion for the sinister activities of “The
Coffin Merchant,” who only gives his

handbills to people who will be need-
ing his services shortly. There are no

easy answers in Middleton’s world.

The title character in “Shepherd’s
Boy” was neglected by his drunkard
father and killed in a stupid accident,

but his ghost still tends the sheep.

Why? There is no reason.

Middleton was also capable of

straight-out grue. The title object of

“The Hand” is found severed on a

Middleton

saw life as

an uncertain

thing, where
happiness is

found mainly

in dreams.
tabletop by a character groping

about in the dark. “Wet Eyes and
Sad Mouth” is a chilling study of the

mind of a murderer as he con-

templates the woman he has just

strangled. In “The Luck of Keith-

Martin,” a traveler comes to the

darkened residence of an old friend.

A woman’s voice bids him leave. He
persists and turns on the lights, only

to discover that the woman, has
murdered his friend and is drenched
in his blood. Even more bizarre is

“The Making of a Man,” in which an
immature wimp of a clerk comes
upon a woman in need of help: she
has just murdered a man and needs
help chopping the body up. So he
pitches in and finally “caught her in

his arms and kissed his boyhood
away on her hot face.”

More pathetic is “Who Shall

Say—?,” about two small children

who must decide what to do, now

that their father has announced that

he has murdered their mother. Grue
and helplessness come together to

an absurd degree in “The
Murderer,” in which the suicidal pro-

tagonist casts himself before an un-

coming train. But inexplicably, after

he feels himself run over, he finds

himself alive and under arrest for

murder, having pushed a duplicate of

himself in front of the train. His last

recorded words are, “Can a man die

twice?”

The boy on the Brighton road

knew the answer.

Middleton’s work comes into

focus when v/e remember that the

author was a suicide, as if his death

forms an artistically correct conclu-

sion to his career. But in truth his

work can be appreciated without any
knowledge of who the author was or

how he died. At his best, Middleton

was a master of form. He wrote

beautiful prose, and, as in

“Shepherd’s E5oy,” could create a

vidid, dark miniature in only a few
hundred words. He had an exquisite

aesthetic sense, a little commoner in

his generation than ours, but rare in

any. Oscar Wilde, Lord Dunsany,
Walter da la Mare, and a few others

shared it. More important, Middleton

wrote with conviction. The unreality

shimmering at the edge of the osten-

sibly realistic stories is genuine, not

an affectation. Middleton saw life as

an uncertain thing. Like the boy on
the Brighton road, we go on and on,

past all miseries; and like the child

in “The Bird in the Garden,” our

happiness is found mainly in dreams,

and is doomed to end the moment
we awaken.

Books by Richard Middleton: The

Ghost Ship and Other Stories (1912);

Poems and Songs, First Series (1912);

Poems and Songs, Second Series (1912);

The Day Before Yesterday (1912);

Monologues (1913—all published by T.

Fisher Unwin in Britain and by Michael

Kenneriey in the U.S.); The District Visitor

(The Norman, Remington Co., 1924);

Richard Middleton’s Letters to Henry

Savage (The Mandrake Press, 1929); The

Pantomime Man (Rich & Cowan, 1933).

Books about Middleton: Stephen

Wayne Foster, “A Poet's Death: Richard

Middleton,” in The Romantist, No 4-5

(1982); Henry Savage, Richard Middleton,

The Man and His Work (Cecil Palmer,

1922); Vincent Starrett, “Two Suicides,”

in Buried Caesars (Covici-McGee, 1923).
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by RICHARD MIDDLETON

I
ondon on a November Sunday inspired Eustace
Reynolds with melancholy too insistent to be ig-

nored and too causeless to be enjoyed. The grey
sky overhead between the housetops, the cold
wind round every street corner, the sad faces of

the men and women on the pavements combined to create
an atmosphere of ineloquent misery. Eustace was sensitive

to impressions, and in spite of a half-conscious effort to
remain a dispassionate spectator of the world's melancholy,
he felt the chill of the aimless day creeping over his spirit.

Why was there no sun, no warmth, no laughter on the
earth? What had become of all the children who keep
laughter like a mask on the faces of disillusioned men? The
wind blew down Southampton Street, and chilled Eustace
to a shiver that passed away in a shudder of disgust at

the somber color of life. A windy Sunday in London before
the lamps are lit tempts a man to believe in the nobility
of work.

At the corner of Charing Cross Telegraph Office a
man thrust a handbill under his eyes, but he shook his
head impatiently. The blueness of the fingers that offered
him the paper was alone sufficient to make him disinclined
to remove his hands from his pockets even for an instant.

But the man would not be dismissed so lightly.

Excuse me, sir," he said, following him, "you have not
looked to see what my bills are."

"Whatever they are I do not want them."
"That's where you are wrong, sir," the man said

earnestly. "You will never find life interesting if you do not
lie in wait for the unexpected. As a matter of fact, I believe
that my bill contains exactly what you do want."

Eustace looked at the man with quick curiosity. His
clothes were ragged, and the visible parts of his flesh were
blue with cold, but his eyes were bright with intelligence

and his speech was that of an educated man. It seemed
to Eustace that he was being regarded with a keen expec-
tancy, as though his decision on the trivial point was of
real importance.

"I don't know what you are driving at," he said, "but
if it will give you any pleasure I will take one of your
bills; though if you argue with all your clients as you have
with me, it must take you a long time to get rid of them."

"I only offer them to suitable persons," the man said,

folding up one of the handbills while he spoke, "and I'm
sure you will not regret taking it," and he slipped the paper
into Eustace's hand and walked rapidly away.

Eustace looked after him curiously for a moment, and
then opened the paper in his hand. When his eyes compre-
hended its significance, he gave a low whistle of astonish-
ment. "You will soon be wanting a coffin!" it read. "At
606 , Gray's Inn Road, your order will be attended to with
civility and dispatch. Call and see us!!"

Eustace swung round quickly to look for the man, but
he was out of sight. The wind was growing colder, and
the lamps were beginning to shine out in the greying
streets. Eustace crumpled the paper into his overcoat
pocket, and turned homeward.

How silly!" he said to himself, in conscious amuse-
ment. The sound of his footsteps on the pavement rang
like an echo to his laugh.
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Q
ustace was impressionable but

not temperamentally morbid,

and he was troubled a little

by the fact that the gruesome-

ly bizarre handbill continued

to recur to his mind. The thing was
so manifestly absurd, he told himself

with conviction, that it was not worth
a second thought, but this did not pre-

vent him from thinking of it again and
again. What manner of undertaker

could hope to obtain business by giv-

ing away foolish handbills in the

street? Really, the whole thing had the

air of a brainless practical joke, yet

his intellectual fairness forced him to

admit that as far as the man who had
given him the bill was concerned,

brainlessness was out of the question,

and joking improbable. ThAe had
been depths in those little bright eyes

which his glance had not been able to

sound, and the man's manner in mak-
ing him accept the handbill had given

the whole transaction a kind of

ludicrous significance.

"You will soon be wanting a

coffin — !"

Eustace found himself turning the

words over and over in his mind. If

he had had any near relations he

might have construed the thing as an

elaborate threat, but he was practical-

ly alone in the world, and it seemed
to him that he was not likely to want
a coffin for anyone but himself.

"Oh damn the thing!" he said im-

patiently, as he opened the door of his

flat, "it isn't worth worrying about. I

mustn't let the whim of some mad
tradesman get on my nerves. I've got

no one to bury, anyhow."
Nevertheless the thing lingered

with him all the evening, and when
his neighbor the doctor came in for a

chat at ten o'clock, Eustace was glad

to show him the strange handbill. The
doctor, who had experienced the queer

magics that are practiced to this day
on the West Coast of Africa, and
who, therefore, had no nerves, was
delighted with so striking an example
of British commercial enterprise.

"Though, mind you," he added
gravely, smoothing the crumpled
paper on his knee, "this sort of thing

might do a lot of harm if it fell into

the hands of a nervous subject. I

should be inclined to punch the head

of the ass who perpetrated it. Have
you turned that address up in the Post

Office Directory?"

Eustace shook his head, and rose

and fetched the fat red book which
makes London an English city. To-
gether they found the Gray's Inn

Road, and ran their eyes down to No.
606.

"
'Harding, G. J., Coffin Merchant

and Undertaker.' Not much informa-

tion there," muttered the doctor.

"Coffin merchant's a bit unusual,

isn't it?" queried Eustace.

"I suppose he manufactures cof-

fins wholesale for the trade. Still, I

didn't know they called themselves

that. Anyhow, it seems as though that

handbill is a genuine piece of down-
right foolishness. The idiot ought to

be stopped advertising in that way."

"I'll go and see him myself to-

morrow," said Eustace bluntly.

"Well, he's given you an invita-

tion," said the doctor, "so it's only

polite of you to go. I'll drop in here

in the evening to hear what he's like.

I expect that you'll find him as mad
as a hatter."

"Something like that," said

Eustace, "or he wouldn't give handbills

to people like me. I have no one to

bury except myself."

"No," said the doctor in the hall,

"I suppose you haven't. Don't let him
measure you for a coffin, Reynolds!"

Eustace laughed.

"We never know," he said

sententiously.

ext day was one of those

gorgeous blue days of which
November gives but few, and

Eustace was glad to run out

to Wimbledon for a game of

golf, or rather for two. It was there-

fore dusk before he made his way to

the Gray's Inn Road in search of the

unexpected. His attitude toward his er-

rand, despite the doctor's laughter and
the prosaic entry in the directory, was
a little confused. He could not help

reflecting that after all the doctor had
not seen the man with the little wise

eyes, nor could he forget that Mr.

G.J. Harding's description of himself

as a coffin merchant, to say the least

of it, approached the unusual. Yet he

felt that it would be intolerable to

chop the whole business without fin-

ding out what it all meant. On the

whole he would have preferred not to

have discovered the riddle at all; but

having found it, he could not rest

without an answer.

No. 606, Gray's Inn Road, was
not like an ordinary undertaker's

shop. The window was heavily draped

with black cloth, but was otherwise

unadorned. There were no letters from
grateful mourners, no little model cof-

fins, no photographs of marble memo-
rials. Even more surprising was the

absence of any name over the shop-

door, so that the uninformed stranger

could not possibly tell what trade was
carried on within, or who was respon-

sible for the management of the busi-

ness. This uncommerical modesty did

not tend to remove Eustace's doubts as

to the sanity of Mr. G.J. Harding; but

he opened the shop door which started

a large bell swinging noisily, and step-

ped over the threshold. The shop was
hardly more expressive inside than

out. A broad counter ran across it.

Eustace looked

after him

curiously and

then opened

the paper in

his hand. “You
|

will soon be
i

wanting a
f

coffin,” it read, i’ o
oK
0
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cutting it in two, and in the partial

gloom overhe.ad a naked gas-burner

whistled a noisy song. Beyond this the

shop contained no furniture whatever,

and no stock-in-trade except a few

planks leaning against the wall in one

corner. There was a large inkstand on
the counter. Eustace waited patiently

for a minute or two, and then as no
one came he began stamping on the

floor with his foot. This proved effi-

cacious, for soon he heard the sound

of footsteps ascending wooden stairs,

the door behind the counter opened
and a man came into the shop.

He was dressed quite neatly now,
and his hand;; were no longer blue

with cold, but Eustace knew at once
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that it was the man who had given

him the handbill. Nevertheless he

looked at Eustace without a sign of

recognition.

"What can I do for you, sir?" he

asked pleasantly.

Eustace laid the handbill down on
the counter.

"1 want to know about this," he

said. "It strikes me as being in pretty

bad taste, and if a nervous person got

hold of it, it might be dangerous."

"You think so, sir? Yet our repre-

sentative," he lingered affectionately

on the words, "our representative told

you, I believe, that the handbill was
only distributed to suitable cases."

"That's where you are wrong,"
said Eustace sharply, "for I have no

one to bury."

"Except yourself," said the coffin

merchant suavely.

Eustace looked at him keenly. "I

don't see — " he began. But the coffin

merchant interrupted him.

"You must know, sir," he said,

"that this is no ordinary undertaker's

business. We possess infoimation that

enables us to defy competition in our

special class of trade."

"Information!"

"Well, if you prefer it, you may
say intuitions. If our representative

handed you that advertisement, it was
because he knew you would need it."

"Excuse me," said Eustace, "you
appear to be sane, but your words do

not convey to me any reasonable sig-

nificance. You gave me that foolish

advertisement yourself, and now you
say that you did so because you knew
I would need it. I ask you why?"

The coffin merchant shrugged his

shoulders. "Ours is a sentimental

trade," he said, "I do not know why
dead men want coffins, but they do.

For my part I would wish to be
cremated."

"Dead men?"
"Ah, I was coming to that. You

see Mr. — ?"

"Reynolds."

"Thank you, my name is Harding
— G.J. Harding. You see, Mr. Rey-
nolds, our intuitions are of a very
special character, and if we say that

you will need a coffin, it is— probable

that you will need one."

"You mean to say that I
— "

"Precisely. In twenty-four hours
or less, Mr. Reynolds, you will need
our services."

The revelation of the coffin mer-
chant's insanity came to Eustace with
a certain relief. For the first time in

the interview he had a sense of the

dark empty shop and the whistling

gas-jet over his head.

"Why, it sounds like a threat, Mr.
Harding!" he said gaily.

The coffin merchant looked at him
oddly, and produced a printed form
from his pocket. "If you would fill this

up," he said.

Eustace picked it up off the

counter and laughed aloud. It was an

order for a hundred-guinea funeral.

"I don't know what your game
is," he said, "but this has gone on long

enough."

"Perhaps it has, Mr. Reynolds,"

said the coffin merchant, and he leant

across the counter and looked Eustace

straight in the face.

For a moment Eustace was
amused; then he was suddenly afraid.

"I think it's time 1
— " he began slowly,

and then he was silent, his whole will

intent on fighting the eyes of the cof-

fin merchant. The song of the gas-jet

waned to a point in this ears, and
then rose steadily till it was like the

beating of the world's heart. The eyes

of the coffin merchant grew larger and
larger, till they blended in one great

circle of fire. Then Eustace picked a

pen off the counter and filled in the

form.

"Thank you very much, Mr.
Reynolds," said the coffin merchant,
shaking hands with him politely. "I

can promise you every civility and
dispatch. Good-day, sir."

Outside on the pavement Eustace
stood for a while trying to recall ex-

actly what had happened. There was
a slight scratch on his hand, and when
he automatically touched it with his

lips, it made them burn. The lit lamps
in the Gray's Inn Road seemed to him
a little unsteady, and the passersby
showed a disposition to blunder into

him.

"Queer business," he said to

himself dimly; "I'd better have a cab."

He reached home in a dream.
It was nearly ten o'clock before

the doctor remembered his promise,
and went upstairs to Eustace's flat.

The outer door was half-open so that

he thought he was expected, and he
switched on the light in the little hall,

and shut the door behind him with the

simplicity of habit. But when he
swung round from the door he gave
a cry of astonishment. Eustace was ly-

ing asleep in a chair before him with
his face flushed and drooping on his

shoulder, and his breath hissing noisi-

ly through his parted lips. The doctor
looked at him quizzically, "If I did not
know you, my young friend," he
remarked, "I should say that you were
as drunk as a lord."

And he went up to Eustace and
shook him by the shoulder; but
Eustace did not wake.

"Queer!" the doctor muttered,
sniffing at Eustace's lips; "he hasn't

been drinking."
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When Jackie Gleason bombed,
the network called on Dahl.

’Way Out brain.

o you remember the

brain of a crotchety

professor kept alive

in a tank? Or a man
who changes his

neighbors into frogs?

Or an actor trapped

within his Quasi-

modo makeup? Or a photographer
who alters faces by touching up their

photos? Sound familiar? No, they

weren't from Night Gallery, The Outer
Limits, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, or

even The Twilight Zone. All are

scenes from an underrated anW short-

lived series called 'Way Out. Hosted
by macabre British author Roald Dahl
and lasting only a scant fourteen

episodes through the spring and sum-
mer of 1961, this half-hour series of

rather odd and unsettling stories

brought together some of the most
talented people who have ever worked
in television. And yet, if it weren't for

one of tv's great "fiascos," 'Way Out
might never have made it to the home
screen at all.

The story begins with, of all peo-

ple, "The Great One" himself— Jackie

Gleason. Friday, January 20,

1961 — the day of John F. Kennedy's

inauguration — was to mark Gleason's

triumphant return to television as the

host of a celebrity quiz show entitled

You're in the Picture. The guest

panelists had to put their heads
through, holes in a picture and by ask-

ing Gleason pertinent questions try to

figure out what the scene they were
poking their craniums through was
about. The show was, to put it mild-

ly, a bomb. It was so bad, in fact,

that it was shown only once. The
following week Gleason appeared
alone, on a bare stage, and tor a half-

hour apologized to the American
public for the insult to their in-

telligence that had been perpetrated

the week before. In the succeeding

weeks Gleason, working without a

With special thanks to Ellen Kreiss,

who spent hours digging out the scripts.

script, followed the same format:

drinking from a coffee cup and talking

directly to the home audience. Later

on he had informal interviews with

such guests as Art Carney, Mickey
Rooney, Bobby Darin, Jayne Mans-
field, and, when things started getting

desperate, a chimp.

Mike Dann, head of CBS Net-

work Programming at the time, vivid-

ly recalls his involvement with this

show. As Dann puts it, Gleason's pro-

gram "was probably one of the single

greatest disasters in my twenty-five

years as a program bureaucrat at NBC
and CBS. It is probably the only pro-

gram that I've ever been involved with

that we had no idea what was going

to be on the air the following week."

By early March panic had set in

at CBS. At this point David Susskind

enters the picture. Susskind, well-

known and respected as a pioneer pro-

ducer of quality tv drama, was (and

is) a man who could be depended

upon to deliver a program quickly and
under pressure. Dann recalls, "I knew
that we had to create and find another

show — and quick. It had to be done
live, if possible."

Dann discussed the problem with

Susskind at lunch one day. Having
just finished producing a series of

specials entitled Family Classics,

Susskind was planning something new
and different. "We in the office,"

Susskind remembers, "had the idea of

an eerie, chilling, creepy drama that

would have all the elements of good

drama, but would have kind of a

nether world sense to it. So we went

to Roald Dahl and asked him if he

would cooperate by first selling us his

stories, secondly adapting them, and

thirdly hosting the program. He was
six-foot-seven, weighed about one

hundred and twelve pounds, had an

English accent, and a wonderful

modulated voice."

Dann was enthusiastic about the
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proposal, especially since the time-slot

in question, nine-thirty to ten, imme-

diately preceded The Twilight Zone on

Friday evenings, which was success-

fully ending its second season. For this

"companion program to Twilight

Zone," as Dann remembers it, he and

Susskind came up with the name 'Way

Out. Within a few short weeks the in-

itial scripts were done and 'Way Out
was ready to go on the air.

Possibly the most distinctive and

memorable elements of 'Way Out were

the rather bizarre opening and closing

remarks written and delivered, with

marvelous touches of black humor, by

host Roald Dahl. Beginning each show
with an inviting, "How're you?" Dahl

would then proceed to give advice on,

for example, how to murder one's

spouse, or tell "pleasant" stories of his

boyhood in Norway v/here, when
somebody died, and the ground was

frozen solid, they would sharpen the

legs and hammer the body into the

ground, "like an enormous nail." Dahl

himself got some of the best reviews,

with one critic describing him as a "a

thin Alfred Hitchcock, an East Coast

Rod Serling."

At this time (1961), Dahl was best

known for his rather "strange" stories

which had appeared in the New
Yorker and several published collec-

tions. His specialty was the

macabre— laced with s.avage black

humor. Attracted by "William and

Mary," Dahl's ironic tale of a wife's

final revenge on her husband, Suss-

kind and his production company ad-

ditionally sought Dahl as the host of

the show. At the time, Dahl, in an in-

terview, fretted, "Now, suddenly, I

find myself in the position of speaking

to the nation for one and a half

minutes every week and it's nerve

wracking." Today, however, he fondly

recalls hosting 'Way Out. "1 was a

pretty young chap then and it was jol-

ly nice. It was amusing for me because

it was my first thing on television."

Everyone involved with 'Way Out
remembers the frantic scurry to get

each weekly episode on the air. As
Dahl recalls, "There was a hell of a

rush. And there was always a rush

subsequently. The whole thing was

done at a hectic pace. 1 mean, having

got mine done, he [Susskind] then had

to rush around and find other suitable

stories and get them adapted quickly

and line up the cast. Jackie Babbin

['Way Out's producer] did sterling

work. David Susskind likes operating

at sort of white heat and he's very

good at it." The production crew was

always under a very tight schedule.

Jacqueline Babbin, now producer of

ABC's All My Children, remembers

that they had only three days in

which to rehearse and tape the show

for that Friday night's airing.

One of 'Way Out's greatest ad-

vantages was its New York location.

This allowed Susskind and Babbin to

draw from the great wealth of talent

in the New York live theater. Among
those who appeared were Fritz Wea-
ver, Mildred Dunnock, a young Rich-

ard Thomas {The Waltons), Martin

Balsam, Kevin McCarthy, Michael

Conrad {Hill Street Blues), Charlotte

Rae {The Facts of Life), and Mark
Leonard {Star Trek). As Susskind has

said, "The honor list from that group

of players on 'Way Out would be hard

to beat,"

How did such an off-beat show

attract such high caliber actors from

Broadway? According to Susskind,

"Most good actors were fearful of this

kind of material. But by showing that

we could get good scripts with these

themes and that the characterizations

Dahl was “a

thin Hitchcock,

an east coast

Serling.”

would be rich and ripe for them to

play, we were able to make this kind

of thing more respectable than it had

ever been before." Carmen Matthews,

star of the third episode, "The Sister,"

recalls, "It was a time of boundless

energy— and joy and dedication in our

work."

Finally, on March 31, 1961, 'Way

Out premiered with Dahl's "William

and Mary" to rave reviews. Calling

this first episode an "auspicious

debut," the New York Times praised

the show for a tale "told tightly and

lightly, with wry and brittle dialogue"

A West Coast review added that
"
'Way Out's chief asset could be its

host Mr. Dahl, who practices literary

witchcraft in the realm of the macabre

and whose introduction to the series

and the opener (which he wrote) was

a joy. . . . The story we were about

to see, he said with a gentlemanly

leer, was not for children, nor young

lovers, nor people with queasy

stomachs. It was for 'wicked old

women.' " With "William and Mary"

rated number one in its time slot, it

looked like 'Way Out, as Mike Dann

had hoped, would be a "good team

mate" for The Twilight Zone.

For future episodes, producer

Babbin hired seasoned script writers

such as Irvmg Gaynor hJe'iman, Sum-
ner Locke Eliot, and Phil Reisman, Jr.

who, building on the "basic premise of

the 'impossible,' " had managed to

come up with a series of tales that

were eerie, unsettling, and, often, a

touch fantastic. Ranging among themes

as diverse as domestic strife, such as

"Death Wish" and "20-20," to nuclear

annihilation in "Button, Button," 'Way

Out zinged its audience weekly with

startling "twist" endings. With Dahl's

deliciously nasty encapsulations adding

spice to the mix, 'Way Out seemed

headed for a long, successful run.

So why, on July 14, 1961, after

a mere fourteen episodes, did the

show bite the dust, never to be seen

on television again? The answer is

simple — the almighty ratings. Al-

though 'Way Out was a hit in the

larger metropolitan areas, it unfortu-

nately did not do well nationwide.

Mike Dann speculates that the stories

were "perhaps a little too macabre, a

little too odd for television. Roald

Dahl's show simply was just too

limited to be that successful." Thus,

for the remainder of the summer of

1961, the nine-thirty Friday night spot

was filled with reruns of Schlitz

Playhouse (renamed Adventure -Thea-

ter), jusirifies probably the cheapest

series of shows CBS owned.

Fondly remembering this almost

forgotten chapter in television history,

Mike Dann says, '"Way Out was one

of the last weekly dramatic shows to

be done in New York. Practically

more than any other show, while it

was not the most important, it

represented the end of the era of New
York as a production center for prime

time. The only thing we had left then

was variety shows. It meant the death

of drama in New York, which is a

great loss for everyone."

David Susskind has recently do-

nated the tapes of 'Way Out to the

Museum of Broadcasting In New York
City. His message to first-time

viewers — or those who like to relive

disturbing memories — is, "Enjoy them!

They were made for entertainment.

They were not made to change your
philosophy of life. Just be amused,

entertained, and enjoy them." And
perhaps one day your local PBS or

cable channel will pick up the series

so that, once again, after having the

wits scared out of us, Roald Dahl can

comfort us with his kind words,

"Goodnight . . . and sleep well."
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WILLIAM AND MARY
Broadcast March 31, 1961
Written by Roald Dahl
Directed by Marc Daniels

Professor Pearl (Henry Jones), Mrs.
Pearl (Mildred Dunnock), Dr. Landy
(Fritz Weaver), Dr. Forster (Barnard
Hughes)

William Pearl, a professor of phi-
losophy, has been told that he has on-
ly one or two months to live. When
his dowdy wife, Mary, comes to visit

him in the hospital, he browbeats her,

demanding she get rid of siich "ex-

travagances" as newspapers and their

telephone. After she leaves. Dr. Mar-
tin Landy, senior neurosurgeoi» at the
hospital, visits. Dr. Landy tells the
professor that there is no need for his

Fritz Weaver and Mildred Dunnock

brain to stop functioning just because
his body is dying and suggests that

Pearl let him put his brain in a tank.
He would be able to think in peace,
see through one eye, and communicate
through a "highly sensitive, oscillating

electroencephalograph" in this condi-
tion. When the doctor starts to light

a cigarette. Prof. Pearl orders him to

stop smoking, saying that he has

never permitted it in his presence. He
then agrees to let Dr. Landy have his

brain after he dies. The reason: "To ir-

ritate my wife. My wife is longing for

me to die."

A month later Prof. Pearl passes

away, and Dr. Landy successfully per-
forms the operation. Mrs. Pearl, who
is busy at home and dancing to a new
hi-fi, wearing make-up and flashy

clothes, and smoking, is notified by
phone of the success of the operation.

When she comes to the hospital, she
is shown the brain in a basin, the eye,

and the encephalogram that registers

her husband’s feelings. Mrs. Pearl asks
when she can have him home. Dr.
Landy is shocked, but Mrs. Pearl in-

sists that she wants him back. When
the encephalogram shows how upset
the professor is at Mary's smoking,
she tells the brain, "From now on, my
pet, you're going to do just exactly

what Mary tells you, you understand?"
As she leaves she blows cigarette

smoke into the eye, saying, "1 just

can't wait to get him home!"

THE DOWN CAR
Broadcast April 7, 1961
Written by Phil Reisman, Jr.

Directed by Marc Daniels

Bayle (Frank Overton), Ventry (Ray
Walston)

It is Saturday, the day of John
Ventry's funeral. He had shot himself
with a .45 in his office. Ellie, a secre-

tary, has come back to the office after

the services to work with Mr. Bayle,

Mr. Ventry's partner and his executive
officer when they werre in the Navy.
While in the office, Ellie and Mr.

Bayle discover a checkbook, which
should be at the coroner's office, in

Mr. Bayle's desk. Then, while signing

a letter, Bayle keeps uncontrollably

signing Ventn/s name. After Ellie

leaves, there is a flashback.

John Ventry, we discover, pre-

ferred betting the horses to taking part

in the business of Ventry and Bayle.

Bayle tells him that there is ten thou-
sand dollars missing from their reserve

account, and that he has called in an
outside auditor to find the loss. Ven-
try, of course, resents this. The next

day Bayle tells Ventry that the auditor
has found several checks signed by
Ventry made out to a fake corpora-
tion. The shortage is in excess of two
hundred thous;and dollars. Making
sure that they are alone in the office,

with the phone cut off, Bayle reveals

to Ventry that he forged Ventry's

name on the checks in order to gain
control of the company. He has also

forged Ventry's name to a confession

and suicide note. Handing Ventry his

own .45, Bayle forces Ventry's hand to

his head and kills him.

Back in the present, Bayle? alone
in the office, hears noises and voices
in Ventry's locked room: noises and
voices from the day of Ventry's death.

He finds the .45 on the floor, then
Ventry's door opens. In Ventry's of-

fice, he feels a presence that almost
forces him to shoot himself. He runs
into the elevato.T, which begins to fall,

then stops at the basement, then
plunges again. The doors open and
Bayle sees a man's back. Relieved,

Bayle tells the man that he thought
the elevator was going to crash. The
figure turns. It is John Ventry, who
tells him that the elevator has crashed.

"Welcome aboard. Navy buddy," he
concludes to Bayle.
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THE SISTERS

Broadcast April 14, 1961

Written by Irving Gaynor Neiman

Directed by Tom Donovan

Louise (Lois Smith), Harriet (Carmen

Mathews)

Harriet and Louise live together in

a house overlooking the shore in

Maine. In charge of raising her

younger sister, Louise, Harriet forbids

Louise to go dancing at the nearby

Casino or to see a neighbor, Paul

Marchand, whom Harriet calls "un-

suitable." Harriet, who is excessively

neat, also constantly warns Louise

about the dangers of fresh air, wine,

and love, except, of course, the love

of sisters. "And we'll always have

that, won't we?" she says. "For as long

as we live."

Later, after reproving Louise for

talking to Paul, Harriet tells Louise,

"HI always be with you, as long as

you need me." At that moment the

edge of the cliff gives way. But, in-

stead of helping Harriet, Louise turns

away and lets Harriet fall to her

death. After the funeral, Louise goes

happily to bed in her comfortably

messy bedroom with the v\?indow wide

open. When she wakes in the morn-

ing, the room is neat, her clothes are

in the closet, and the window is

closed.

Louise continues to see more of

Paul and considers going to Europe

with him. However, the house con-

tinues to be kept according to Harriet's

strictures, without Louise doing it. At

night, she sees a woman's figure, limp-

ing like Harriet, closing windows and

straightening the house. In the light,

we see that it is Louise, but when Paul

speaks to her over the front door in-

tercom, she answers as Harriet, telling

him that, "Louise is not at home to

you." Louise continues to clean the

house and shut out the night air.

When Sgt. Gee, carrying a portable

radio, comes in as a replacement for

one of the men, he speaks lightly of

"pushing the button," too lightly for

Capt. Stone. Though Gee has the pro-

per papers and knows the proper rou-

tines, no one has seen him on the base

before. Suddenly, Gee tells them that

the lights signaling an alert are on.

Stone verifies it, and soon they move
into a full alert.

While waiting for the alert to end.

Gee rambles on about how many peo-

ple the missies would kill, and seems

anxious to push the buttons that

would launch them. When the all-clear

signal doesn't come, they find that

Gee's radio no longer works. Gee tells

them that he thinks that no one is

alive on the surface and that the

enemy missies have hit their targets,

harping on images of mass death. He
convinces all the others, except Stone,

that they should push the buttons and

retaliate.

While the others hold Stone, Gee

takes Stone's key, opens up the panel,

and launches all eight missies. Sudden-

ly the portable radio begins to work
again, and the base answers their call,

saying that a waste-basket fire in the

control room had caused the tempo-

rary communications breakdown. Gee

happily announces that the missies are

blasting the enemy as Stone, murmur-

ing, "No, no," is awakened by Sgt.

Burke. Stone enters the bunker— the

same one as in his dream, complete

with the same men. Just as he is about

to tell the others about his dream, Sgt.

Gee walks in, acting exactly as he did

in the dream. Gee winks at Stone, tell-

ing him he is there to carry out his

mission, as Stone, who looks at Gee

in great terror, holds the key to the

panel tightly and protectively.

‘Editor's note: Our research failed to

turn up which roles the actors played.

Perhaps some of our readers can fill

us in?

BUTTON, BUTTON
Broadcast April 28, 1961

Written by Elliott Baker

Directed by Tom Donovan

Tim O'Connor, Warren Finnerty, Dick

O'Neill*

Captain Stone is awakened from

a dream by Sergeant Burke. Stone gets

out of bed to take his shift with some

bored soldiers in the underground

command center at a U.S. missle base.

I HEARD YOU
CALLING ME

Broadcast May 5, 1961

Written by Sumner Locke Elliott

Directed by Daniel Petrie

Freda Mansfield (Constance Ford),

George Frobisher (Anthony Dawson)

Freda Mansfield, an American in

her mid-thirties, is getting ready to

check out of her London hotel. She

Freda Mansfield

telephones George Frobisher. They are

planning to fly to New York together.

After she» hangs up, the phone rings.

A young, well-bred Englishwoman

tells Freda, "I know what you've

planned, but it won't happen," in-

sisting that she won't be allowed to

destroy George Frobisher's marriage.

"You are not going to America with

him tonight because you are coming

with me."

Freda immediately phones George,

who tells her that neither his wife nor

any other woman knows that he is

planning to run away with her. The

woman calls again, saying that Freda

is going with her, that Mr. Sandys at

George's office has made the arrange-

ments. She will be there at seven

o'clock. Freda asks the hotel operator

where the calls came from and is told

that no calls at all came in. When
Freda tells George about Mr. Sandys,

he tells her that Sandys died fifteen

years ago.

Freda orders a cab and frantically

packs so that she can leave before

seven. The woman calls again, telling

Freda that she will be there before

seven, that she is at the Wintergarten

Hotel, and that they will have adjoin-

ing suites on the A deck of a ship

leaving from Southampton.
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She tells Freda that her name is

Mrs. Rose Thorn. When Freda tells

the desk clerk about the Wintergarten
Hotel, she is told that it was tom
down years before.

The phone rings again. Mrs.
Thorn says that she's in the lobby.
Freda runs to the elevator and sees the
silhouette of a young woman dressed
in the height of fashion for 1912. Flee-

ing into the room, Freda screams, and
falls across the bed as the clock strikes

seven. Later, George comes in to find
a doctor examining Freda's dead body.
The doctor tells George that Freda
shows the signs of either virulent

pneumonia— or drowning. When
George learns that Freda feared the

calls from Rose Thorn, he reveals that

Rose Thorn was his mother, wfco died
on the Titanic, forty-nine years ago.

THE CROAKER
Broadcast May 12, 1961
Written by Phil Reisman, Jr.

Directed by Paul Bogart

Mr. Rana (John McGiver), Jeremy
Keeler (Richard Thomas)

Jeremy Keeler, a nine-year-old
boy deservedly disliked by everyone
in the neighborhood, invades his new
neighbor's house. Jeremy is looking for
the Tenchs' dog. Spot, which he had
set loose himself- in order to return
and claim a reward. Despite the bark-
ing in the next room, Mr. Rana, the
neighbor, tells Jeremy that he has not

seen the dog and gives Jeremy twenty-
five cents to forget anything he has
seen or heard. In addition, Mr. Rana,
who raises frogs, tells Jeremy that he
will pay Jeremy to collect flies for the

frogs. When Jeremy leaves, Rana
pours some drops from a vial into a
bowl and goes off to give the dog its

"last dinner." In the meantime, Jeremy
hurries off to the constantly bickering
Tenchs to tell them, for a price of
course, that their dog is at Mr. Rana's.

When Fred Tench goes to the Rana's
house, Rana gives him some drops
from the vial in a drink, and Mr.
Tench begins to burp like a frog.

The next day, when Jeremy again
invades Mr. Rana's house uninvited,

he discovers that Rana's bedroom is a
pond filled with frogs. Mr. Rana,
catching Jeremy in the room, tells him
that frogs are the high point of evolu-
tion, and that one day they will take
over the world. After Jeremy leaves,

Rana proceeds to feed Spot and Fred.

Meanwhile, at the Tench house, Cora
Tench is speaking to Sgt. McGoohan
about her missing husband. Jeremy
again enters uninvited and unwanted
and tells them that Mr. Rana has
turned Mr. Tench into a frog, but the
sergeant chases him out. Cora is

shocked to discover a huge, recalcit-

rant frog sitting in her husband's
chair. She goes to Rana's house to

complain, followed by the frog, and is

offered a drink by the courteous and
sympathetic Rana. As she drinks,
Cora, begins to burp like a frog, too.

Later, in his bedroom, Rana feeds

flies to his frogs Spot, Freddie,

Cora — even himself. Just then Jeremy
breaks in again, explaining to Mr.
Rana that he has developed his own
formula — to change people not into

frogs, but into snakes. He takes Sgt.

McGoogan, now a garter snake, out
of his pocket, telling him and Rana
that he'll have plenty to eat.

FALSE FACE

Broadcast May 26, 1961

Written by Larry Cohen
Directed by Paul Bogart

Michael Drake (Alfred Ryder), The
Man (Martin Brooks), Rita Singer

(Gerry Jedd), Freddy Davis (Lester

Rollins), Waitress (Louise Larabee),

Hotel Manager (Dana Elcar)

Michael Drake, a Broadway ac-

tor, is getting ready to star as

Quasimodo in The Hunchback of
Notre Dame. He enters a Bowery
flophouse to find a bum he has seen

with the "ugliest face in the world."

Alfred Ryder

He pays the bum fifty dollars to re-

turn with him to his dressing room so
that he can copy the man's face for his

Quasimodo makeup. Drake is so dedi-

cated to the play that he has been ig-

noring his girlfriend, co-star Rita

Singer, and spends the whole day
readying his "face" in order to give a

better performance. While Drake is

copying his face, the bum. reveals that

he drinks because of his hatred of peo-
ple who make him feel like a monster.
At last Drake is finished. He looks ex-

actly like the bum, who he curtly

dismisses.

That night, the play is a great

success, but after the performance
Drake can't remove the makeup. He
tells Rita that the putty has grown on
him, has become a part of his face. As
Rita laughs, Drake runs out of the
theater and returns to the Bowery to

search of the bum. Everyone he meets
thinks that Drake is the bum, who
was terribly drunk when they last saw
him. At the flophouse where he first

discovered the bum, Drake finds him
passed out on a cot. When he turns
him over, Drake sees that the man
now has his, Michael Drake's, face.

But when he demands his face back,
the manager tells him that the bum is

dead.Richard Thomas and John McGIver
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A Show-by-Show Guide to

Rod Serling's
NIGHT
GALLERY
Continuing our exclusive guide

to the series that carried on the

"Twilight Zone" tradition— complete

with Rod Seriing's opening narrations.

by KATHRYN M. DRENNAN
and J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI

Jo Anne Worley and Bob Crane

HOUSE WITH GHOST
Broadcast November 17, 1971

Teleplay by Gene Kearney, from the

short story by August Derleth

Directed by Gene Kearney

Ellis (Bob Crane), Iris (Jo Anne
Worley), Mr. Canby (Bernard Fox),

Mr. Chichester (Eric Christmas),

Sherry (Trisha Noble), Doctor (Alan

Napier)

Good evening, art lovers. For

your enjoyment and edification, we
offer you paintings on display — part

of a collection of kookery unique to

this special exhibit. Painting number
one: out of the real estate section of

a ghost town weekly, a gingerbready

item quite appropriately called “House

with Ghost." This, ladies and gentle-

men, is the Night Gallery.

Americans Ellis and Iris are stay-

ing in London. Unhappy with his mar-

riage, Ellis convinces his occult-

minded wife they should move to a

haunted house. He selects a country

house with the ghost of Mr. Canby,

once a ruthless businessman and a

high marble staircase. Eyeing the stair-

case approvingly, Ellis feigns worry

about Iris's dizzy spells even as ghostly

sabotage causes a suitcase to tumble

down the stairs, barely missing her.

Later, Ellis calls Sherry, his impa-

tient mistress, imploring her to give

him time, while upstairs the ghost

drags Iris out of bed and stops just

short of the stairs. The event so trau-

matizes her that a doctor is called

in — and he announces that her dizzi-

ness is part of a larger illness. She

hasn't got more than six months to

live.

Elated at the news, he phones

Sherry only to find that she's leaving

him for another. At the same time,

the ghost lures Iris to the top of the

stairs, and pushes. With her death,

Canby's ghost appears to Ellis with a

bill for his services. All the money
Ellis thought he would inherit now has

to be sent to Canby's former mistress.

Ellis protests. He wasn't going to go

through with killing his wife, but the

ghost won't listen, Ellis had better

pay. Mr. Canby always had a reputa-

tion for hounding his debtors to

death.

A MIDNIGHT VISIT
TO THE BLOOD BANK
Broadcast November 17, 1971

Teleplay by Jack Laird

Directed by William Hale

Vampire (Victor Buono), Intended

Victim (Journey Laird)

A woman is asleep in bed when
a bat flies in a window. Turning into

a <aped vampire, he approaches her

bed, and leans over her. She stirs and

says, "I gave at the office." He stops.

"Oh. Sorry," Checking her name off

his list, he sighs and flies off into the

night.
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Forrest Tucker

DR. STRINGFELLOW'S
REJUVENATOR
Broadcast November 17, 1971
Teleplay by Rod Serling

Directed by Jerrold Freedman t

Dr. Stringfellow (Forrest Tucker),
Rolpho (Don Pedro Colley), Snyder
(Murray Fiamilton), Man (Lou Frizzell)

An item from the past: that uni-

quely American institution known as

the pitchman — the wheeler and dealer

of magical nostrums guaranteed to

cure, to palliate, to bring back the

glow of health to everything but a
cadaver. Bottled dreams, if you will.

Our painting is called "Dr. String-

fellow's Rejuvenator. " Drink hearty.

A town in the Old West is visited

by Dr. Stringfellow and his assistant,

Rolpho. While an alcoholic ex-doctor
watches from the side, they try to sell

bottles of Dr. Stringfellow's Rejuve-
nator, a phony cure-all. A man ap-

proaches, asking for help. His daugh-
ter is deathly ill. Stringfellow pre-

scribes his bottled nostrum as a sure-

fire cure. The girl is doomed, but
Stringfellow has a dollar to make.
He'd promise a resurrection, if the

money was right. Later, the ex-doctor
reproves him for selling worthless po-
tions to sick people, but Stringfellow

is unmoved. What he sells are dreams,
the hope of health to a disillusioned

world.

Then the man returns. The girl is

dying. Stringfellow sends Rolpho for

more Rejuvenator. He'll give the girl

enough belief that she can kick her
way out of a pine box. If she dies,

he'll bring her back.

The girl dies. Preparing a hasty

exit, Stringfellow sees the girl sitting

on a rocker beneath the mortuary
sign. But is she a ghost, or improbable
proof that his phony potion works?
He approaches through the wind and
dust. Suddenly, she disappears and the

wind blows the sign down toward
Stringfellow. It misses, but he dies of

a heart attack. Afterward, Rolpho
visits him in the mortuary. "Fool old

man," he says, "thought you was
smart." He then sets Stringfellow's

wagon aflame. Nothing in there worth
anything anyway, he says, then looks
to the mortuary. "Nothing in there,

either."

HELL'S BELLS

Broadcast November 17, 1971
Teleplay by Theodore J. Flicker, from

the short story by Harry Turner
Directed by Theodore J. Flicker

Hippie (John Astin), Devil (Theodore

J. Flicker), Fat Lady (Jody Gilbert),

Tourist (John J. Fox), Three Demons
(Jack Laird, Gene Kearney, Theodore
J. Flicker)

Our final selection this evening:

an import from that other region, that

infernal inferno down below, offered
to you now in living color— and with
a small scent of sulphur. Our painting

is called "Hell's Bells."

A hippie dies in a car crash, and
finds himself falling through a void
filled with devilish faces that accuse
him of his many sins. He emerges not
in Hell, but in The Waiting Room, as

the supernatural and very irritable

cleaning woman calls it. Moments
later, a fire door opens, the word
NEXT flashes red, and the hippie steps

forth into— '

Another room, pleasant enough,
with a record player and records
stacked up as far as the eye can see.

But when he plays one, he gets

Lawrence Welk champagne music. The
hippie then finds a man sitting in the

room who can only talk about
weather, crops, and illness. When a
couple of overweight vacationers ap-
pear with eighty-five hundred slides

they took in Mexico, the hippie

demands to see the Devil. Even Hell

would be better than this. It's boring!

But this is hell, says the Devil.

"It's a curious thing, but they have ex-

actly the same room Up There. While
this room is absolute beastly hell for

you. Up There the identical room is

someone else's idea of heaven. Think
about it." With that, the Devil disap-

pears, leaving the hippie to his own
unbearable hell.

THE DARK BOY
Broadcast November 24, 1971
Teleplay by Flalsted Welles, from the

short story by August Derleth
Directed by John Astin

Mrs. Timm (Elizabeth Hartman), Miss
Abigail Moore (Gale Sondergaard),
Tom Robb (Michael Baseleon), Miss
Lettie Moore (Hope Summers), Fourth
Grader (Ted Foulkes), Edward (Steven

Lorange), The Dark Boy (Michael
Laird )

Good evening. We offer you
paintings that run the gamut of the

human experiences, and a few of the

inhuman experiences. Our paintings

are in oils, watercolor, acrylic, char-

coal, and occasionally formaldehyde.
This picturesque background is rural

America. Its central figure: a young
schoolteacher. But this is where the

commonplace ends. You're about to

join a roster of students in a learning

experience quite without precedent.

The painting is called "Dark Boy," and
this particular repository is called The
Night Gallery.

Mrs. Timm, widow, is the new
teacher in a rural nineteenth-century
town. The previous teacher had de-

parted suddenly, leaving a puzzling
letter for Mrs. Timm; it said. Don't
come. Nonetheless, Mrs. Timm begins
teaching seventeen students in the one-
room schoolhouse and soon becomes
concerned about one of them, a silent

dark-haired boy.

When she mentions him to the

elderly Moore sisters with whom she
boards, she's told there is no such
boy; there are only sixteen students,

not seventeen. Yet they caution her
not to go to the schoolhouse at night
— advice she ignores, going to the

schoolhouse to catch up on some
work. There the Dark Boy appears
and lingers by the window before run-
ning away.

The next day, a farmer, Tom
Robb, brings his son to join the class,

asking firmly that Edward not be al-

lowed to climb any ladders. No expla-

nation. That right, when the Dark
Boy again appears, Mrs. Timm notices

he has a scar on his forehead.

Determined to solve this mystery,
Mrs. Timm visits the Robb farm. Tom
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Two men are excited over a dis-

covery in the garret of an old build-

ing. They think they've found one of

ten missing paintings by Richard Up-
ton Pickman, who vanished seventy-

five years ago. Little is known of

Pickman, except that he always wore
gloves.

Flashback seventy-five years,

when Pickman is giving art lessons to

young women in order to survive.

One of his students. Miss Goldsmith,

has a terrible crush on him, which he

rebuffs. But at the end of class, an ad-

ministrator from the Art Institute ter-

minates his position because, he says,

Pickman's paintings — of graveyards

and ratlike ghouls — are inappropriate

influences on young ladies.

tells her that the Dark Boy is Joel, his

other son, who fell from a ladder in

the schoolhouse and died two years

ago. Tom has also seen Joel, as did

Mrs. Timm's predecessor, who was
scared into leaving.

Mrs. Timm realizes that everyone

is afraid of Joel except her, just as she

knows that she and Tom are falling in

love. So when she returns to the

school, and the ghost of Joel appears,

she coaxes him to sit beside her. As
she reads a story to him, Tom, watch-

ing from outside, at last overcomes his

fear and enters the school. Together,

Tom and Mrs. Timm ask Joel to

follow them home. Upon reaching the

house, however, the Dark Boy
vanishes. After a moment, Tom
whistles a bird call, as he used to

when Joel was alive — and from the

forest Joel whistles back.

KEEP IN TOUCH-WE'LL
THINK OF SOMETHING

Broadcast November 24, 1971

Written and directed by Gene
Kearney

Erik Sutton (Alex Cord), Claire Foster

(Joanna Pettet), Sgt. Joe Brice (Richard

O'Brien), Officer Hruska (Dave

Morick), Motorcycle Policeman (Paul

Trinka), Chauffeur (Mike Robelo)

/ presume that most of you, in

moments of weakness or m spasms of

compassion, have picked up a hitch-

hiker. The story behind this item here

has to do with a man who stops his

car and invites a stanger in. And such

a stranger! The kind that makes you
wish you'd taken the bus or stayed in

Alex Cord and Joanna Pettet

bed. Its title: "Keep in Touch — We'll

Think of Something."

Erik Sutton reports a crime to

Sgt. Joe Brice: he picked up an attrac-

tive hitchhiker, she stole his car, and

he wants her found. But there's little

Brice can do. It's a low-priority item.

Now, if she'd assaulted him, that'd be

different.

Three days later, Erik returns, his

head bandaged. She found him again

and leveled him this time. A police ar-

tist sketches her from Erik's detailed

description and soon enough, Claire

Foster— wealthy and beautiful — is

picked up and put in a line-up.

Though Erik clearly recognizes

her, he says she's not the one and

leaves hurriedly. Intrigued, Claire

follows him to a bar, where he tries

to explain himself. He's seen her in his

dreams for years, felt her reaching out

to him, was sure she was real. So he

staged a phony crime in order to find

her.

She denies being his dream
woman, though she is attracted to

him. She also sympathizes with him.

Her husband, too, has a recurring

dream in which a man with a scar on

his hand sneaks in at night and
strangles him. She turns over his

hands, but there is no scar. He realizes

that she had hoped there would be,

that she desperately wants out of her

marriage. And he desperately wants

her. Will she leave her husband and
come with him?

They kiss, passionately. She can't

divorce without an ugly scandal,

which would leave her penniless. As
they kiss, she reaches for a scissor and

rakes it across the back of his hand.

She bandages it. But it will leave a

long scar.

PICKMAN'S MODEL

Broadcast December 1, 1971

Teleplay by Alvin Sapinsley, from the

short story by H.P. Lovecraft

Directed by Jack Laird

Richard Pickman (Bradford Dillman),

Miss Goldsmith (Louise Sorel), Uncle

George (Donald Moffat), Larry Rand
(Jack Livingston), Eliot Blackman
(Joshua Bryant), Mrs. DeWitt (Joan

Tompkins), Creature (Robert Prohaska)

Bradford Dillman

H. P. Lovecraft, known to the

aficionados of the occult, demonology
and witchcraft as a master storyteller,

is responsible for our first selection in

this museum of the frequently morbid.

To you connoisseurs of the black arts,

you'll probably recognize it. It's a

painting that tells the story of a young
artist who recruits his models from
odd places. And the models are very

odd, indeed. The painter's name, inci-

dentally, is Pickman. The title is

“Pickman's Model." And where else

would you see a story like this except

in The Night Gallery?
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When Pickman leaves, Miss Gold-
smith follows him to a bar in a seedy
part of town. She tries to comfort him
and to get him to talk about his

mysterious paintings. They are grotes-

queries, paintings guaranteed to turn a

man to stone. They are based on
stories of an eldritch race, who live in

secret underground passages, rob
graves for food, and steal human
women for procreation.

She asks to see the paintings, to

share his burden, but again is re-

buffed. He has no need for human
companionship, he says, and de-

parts— forgetting one of his paintings.

Determined to return the painting

and see him again. Miss Goldsmith,
with help from her uncle, discovers

the location of Pickman's garret. It's in

an old and dangerous part of town,
where, legends say, creatures once
roamed, burrowing beneath ftie sur-

face, defiling graves, and stealing

women. The supposed passages were
all found and sealed — at least, so it is

hoped.

Undeterred, she goes to Pickman's
flat alone, climbing the stairs to his

garret, unaware of the strange clawed
hand or. dark shining eyes of the thing

that is watching her. Although Pick-

man isn't there, she finds his ghoulish

paintings.

When Pickman returns, he anx-

iously urges her to leave, but scratch-

ing at the door tells him it is too late.

He takes up a fireplace poker and
warns her not to open the door. Then,
asking why she did not understand
when he said he had no need for

human companionship, he leaves.

She hears a fierce struggle taking

place in the hall, and then the door
opens. A ghoul like those in Pickman's
paintings seizes her and carries her

out. When Pickman rouses and at-

tacks the thing, we see for the first

time his gloveless hands. They are

claws, and he is the product of the

ghoul's procreation. Miss Goldsmith
flees, but Pickman is knocked un-
conscious. The creature drags him
toward its burrow.

Later, Miss Goldsmith returns

with her uncle to seal up the last en-

trance to the creatures' passageways.
Back in the present, the two men

wonder if more Pickmans might be
found in the flat. Their search brings

them to the basement and a sealed

chamber. They begin to work at it.

wondering what they'll find. And
down below, eyes shine eagerly in the

darkness, waiting.

THE DEAR DEPARTED

Broadcast December 1, 1971
Teleplay by Rod Serling, from the

short story by Alice-Mary
Schnirring

Directed by Jeff Corey

Mark (Steve Lawrence), Angela
(Maureen Arthur), Joe (Harvey
Lembeck), Mrs. Harcourt (Patricia

Donahue), Mr. Harcourt (Stanley

Waxman), Mrs. Hugo (Rose Hobart),

Policeman (Steve Carlson)

You’re all familiar, I suppose,

with mediums and seances, the slightly

curdling, nocturnal event in which the

dead come back to visit through the

good offices of a middle man or wom-
an. It's a sport that lends itself to table

tappings, some ghostly manifestations

that float transparently across the

room, and a few, distant sepulchral

voices. This painting offers a new side

to the familiar seance, because it tells

what happens when a seance is suc-

cessful but the apearing dead isn't the

one expected. Offered to you now on
The Night Gallery, “The Dear
Departed .

"

Mark, Angela, and her husband,
Joe, are in the seance business. Mark
plays the mystic, while Joe orches-

trates the ghostly props, and Angie
provides the spirit voices. They're just

beginning to make good money on
their rich, gullible clients.

But Joe is like an overgrown kid,

forever forgetting to put out his cigars

before greeting clients, always seeking

compliments on his work, and smo-
thering Angie with constant and un-
wanted attention. She wants to leave

him for Mark. Joe, however, is a

craftsman without whose expertise the

seances would not work. So, even
though Mark promises Angie that

they'll leave Joe in a year or two and
go away together, he promises Joe

that they'll stick together, that they're

a team.

When, therefore, Joe is run down
by a truck and killed, Angela is over-

joyed, but Mark's not sure they can
handle the seances without him. And
the first seance without Joe is a disas-

ter. Just when their customers begin to

complain, Mark smells cigar smoke.
He hastily accuses one of the clients

of not putting out his cigar and dis-

turbing the spirits. But the client has

no cigar.

It is then that Mark and Angie
see Joe's spectre floating above the

table. Mark said they were a team,

that he needed him. So he came.
They're a team, and they'll stay a
team . . . forever.

AN ACT
OF CHI\'ALRY

Broadcast December 1, 1971

Written and directed by Jack Laird

Blonde (Deidre Hudson), Spectre (Ron
Stein), Passenger (Jimmy Cross)

And now. Night Gallery's slightly

distorted version of history: “An Act
of Chivalry."

When a woman steps into an
elevator crowded with men, they all

politely remove their hats. Three
floors up, the doors open and Death,
caped and wearing a top-hat on his

skull, steps inside. One of the passen-

gers nudges him and points to his hat.

The Spectre sees the woman, nods,

and removes it . . . and his head.

COOL AIR

Broadcast December 8, 1971

Teleplay by Rod Serling, from the

short story by H.P. Lovecraft

Directed by Jeannot Szwarc

Agatha Howard (Barbara Rush), Dr.

Juan Munos (Henry Darrow), Mrs.
Gibbons (Beatrice Kay), Mr. Crowley
(Larry Blake), Iceman (Karl Lukas)

To the shoppers, the hunters, the

sifters and the winnowers, to those of
you who comprise that vast fraternity

of picture watchers, we offer you this

salon of the special and the super-

natural. Tonight's first painting has to

do with death, usually the last chapter

in every man's book of life — the ashes

and the dust, the tomb and the en-

graving on the stone. But our painting

offers up a tale with the final curtain

not quite the final curtain. There's an
epilogue. We offer you now a little

item called "Cool Air."

As she does every year, Agatha
Howard, now elderly, comes to the
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grave of Dr. Juan Munos to leave

flowers and remember the strange and
horrible events of fifty years past.

Flashback to a young, pretty

Agatha arriving at the apartment of

Dr. Munos, friend of her deceased

father. Munos's rooms are kept con-

stantly below fifty-five degrees by a

large, cumbersome refrigeration de-

vice. He has a rare illness, he explains.

Exposure to higher temperatures

would kill him.

She is fascinated by Munos.
Though he is a lonely widower, he is

also warm and vibrant. A virtual pris-

oner of his refrigerated apartment, he

seems content with his books and
paintings, and his scientific research

into the nature of death. He tells

Agatha of his belief that death can be

forestalled by an act of sheer will.

Agatha visits him frequently.

Then one very hot day, she finds he

will not admit her, will only speak to

her through the closed door. He's hav-

ing trouble with his refrigeration de-

vice, and she must not see him. Reluc-

tantly, she starts to leave but is

stopped by the landlady who demands
to know what is going on. The repair-

man Dr. Munos summoned earlier left

the apartment at a dead run, terrified.

But Agatha doesn't know.
That night she receives a despe-

rate phone call from Munos. The ma-
chine's broken down. She hurries to

the apartment, where he's noisily

working inside. Through the door he

pleads for a repairman. When she

finds a neighbor capable of doing the

job, Munos, covered in a robe and
towel, none of his features visible, lets

them in. But a part on the machine is

broken and can't be replaced until

morning. After the repairman leaves,

Munos tells Agatha that morning will

be too late. He asks her to get him
ice, and though she does, 300 pounds
of it, he at last realizes it is already

too late for him.

Through a closed bathroom door,

he explains that his theory of using

sheer willpower to forestall death has

been tested and found true — but it

can't prevent the decay of organs.

Cold can preserve the shell only so

long. He also tells her that his wife

committed suicide because she could

not stand living with a corf)se . . . and
that he died ten years ago. He falls.

Agatha frantically opens the door and

finds the rotting, long-dead corpse of

Dr. Juan Munos.
His gravestone is inscribed: Juan

Munos, Born 1877, Died 1913 and
1923.

Aoss Martin

CAMERA OBSCURA

Broadcast December 8, 1971

Teleplay by Rod Serling, from the

short story by Basil Coper
Directed by John M. Badham

Gingold (Ross Martin), Sharsted (Rene

Auberjonois), Abel Joyce (Arthur

Malet), Old Lamplighter (Milton Par-

sons), Drucker (Brendan Dillon),

Driver (Phillip Kenneally), Sharsted,

Sr. (John Barclay).

JVe branch out a hit and get into

the area of photography. Now, this

painting here had best be viewed in a

darkroom, because it conjures up the

ghostly, the ghastly, and the ghoulish.

It tells the story about a very remark-

able device. Our painting is called

"Camera Obscura."

William Sharsted, money-lender,

comes to see old Mr. Gingold about

a sizeable loan due shortly. Gingold

would rather give Sharsted a tour of

his house, which is filled with art

treasures and curios. He is particularly

proud of his Camera Obscura, an ar-

rangement of prisms and mirrors that

reflects panoramic and close-up views

of the surrounding town. Gingold

focuses in on the house of one Mr.

Thwaite, a man whom Sharsted will

completely ruin by foreclosing on his

loans.

Sharsted attempts to steer the

conversation back to Gingold's loan,

but the old man wants to show Shar-

sted another Camera Obscura. This

one, hidden deep within the house, is

very special. It shows scenes of the

town as it used to be, when Sharsted

was young: the Corn Exchange, now
burned down, and the shop where his

father first set up the moneylending
business. Sharsted thinks it a trick to

distract him and asks for his money
again. Gingold asks him to reconsider

Thwaite's dilemma. When Sharsted

refuses, Gingold bids him good-bye.

Once on the street, Sharsted

notices unsettling changes. He sees gas

street lights, the Corn Exchange,

horse-drawn vehicles — all from his

past. Though he runs, he keeps find-

ing himself back where he started.

As Gingold looks on through his

special Camera Obscura, Sharsted

staggers to his father's shop, where his

long-dead father beckons to him. He
tries to flee, but he is surrounded by
the walking dead — ghouls and grave-

robbers, bloodsuckers and usurers.

They're nftt his kind, he calls to

Gingold; he doesn't belong here. But

Gingold knows differently. These are

Sharsted's colleagues and peers. He
will walk those dark streets with them
for eternity.

Gingold covers the Camera
Obscura and leaves.

QUOTH THE RAVEN

Broadcast December 8, 1971

Written by Jack Laird

Directed by Jeff Corey

Edgar Allan Poe (Marty Allen)

From the pen of Edgar Allan Poe,

uh, more or less: "Quoth the Raven .

"

In a tide-swept castle, as_,a raven

looks on from its perch on a bust,

Edgar Allan Poe is having a hard time

with his latest composition, "The
Raven." He gets to "As I pondered,

weak and — " and stops. He's blocked.

Finally, the raven shouts out, "Weary,
dummy, weary! Can't you get any-
thing right?" Poe throws a sherry glass

at the raven.

.1
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THIRD PLACE
PEACE OF
MIND
(continued from page 25)

presidents side by side on the

bedspread. Eight Franklins and a

Grant.

"Kid has the touch." He pulled off

his tie and scooped up the bills. But
he just couldn't stay inside those four

empty walls. Before he knew it, he
was back at the tables, counting cards,

wired.

Splits, double downs, and red

waves of misery washed through his

mind as he roamed the empty streets.

The casinos would stay open for

another hour, but his stint was com-
pleted. He was tapped out, every dime
he had down the tube.

Footsteps echoed behind him.
Sam spun around. Murray Perkoff

huffed toward him, stumbling, trying

to catch up. Regaining his balance, he
staggered up to Sam.

"I'm up five grand. Sambo," he
said, patting his wallet. "Prettf good,
huh?" -

"Not bad," Sam allowed. He
stalked ahead, hoping Murray could
not keep up.

"You kidding?" Murray laughed.

"I watched you lose your shiny black

ass in there, and you think five grand
ain't bad?"

"I won before so I'm about even."

Sam knew he had to get away from
him. He stretched his steps. Murray
stayed at his side.

"Bullshit. You blew a couple
grand, maybe more. Even saw you
hock your plastic and piss away the

cash. Got anything left to eat on,

boy?"

Sam stopped and faced him.
"Shut up. Pecker."

Murray laughed. "Gets himself a

nice easy job around white people and
then throws every dime he's got right

down the toilet."

Sam didn't need baiting to hate

Murray, but the man's mouth made it

easier. "The only way you made five

grand was by hanging around the

men's room," Sam jeered.

Murray stopped laughing. "Screw
you, punk. I'll see that Big Ed and
everyone else hears about this. Not
the first time, is it? Guess you'll be
looking for work soon. Funeral direc-

tors don't want to read magazines
written by degenerate gamblers.

Especially losers."

The street was deserted, dimly lit.

Sam spotted an alley at the end

of the block. Just give me an excuse,

Sam decided.

"What an asshole," Murray said.

Sam had had it. He took him, took
him good.

Sam stepped out of the shower
stall. He snatched Murray's wallet off

the sink ledge and opened it for the

first time.

"Twenty-three hundred," he
mumbled. "The bastard lied." Still, it

was enough. He was even again. He
pulled a towel off the rack and carried

the wallet into the main room.
The diamond eyes scraped him

again as Thoreston smiled from the

bed. "Yes, Mr. Molock, I think we can
do business now."

"Who let you in here?" Sam snarl-

ed, trying to control himself.

Thoreston said soothingly, "No
need to fear me. I can help you escape
the consequences of your actions."

Sam understood. "I pay, you keep
quiet."

f uneral directors

don't want to

read magazines

written by degenerate

gamblers.

"Nothing that ordinary,"

Thoreston said. "I thought I explained

my service rather thoroughly during

your brief visit to the exhibition to-

day. Too well, in fact. I assumed
before checking that you already had
hidden some shameful act in your
past. You could have been quite an
embarrassment in your previous near-

spotless state. Happily, you took care

of that matter."

"What's your price?"

"Please understand that I have no
interest in reporting your crime. You
will not be discovered. Isn't that com-
forting? My fee covers only your im-
mortal soul. Five million dollars."

Sam saw the bitter lack of humor
in his predicament. Still, he laughed.

"Five million? You better pick on
someone with better luck. Murray
would have been a good choice."

Thoreston sighed. "Yes, I had
hoped to approach him as well. His
price would have been much higher."

The old man stood up and placed a

card on the television. "The name of

a bank and an account number that

will accept your deposits. Use
whatever rate of payment you prefer.

Your only deadline is, well, your
deadline."

"Where would I get five million

bucks?"

"Perhaps you could kill again,"

Thoreston suggested. "It will not cost

extra, you know. Once a fee is set,

additional acts are nonchargeable.

Sam kneaded his closed eyelids

until red images forced them open
again. "I couldn't," he murmured.

Thoreston pulled a folded sheaf of

papers from his inside coat pocket. "If

you are interested, the publication of

this article in your magazine would
count in your favor. Run it exactly as

written, no changes. The story dis-

cusses, in ver^/ general terms, a new
type of pre-death service discovered

during the exhibition."

"That will clear the slate?"

"Not all at once. You see, I have
never advertised in U.S. Funerals. I do
not know the quality or quantity of

its readers. However, I intend to be
generous. I will credit your account
with ten thousand dollars for each
director who requests more informa-
tion as a result of your article. Five

hundred responses and you have earn-

ed total peace of mind."

"And if I don't run it?"

Thoreston set the article on the

bed and walk(!d to the door. "Then
you can just go to hell."

Sam initialed the final color key
for the July issue. Thoreston's article

filled the center spread. He took a

deep breath, then carried the large

plastic sheet and the envelope of

keylines into Big Ed's office.

The editor set aside the magazine
he had been reading. "Shut the door
and sit down," he ordered.

Sam recognized the mournful tone

Big Ed used when he was angry. "The
kid from the printer is waiting," Sam
said, hoping to get out before Big Ed
lapsed into a long story.

"Printer works for us, not the

other way around. Do what I said."

Sam closed the door, placed the

materials on Big Ed's desk, and sat

down.
"Harriet's t'een named editor and

co-publisher of National," Big Ed said

plaintively. "The association sent me a
press release. AAFD owns National
now."

Sam nodded. He had expected
Harry to rise as high as possible.

That's not all. National is bump-
(continued on page 93)
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Showdown
with
Ranee
McGrew
Copyright © 1962 by Rod Serling

by ROD SERLING

The original television

script first aired on
CBS-TV February 2, 1962

CAST
Ranee McGrew Larry Blyden

Jesse James Arch^ohnson
Director Robert Cornthwaite

TV Jesse James Robert Kline

Property Man William McLean
Cowboy #1 Troy Melton

Cowboy #2 Jay Overholts

TV Bartender Robert J. Stevenson
Old Man Hal K. Dawson
Double for Ranee Jim Turley

FADE ON:
1. STANDARD OPENING

“Satellite top” disappearing into distance;

Twilight Zone iettering appears and then

disintegrates. Pan down to opening shot

of show.

2. EXTERIOR
WESTERN STREET DAY

This is the absoluteiy typical opening shot

of every western movie, serial, television

show, and Street and Smith cowboy mag-
azine cover. It’s a dirt main drag flanked

by limp wooden buildings. One or two er-

rant horses are tied to posts on either

side, and a hot sun beats down with an

impassive fury.

3. TOP HAT SHOT
LOOKING DOWN THE STREET

Just as two cowboys come out of the

saloon, walk down the wooden steps over

to the wooden sidewalk, and stare down
the street. The camera moves in for a

closer angle of them.

COWBOY 1

He ain’t here yet.

COWBOY 2

He will be. He knows what’s waitin’

for him here.

COWBOY 1

(takes out a big pocket watch,

studies it for a moment,

snaps it shut)

He knows he’s gonna get shot.

COWBOY 2

No question about that.

(he squints into the sun-
looking down the street)

Dust up ahead. That’s him cornin’

now.

A slow pan from the two men standing

there, down the street to the corner,

where a roaring, low-slung, fire-red

Thunderbird, driven by a tall young man,
zooms around the corner.

4. DIFFERENT ANGLE
THE CAR

As it roars down the street, and, with a

shriek of rubber, pulls up alongside of a

horse that’s parked there.

5. CLOSE SHOT THE HORSE
Who turns and looks at them, whinnies,

and looks away.

6. DIFFERENT ANGLE
THE CAR

As Ranee McGrew, our cowboy, gets out,

walks across the street toward the front

of the saloon; he is carrying an overnight

case or attache case. Sy Blattsburg, the

director—a balding man who looks as if

he carries the weight of the world on his

left clavicle—comes out of the saloon,

walks down the steps. A workman enters

the saloon from the street, carrying a
motion-picture light in a stand.

DIRECTOR
You’re an hour and fifteen minutes

late, Ranee. We should have had this

scene all shot by now.

RANCE
(answering him, with a fast burn)

Now don’t bug me, Sy! You know
what emotional scenes do to me just

before we shoot

—

Ranee walks right past the director, who
follows him.

7. INTERIOR SALOON
Ranee enters, the director right behind

him.

DIRECTOR
Don’t get upset. Ranee. We’ll try to

knock this one out in a hurry. What do
you say we get started? Okay, baby?
This is scene seventy-one. You have
your script there?

Ranee heads for makeup table.

RANCE
Read it to me.

The director clears his throat, uncon-

sciously assumes the stance of a cowboy.

DIRECTOR
“Interior Saloon—Cover shot of three

bad men at bar. Ranee McGrew
enters. He walks to bar. He glances

sideways, left and right.”

8. CLOSE SHOT RANCE
As he lifts his eyes to the heavens.

RANCE
“He glances left and right”? Is my
head supposed to be built on a

swivel?

(he grabs the script out

of the director’s hand)

I’m gonna tell you something, Sy . .

.

When a coviboy walks into a bar, he

walks to the far end of the room, he

takes his drink, he looks at it, then he

looks straight ahead. He doesn’t look

left and right.

9. CLOSE SHOT
THE DIRECTOR

Whose eyes close again and he seems to

be murmuring a soundless prayer for pa-

tience and forbearance.

DIRECTOR
(in a soft voice)

All right. Ranee. We’ll shoot it your

way. Any way you want. Now, can we
begin?

RANCE
In a moment ... in a moment. My
stomach’s killing me. These scenes.

These miserable emotional scenes.

Ranee takes pill from box in his attache

case.

CUT TO:

10. INTERIOR SALOON
As we see the crew waiting.

DIRECTOR
(walking over to crew)

All right, boys. We’re all set up. This

is scene seventy-one. A moving shot

of Ranee as he enters the saloon.

Let’s get with it, fellows—we’re way
behind.

(we see the two cowboys

move to the bar and

take their positions)

Second team out—the star’s here.

11. MEDIUM CLOSE SHOT
RANCE McGREW’S STAND-IN

Who has been standing alongside the

door, leaning against it, eyes closed. He
moves away tiredly as Ranee comes into

the frame and takes his position. Whip
pan over to Serling, who stands at the far

end of the room.

SERLING
Some one-hundred-odd years ago, a

motley collection of tough mustaches

galloped and gunned their way across

a new West, leaving behind them a
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raft of legends and legerdemains. But

heroics or ham bone, they were a

rough and woolly breed of nail-eaters,

who in matters of the gun were as effi-

cient as they were dedicated. It seems

a reasonable conjecture that if there

are any television sets up on Cowboy

Heaven, and any one of these worth-

ies could see with what careless aban-

don their names and exploits are be-

ing bandied about—not to mention the

fact that each week they are killed off

afresh by Thunderbird-drawn Holly-

wood tigers who can’t distinguish be-

tween a holster and a hoof-and-mouth

disease—they are, very likely, turning

over in their graves—or worse, getting

out of them.

(a pause)

Which gives you a clue as to the pro-

ceedings that will begin in just a mo-

ment when one Mr. Ranee McGrew, a

three-thousand-buck-a-week phoney

baloney, discovers that this week’s

current edition of make-believe is be-

ing shot on location—and that location

is . . . The Twilight Zone.

FADE TO BLACK:

OPENING BILLBOARD
FIRST COMMERCIAL

ACT ONE
FADE ON:

12.

INTERIOR SALOON DAY
FULL SHOT

As Ranee, hands on hips, stands near

the door. A makeup man hurriedly

powders his face, a wardrobe man put-

ters around his leather jerkin. Ranee

checks himself in the mirror, snaps his

fingers, points to one shoulder. The ward-

robe man hurriedly inserts additional pad-

ding. Ranee turns from the mirror, snaps

his fingers again.

RANCE
Holster.

(a property man rushes into the

frame to tie on his holster;

Ranee checks it by holding one

arm straight down at his side

and sighting down his arm)

An inch more hang.

(the property man hurriedly

complies; Ranee checks him-

self again in the mirror,

moving his head around so

he can see himself at all

angles. He smiles in sheer

pleasure at what he sees,

then turns, holds his arms

out away from his body,

shuffles his feet into position

, like a gunfighter, checks his

his reflection in the mirror

again)

All right—my gun!

The prop man underhands the weapon
over to him, which he catches most deft-

ly, spins it around in his right hand, flings

it across to catch it in his left hand, spins

it again, then looks positively stunned

and bewildered as the gun leaves his

hand and sails over his shoulder to

smash against the barroom mirror, bring-

ing the glass cascading down.

13. CLOSE SHOT
THE DtRECTOR

Who closes his eyes again, clenches and

unclenches his fists, claws at his face like

Edgar Kennedy—then, eyes still closed:

DIRECTOR
Dress it up. We’ll wait tor the new
glass.

DISSOLVE TO:

14. INTERIOR SALOON DAY
Top hat shot across the bar of cowboys

#1 and #2, who stand there looking dirty.

DIRECTOR’S VOICE
(in background)

All right ... all right . .
.

Action!

There is the sound of a horse’s hooves

outside, a whinny, then the horse pulls to

a stop. Then comes the sound of boot

steps on the wooden steps outside. The

swinging door opens and there stands, in

simple, powdered elegance. Ranee
McGrew, who wears a noncommital sneer

on his face, as if it has been stamped

there on a pressing machine. He swag-

gers into the room, looking neither right

nor left, walks past the two desperadoes.

slams the palm of his hand down on the

bar.

RANCE
Rot-gut whiskey.

The little bald bartender hurriedly slides

the bottle over to him.

15. CLOSE SHOT RANCE
As he reac^ies for it and misses. The bot-

tle slides past him to smash against the

wall.

16. CLOSE SHOT
THE DIRECTOR

Standing next to the camera. He presses

his face into his hands.

DIRECTOR
Cut!

There is a murmur of reaction. Ranee

looks at the bartender.

RANCE
All right, buddy boy. You try to gag it

up one more time, you’ll wind up

plucking chickens at a market!

(to the director)

He put an English on that. He
deliberately made it curve!

BARTENDER
(defensively)

An English on a bottle?

(then, to the two

desperadoes—sotto:)

That guy needs a catcher’s mit!

17. FULL SHOT THE ROOM
DIRECTOR

All right. Let’s try it again—from the

bottle. All right—positions, please.

Scene seventy-one again.
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18. CLOSE SHOT THE CAMERA
As it starts to hum.

19. ANGLE SHOT
Looking down at the bar again, as once

again a bottle is slid down toward Ranee.

This time he stops its forward progress

with both hands, picks it up, smashes it

against the bar, then tips the jagged neck

to his mouth and drinks it ail down noise-

ly. Then he throws the empty bottle over

his shoulder, probes at his teeth with his

tongue, then showily removes a large

fragment of glass from his mouth and dis-

dainfuliy flips it away. The sneer returns

to his face as if ordered from Sears

Roebuck. He turns to face the two

cowboys.

RANGE
(in his best Boot

Hill voice)

I guess you boys know I’m the Mashal

here.

COWBOY 1

We heard tell.

COWBOY 2

(nods) t

We heard tell.

RANGE
And I guess you know that I know that

Billy the Kid’s due here, aimin’ to call

on me.

COWBOY 1

I know that, too.

COWBOY 2

Likewise.

RANGE
Somethin’ else I know that you two

don’t know is that I know that both of

you know Jesse James, and I’m

waitin’—I’m jus’ gonna stand here

waitin’.

The two desperadoes exchange a horren-

dous look. Then one of them, with all the

subtlety of the silent screen, looks wor-

riedly toward the swinging doors.

20. CLOSE SHOT RANCE
Who leaves the bar in a gunman’s shuf-

fle, hands out at his sides, facing the

swinging doors.

RANCE
I figgered I’d bluffed ya.

(the sneer is now
adorned with a smile)

Jesse’s here already, ain’t he?

BARTENDER
Marshal . . . Marshal, please ... no

killin’ in here. .

.

Ranee holds up a hand to quiet him.

RANCE
I ain’t aimin’ to kill ’im. I’m jus’ gonna
maim ’im a bit. I’m jus’ gonna pick off

his pinky.

COWBOY 1

Jesse ain’t gonna take kindly to that.

There’s the sound of horse’s hoofs.

21. SHOT OF DIRECTOR
There’s the sound of boot steps up the

wooden steps. The swinging doors open
and there stands Jesse James—evil

incarnate—black mustache, black gloves,

black ascot, and everything else black.

He wears a sneer that Is absolutely twin

to the one on Ranee’s handsome face.

He moves into the saloon with catlike

grace, hands out at his sides.

JESSE
It’s Marshal McGrew, ain’t it?

RANCE
(after going through a

rigamaroie of facial motions,

gestures, body wigglings)

Yep.

JESSE
You’re about to breathe your last,

Marshal.

He reaches down for his gun, only to

have it shot out of his hand.

CUT TO:

22. SHOT OF
SMALL PROPERTY MAN

Blowing the smoke out of the chamber of

a blank cartridge pistol.

CUT TO:

23. SHOT OF THE DIRECTOR
Who nods approvingly.

CUT TO:

24. SHOT OF THE TWO COWBOYS
Reacting at the bar.

CUT TO:

25. CLOSE SHOT RANCE
Who is still trying to take his gun out of

his holster.

CUT TO:

26. SHOT OF THE DIRECTOR
(whispering)

That’s all right. We’ll pick it up later.

CUT TO:

27. FULL SHOT OF THE ROOM
As Ranee gets his gun out, he spins it

around in his right hand, over to his left

hand, and is about to spin it back when
once again it leaves him. He looks

around wildly to see it smash against the

barroom mirror again.

CUT TO:

28. SHOT OF THE DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR

Cut!

He looks at his cameraman and giggies

—at the wardrobe man and prop man
and giggles again. At nobody in particular

and everyone in general, as he falls down
in his canvas chair and starts to sob.

DISSOLVE TO:

29-35. SERIES OF SHOTS
Of the scene in progress; Ranee is

grappling with Jesse in the middle of the

room. Jesse hauls back to let him have

it, and we see Ranee’s stand-in taking his

place and receiving the blow, then falling

backward to land on top of a table, col-

lapsing it.

DISSOLVE TO:

SHOT OF RANCE
Smashing Jesse to the floor. Jesse picks

up a chair and is about to fling it when,

once again, Ranee’s stand-in takes his

place to receive the impact of the chair

as it shatters against him.

DISSOLVE TO:

SEVERAL (APPROPRIATELY
SIMILAR) SHOTS

Winding up with a shot of Ranee as he

walks toward his double, sprays his throat

with an atomizer. Jesse walks past him.

He’s disheveled, battered, and bruised.

RANCE
(to his tired double)

Good show.

36. CLOSE SHOT DOUBLE
Who glares at him.

DOUBLE
Thank you, Mr. McGrew.

The director comes into the frame.

DIRECTOR
All right, boys. This is the death scene

—Ranee in the bar ... Jesse lies

over there . . . Ranee thinks he’s un-

conscious. Jesse picks up a gun off

the floor and fires at Ranee’s back.

JESSE
At his back?

DIRECTOR
That’s right.

JESSE
i don’t want to fight you, Sy, but that’s

not the way Jesse James used to

operate. I mean . . . everything i’ve

read about the guy, he fought pretty

fair. Why can’t I yell something?

RANCE
(with devastating sarcasm)

Oh, that’s thinking! Warn the fastest

gun in the West that he’s about to be

shot at. Look buddy boy—
(he pokes a finger against

Jesse’s chest)

You happen to be up against Ranee
McGrew, and when you’re up against

Ranee McGrew, you gotta play it dirty

or you’re gonna play it dead. Now quit

arguing and let’s get to it.

37. MOVING SHOT RANCE
As he waiks over to the bar. The property

man puts the bottle in front of him. Ranee
sniffs at it.
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RANGE
I told you ginger ale. This is cola.

PROPERTY MAM
It’s supposed to look like whiskey,

though, Mr. McGrew—
RANGE

(shrieking over his shoulder)

Sy? Will you fire this oaf—or

straighten him out—one or the other!

DIREGTOR
(gently)

Mr. McGrew wants ginger ale.

PROPERTY MAM
Yes sir, Mr. McGrew.

38. TWO SHOT
THE DIRECTOR AND JESSE

As the director is moving the “heavy” in-

to place on the floor.

JESSE
(under his breath)

I don’t care what he says—Jesse
James wouldn’t shoot anybody in the

back.

DIREGTOR
(through gritted teeth)

Yeah, but Ranee McGrew would.

Ranee McGrew would also fire any-

body and his brother. So do me a

favor—play it Ranee McGrew’s way or

we’ll never get this picture finished.

JESSE
All right. You’re the boss. But I can

just see Jesse James turnmg over in

his grave now. I don’t mean just once.

I mean about four hundred revolutions

per minute!

The director steps back.

DIREGTOR
All right—let’s get with it. Scene

ninety-three, take one.

The camera (the real one) moves over to

Ranee, standing alone at the bar as the

camera begins to hum.

DIREGTOR’S VOIGE
Action!

Ranee reaches for the bottle, smashes it

open, holds it out, looks In the mirror. We
see the reflection of the crew and the

camera. Then Ranee takes a long, long

swig. The bottle drops from his hands,

his eyes bug, he chokes, gasps, clutches

at his throat.

RANGE
Why, you stupid clod—that s whiskey!

That’s real whiskey!

He suddenly looks up in the mirror. There

is no more camera, no more crew, no

director, no anything but the reverse side

of the saloon.

39. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
His eyes are wide in disbelief. He blinks,

closes his eyes, opens them, stares to his

right.

GUT TO:

RANGE
(shrieking at him)

Gement head! He already came in

scene seventy-three. Boy, will my
agent hear about this!

Muttering, Ranee starts toward the door.

42. DIFFERENT CLOSER ANGLE
RANGE

As his eyes pop. The camera stays on

Ranee as we hear the sound of footsteps

approaching closer and closer, then a

shadow crosses over Ranee’s face. The

camera pans to his left, and we’re on the

boots of someone standing over him. A
slow pan up—the figure of a tall, black-

garbed cowboy, ending up on a hawk

face underneath a black cowboy hat. This

40.

SHOT OF THE TWO
DESPERADOES

Who stare at him. He looks in the other

direction. There is the bartender, wiping

a glass, also looking at him. We take a

different angle of him, as he moves away

from the bar, walks around the room,

looks up—trying to find the kliegs, the

microphones, et cetera, but the room is

a saloon and nothing else.

GUT TO:

41.

SHOT OF OLD MAN
Who runs breathlessly into the saloon

toward Ranee.

OLD MAN
Marshal! Jesse’s gunnin’ for you. He’s

cornin’ right now.
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is the real Jesse James—a big-as-life, Please, somebody—Cut already!

menacing, incredibly dangerous looking FADE TO BLACK:
guy who holds his hands at his sides, END ACT ONE
and is obviously not playing this one for

ratings. ACT TWO
JESSE FADE ON:

They call me Jesse James. I mean, 44. INTERIOR TWO SHOT
the real Jesse James—not that side of JESSE AND RANGE DAY
pork that’s been play-actin’ me. Ranee has shoved his cowboy hat far

down over his eyes and is making like a
43. DIFFERENT ANGLE RANGE combination mole and siesta-loving

As, in a half faint, he plops down on a Mexican. Jesse prods him with his boot,

chair, just staring. Staring and sweating. JESSE
He gulps, swallows. I’d be lookin’ for the Marshal. Fella

RANCE named McGrew. .. Ranee McGrew.
Cut? Shouldn’t we cut?

(then, very loudly, tearfully) 45. CLOSE SHOT RANCE

As his hand comes out at an angle to his

body and points toward the door.

RANCE
Thataway.

JESSE
You wouldn’t be him, huh?

Ranee shakes his head and continues to

point toward the street. Jesse knocks his

hand aside with one hand, swipes

Ranee’s hat off with the other, then pulls

him to his feet, and we’re staring into the

frightened, white-faced countenance of

the ex-Marshal, but the principal accou-

trement of the office—namely his badge
—shines in treacherous revealment. Jesse

reaches down, touches it, stares into it,

then looks up accusingly at Ranee.

Ranee gulps, swallows, sweats, starts to

remove his vest, looking wildly around.

RANCE
Where’s the fella who lent me this

vest?

Jesse stops him in the middle of his ac-

tivities, pulls him to him.

JESSE
I think you’n me better have a talk.

Marshal. Mebbe a long talk. Mebbe a

short talk. But a talk.

(he slov/ly releases Ranee,

staring deep into his face)

You’re s’posed to be tough. You don’t

look very tough. Know what ya look

like?

RANCE
I haven’t been well.

JESSE
Ya look like a marshmallow. Don’t that

rile ya none?

(th(3n he shrugs)

C’mon, first we’ll 'have a drink and
then we’ll have a talk.

(a meaningful pause)

Then we’ll have a showdown.

46. DIFFERENT ANGLE OF THEM
As they go toward the bar.

CUT TO:

47. INTERIOR SALOON
Ranee waits expectantly for directions.

Jesse propels him over to the bar.

JESSE
Two whiskies—and leave the bottles.

The bartender slides one bottle down the

bar, which Jesse deftly grabs, smashes
down the neck of it and drinks from the

jagged top. The bartender slides down
the other bottle, which Ranee laboriously

stops with both hands, then he, too,

smashes down the bottle on the bar and
is left with just the neck. He looks at it,

shamefacedly, then lays it gently on the

bar top and pushes it away with a finger.

JESSE
(looks at him with disgust)

Marshmallow!
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He then takes another long, healthy swig

from the bottle and throws it over his

shouider. He then pulls out a sack of

tobacco and expertly fixes himself a

homemade cigarette. He then throws the

"fixings” over to Ranee, who picks up

the accoutrements—paper, sack, et

cetera—and tries, painstakingly, to mimic

Jesse’s actions. He gives it up as a lost

cause when the string of the bag gets

caught in his teeth, and he winds up spit-

ting tobacco out all over the bar. Shame-
facedly, he puts the bag back on the bar.

JESSE
You don’t do nothin’ v/ell, do ya,

Mr. McGrew?
(he takes a luxurious drag on

the cigarette, bloyvs smoke into

Ranee’s face, making him cough;

he waits another moment)
Don’t that rile ya?

(he shakes his head again)

Nothin’ riles ya, does it? You’re the

most even-tempered dude I ever did

meet. However, I ain’t got no more
time to be social. Marshal. I believe

it’s time we come to a meetin’ of the

minds.

He takes a step away from the bar.

48. DIFFERENT ANGLE OF THEM
As the customers and the bartender

move across the room like jack rabbits,

as they’ve been doing in motion pictures

for fifty years, preparatory to the gun bat-

tle. Jesse looks around the room, then

turns, grinning, to Ranee.

JESSE
Why d’ya s’pose they’re gettin’ under

cover. Marshal?

RANGE
I think the place is closing.

(he looks a little wildly around)

Yep—it’s curfew time.

(he gulps, swallows, sweats,

heads for the door)

Mighty nice meetin’ ya, Jesse.

He reaches the swinging doors.

CUT TO:

49. OUTSIDE THE DOORS
We see Ranee’s head and, behind him,

Jesse.

JESSE
Marshal? Jus’ stop right there.

CUT TO:
50. BACK INSIDE THE SALOON

As Jesse reaches over with a spur and

pulls a chair over to him. He sits down
in it.

JESSE
You wasn’t leavin’, was you, Marshal?

I mean . .
.
you wasn’t jus’ gonna up

and walk out, was ya?

51. CLOSE SHOT RANCE

By the swinging doors. His smile is

unrelated to anything prevalent. He just

reaches out with one palm up.

RANCE
Nope. I was just wonderin’ whether it

was gonna rain.

(he turns, the smile

persisting, though it’s

a little shaky)

Nope. It ain’t gonna rain.

(he smiles again)

52. CLOSE SHOT JESSE
Who laughs aloud, tips his chair back,

and has to wipe away tears.

JESSE
D’ya know what I thought. Marshal? I

thought you was gonna play some kin-

da trick on me. Remember the time

that bad guy had ya covered in the

back and you started out the swingin’

doors and ya swung one door back

and knocked the gun outta his hand?

RANCE
(gulps)

That was the opening show of last

season.

JESSE
Or how about when that rustlin’ gang
had collected in here to bushwack ya

—ten or eleven of ’em?

RANCE
(gulping again)

Thirteen. I was up for an Emmy on

that one.

JESSE
That was where ya shot from the hip,

brung down the chandelier. That was
some shootin’. Marshal.

RANCE
(wistfully)

I did better the next week. Horse thief

named McNasty. Shot a glass outta

his hand, bullet ricocheted and hit his

confederate out there on the porch. I

got thirteen hundred pieces of mail on

that one.

JESSE
I bet you did. I bet you did, indeed.

Why, folks jus’ couldn’t help admirin’

a man of your talents.

(then he laughs again—first

a low chuckle, then a tremen-

dous, booming explosion)

53. CLOSE SHOT RANCE
As he smiles again, the kind of smile

that, when babies have it, it’s gas.

54. TWO SHOT
JESSE

Thing of it is, Marshal . . . thing of it

is, I don’t reckon you ever fired a real

gun in your life, did ya? Or hit a man
in anger, or mebbe even got hit in

anger, yourself? Tell me true. Marshal.

Ever ride a horse?

RANCE
(clears his throat)

On occasion.

JESSE
A real horse?

RANCE
Well ... I happen to be allergic

—

hives.

JESSE
Hives?

Ranee goes through an extravagant

series of gestures.

RANCE
You know—hives. Cats give it to me,

too.

Jesse leans back in his chair again.

JESSE

‘

So ya don’t ride, ya don’t shoot, ya

don’t fight. Ya jus’ strut around

wearin’ a phony badge and going’

through the motions of killin’ off fellas

like me.

RANCE
Oh ... oh, I wouldn’t say that. There

was one episode when we let one of

the Dalton boys get off. It was kind of

. . . kind of a complicated plot. It

seems that he had a kid sister going

to school in the East. She came out

to visit him on the day he was sup-

posed to be hanged. She appealed to

me, and I saw to it that he got a

suspended sentence.

, JESSE
He told me about it. He also told me
how you captured him. Jumped eight

hundred feet off a cliff to land on the

back of his boss when he wasn’t

lookin’.

(he shakes his head

from side to side)

Now, c’mon. Marshal. You ever jump
eight hundred feet off a cliff to land

on a man’s horse?

55.

CLOSE SHOT RANCE
As he gulps.

RANCE
Heights . . . heights bother me.

JESSE
That figgers. So ya see. Marshal—we
had this meetin’ up there, and all of

us decided—my brother, me, the Dal-

ton boys, Sam Starr, Billy the Kid,

quite a few of us—and the consensus

was. Marshal . . . was that you wasn’t

doin’ a thing for our good names. We
.had a little election up there, and they

chose me to come down and mebbe
take a little shine offa your pants.

RANCE
(breathless)

How’s that?
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RANGE
Oh, my no. No, indeed. Nothin’ at ail.

(swallows)

But what about tomorrow afternoon?

JESSE
This afternoon. Now!

57. ANGLE SHOT
Looking down as the two men walk in op-

posite directions.

CUT TO:

own name in the character . .

.

JESSE
Reach!

69. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
He half-heartedly, bumbling, makes an in-

effectual grab for his gun, missing it

twice, and finally takes it out. Whip pan
over to Jesse whose six-shooter is out,

cocked, and ready to go, it points at

Ranee’s heart.

JESSE
Don’cha get it? We see ya, week after

week, shootin’ down this fella, shootin*

down that fella—capturin’ that rustler

—but all time, winnin’. Man, you jus’

don’t never lose. You’re the winnin’est

fella ever come down a pike, and
that’s for sure ... so me’n my friends

—well, we figgered how it was about
time that mebbe you lost one time.

RANGE
(swallows)

That’s not such a bad idea. I could

take it up with the producer.

JESSE
(smiles and shakes his head)

I don’t think there’s time for that. I

think that mebbe if you’re gonna lose,

you’re gonna have to lose right now.

He gets up out of the chair very slowly,

kicks it away.

JESSE
But I’ll tell ya what I’m gonna do. Mar-

shal. I’m gonna play it square with

you. A whole lot squarer than you ever

played it with us. Face to face, and no
. how you call ’em ... stunt men.

(he points out the doorf

Right out there on the main street

—

you’n me.

RANGE
(points to himself, somewhat limply)

Me?

JESSE
Right outside. Me cornin’ down one
side of the street—you cornin’ down
the other.

RANGE
(swallows)

It’s been done before. You didn't hap-

pen to see “The Gunfight at Red
Rock” did you?

JESSE
Lousy.

He takes a step over to where Ranee is,

motions with his head.

JESSE
Let’s go. Marshal.

Camera whip around the room as the

people leave the tables, from behind the

bar, and out of dark corners, and happily

head for the doors, laughing, shouting,

chattering excitedly.

CUT TO:

56. EXTERIOR STREET DAY
As Jesse leads Ranee over to the center

of the street, then stops and points.

JESSE
You come around that corner

—

(he turns and points

in the oppositie direction)

—and I’ll come around that one, and
I’ll let ya make the first move. Nothin’

could be fairer than that, could it.

Marshal?

58.-61. SERIES OF SHOTS
First Jesse, then Ranee, as they get to

the far ends of the street. Jesse turns,

takes out his gun, checks the chambers,
then slams the gun expertly into the

holster. Then he turns, hands out from

his side, and looks. Whip pan down the

street to the opposite end. At first. Ranee
is not in sight, then he peers out from

behind the corner, hurriedly withdrawing

when he sees Jesse.

CUT TO:

62. CLOSER ANGLE
Ranee ieans against the back of a

wooden building, perspiration cascading

down him.

RANGE
Stunt man? Oh, stunt man?

He peers out from behind the building

again, then takes a deep breath, comes
around the corner and starts to walk

down the street toward the advancinq
foe.

63.

-65. SERIES OF SHOTS
As they advance upon each other until

they reach a point not eight feet apart.

66. CLOSE SHOT JESSE
Unsmiling.

JESSE
Go ahead. Marshal. Reach!

67. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
Looking absoiutely dispeptic.

68. CLOSE SHOT JESSE
His voice louder—more incisive.

JESSE
I’m gonna count to three. One. . .!

RANGE
This is ridiculous! It never happens
this way!

JESSE
Two. . .

!

RANGE
I didn’t even want to be in the series,

and I wouldn’t have if it hadn’t been
for the residuals.

JESSE
Three!

RANGE
And the tact that they let me use my

JESSE
Jus’ like I figgered. This guy couldn’t

outdraw a crayon.

RANGE
(tearfully)

Jesse . .
.

give me a break. Will you

give me a break, Jesse?

Tears roll down his face, and he sinks to

his knees, hands outstretched, his gun
hanging limply from a pinky.

RANGE
Jesse, Jesse, I’m too young to die! I’ll

do anything you say, Jesse. Please

. . . I’ll do anything you say.

JESSE
(disdainfuiiy)

You say you got nominated for an

Emmy? Man—you can’t act any better

than you can draw.

RANGE
What about it, Jesse? Wili you give

me a break? I’li do anything you say.

I mean it. You name it— I’il do it!

The gun in Jesse’s hand is siowly

lowered. He looks at Ranee thoughtfully.

JESSE
Anything?

RANGE
Name it.

Jesse looks off, reflectively, rubs his

mouth with the back of his hand.

JESSE
Marshai ... we ain’t a long ways off

from a bargain.

(he picks his teeth)

I ain’t sure exactly what it is that I

want—but i’ll think about it some.

RANGE
(his voice palpitating)

You mean . . . You mean you’re not

gonna shoot me down?
JESSE

(still thoughtfully)

Nope. But I tell ya what I will do. I’ll

see to it that you're gonna have to

piay it mighty careful from now on. We
may be stiffs up there—but we’re

sensitive.

He takes out the makings of another

cigarette, slowiy manufactures a “home-
made,” lights it, inhaies deeply, blows

out a cloud of smoke, then he abruptly

disappears, leaving oniy the smoke
behind him.
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70. DIFFERENT ANGLE RANGE
As, on his knees, he looks around wildly.

RANGE
Jesse?

ABRUPT CUT TO:

71. INTERIOR SALOON
Ranee is at the bar, holding out the

bottle.

PROP MAN
It isn't whiskey, Mr. McQrew . . . it’s

ginger ale—just like you ordered.

Ranee stares up at the mirror, and we
see the refleetion of the director, eamera,

and erew.

72. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
As he looks up at the eeiling.

73. ANGLE SHOT THE CEILING

RANGE’S POINT OF VIEW
We see the lights, booms, et eetera.

74. DIFFERENT ANGLE! RANGE
As he siowly turns from the bar, his faee

white, appalled, bewildered.

DIRECTOR
You all right. Ranee?

RANGE
(weakly)

Yeah. Yeah. I’m all right ... but

where’d you all go?

The direetor exehanges a look with

members of the crew, then, concerned:

DIRECTOR
Where did we go? We didn’t go

anywhere. Are you sure you’re all

right?

RANGE
(gulps)

Yeah. Yeah. I’m fine.

DIRECTOR
(back to business)

All right—let’s get this shot now.

Jesse’s on the floor—

75. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
As, horrified, he stares to where the actor

is, and sees it is only the actor—not the

apparition.

DIRECTOR
You think he’s unconscious, but he

tries to get you in the back. You fali

to the floor, turn over with your gun

in your hand—fire at him, and let him

have it from on your belly.

At this moment, there is the sound of a

car honking from outside, loud and

intrusive.

PROP MAN
Somebody wants to talk to you, Mr.

McGrew.

DIRECTOR
He’s about to shoot a scene.

PROP MAN
Says he’s Ranee’s agent

76. CLOSE SHOT RANGE
Bewildered.

RANGE
My agent?

77. DIFFERENT ANGLE
THE ROOM

DIRECTOR
(close to the breaking point)

Look— I don’t know what your chain of

command is—so go out and talk to

him. Find out what it is he wants and

what it is you want and what it is we
can shoot!

78. MOVING SHOT WITH RANGE
As he goes out the door.

CUT TO:

CLOSE SHOT RANGE
As he stops dead and stares. Pan over

to the Thunderbird parked close by in

front of the saloon. Leaning against it is

Jesse, dressed in yellow slacks, hounds-

tooth crimson blazer, a conservative

polka-dotted ascot, a beret, and cigar. He
takes the cigar out of his mouth, flicks off

an errant ash.

JESSE
Howdy, Marhsal. You said "anything,”

so “anything” is the following: I’m jus’

gonna stick around from picture to

picture and make sure you don’t hurt

no more feelings. Now, in this here

scene, Jesse don’t fire at your back.

He’s lost a lot of blood, and he’s weak

as tea ... but he manages to git up

to his feet, knock you through the win-

dow, and make a getaway.

(he puts the cigar in

his teeth again)

Is that understood?

RANGE
(gulps)

Knocks me through the window?

Ranee McGrew?
(gulps again)

Yes, sir.

He turns, walks back into the saloon. We
hear his voice, unintelligible, explaining

something to the director. Then we hear

the director’s voice, sharp, incisive and

carrying.

DIRECTOR’S VOICE
What . . . ? Are you out of your

mind . . . ? Jesse does what?

The camera stays on Jesse’s satisfied

face as we hear voices off camera.

VOICES (off camera)

Scene ninety-three, take two.

There is the sound of a scuffle, some

loud fisticuffs, then

CUT TO:

80. SHOT OF SALOON WINDOW
As Ranee comes flying through the

window.

DIRECTOR’S VOICE (off camera)

All right . . . Cut!

81. DIFFERENT ANGLE RANGE
Lying among the broken glass at Jesse’s

feet. Jesse leans down to the recumbent

McGrew.

JESSE
Now that was fine. Now I was readin’

next week’s episode. Marshal. The

one where you knock a gun outta Billy

the Kid’s hand from a fourth-storey

window, half a block away, usin’ the

base of a lamp.

82. GLOSE SHOT RANGE
RANGE
(softly)

No good?

83. GLOSE SHOT JESSE
Who takes a drag on the cigar.

JESSE
Stinks. Way I see it . . . Billy hears ya,

whirls around, fires from the hip,

knocks the lamp outta your hand.

As he talks, Jesse opens the car door,

motions Ranee inside. Then he walks

around to the passenger’s seat.

JESSE
Now—two weeks from now— I think we
oughta give Sam Starr a break. He’s

a nice fella . . . awful good to his

mother. . .

The rest of his voice is drowned out by

the car starting up and then pulling away,

leaving the street empty as before.

SERLING’S VOICE
The evolution of the so-called “adult

western” and the metamorphosis of

one Ranee McGrew, formerly phoney-

baloney—now upright citizen with a

preoccupation with all things involving

tradition, truth, and cowboy predeces-

sors. It’s the way the cookie crumbles

and the six gun shoots—in the

Twilight Zone.

FADE TO BLACK
THE END
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CloSSY Alice hock pursued by brassy reporters I highly recommend you do so.

,
' - '

, e « perfect I don’t propose to give you any
LOVeCrott, copious Stuff, strangers, persist in addressing her more of the plot as I read in one

I /^aliam \A/Iir/-NM
name; she finds herself review, (thank God it was after I’d

by L7AnAN WILoON doing such extraordinary things as seen the film), which started right out
reading commercial endorsements by blowing the pivotal sceen. (Why

The Halloween season brought on the radio and eating sandwiches do they do that? I’ll never, never
its little rush of scary movies special- in diners, and, as if all that weren’t forgive one pinhead reviewer for tell-
ly released for the holiday crowd quite enough, the past is deeply stir- ing me in detail what Keir Dullea
eager for a festive scream or two, red up in the poor old dear by all the finds when he steps outside his
but, as we observed last column, to-do about the long gone Carroll spaceship in 2001, and I wouldn’t
spooky stuff has become such an (the occasion for her trip is the want you to say anything quite as
American staple one can actually author’s centenary). And as if that unpleasant about me as what I said
count on there being at least two or weren’t quite enough, she finds her- about her.)
so bizarre films showing any day in self now and then plunged willy- I am happy to report that Jim
any large city. There is even, I am nilly—and without warning—back into Henson’s Creature Shop has done a
pleased to observe, a regular section Wonderland for fresh encounters superb job in bringing a number of
in the huge chain bookstores these with the ever-baffling Mad Hatter, Carroll’s creatures flawlessly to life

days labeled “Horror”! They used to Mock Turtle, and various others of its (and I’m ordinarily very, very, very
be confused about such books in weird and confusing citizens. cranky about what people do to the
those vast emporiums and dump This could have been a compli- Tenniel/Dodgson illustrations), the
them among the science fiction, but cated and confusing movie because mad tea party being the best (if the
now, bless their mercenary little of its multiple levels, but because of Dormouse doesn’t get a special Os-
hearts, they know just where to put Gavin Miller’s excellent direction and car there’s just no justice in this
them. It’s the first time, so 4ar as I Dennis Potter’s script (which unfail- world), with the Mock Turtle, his face
am aware, that spooky stuff has ingly rings true even if it does play in particular, next in order of perfec-
achieved the dignity of being an ac- a little fast and loose with strict tion. I know I was less than enthusi-
tual genre right up there with historical fact), you’ll have no diffi- astic about that talented crew’s ef-
westerns and romance novels. Pos- culty ’soever in following and enjoy- forts vis-a-vis The Dark Crystal, so
itively awesome! ing this gentiy and highly instructive it’s a pleasure to make nice sounds

As an excellent first move for account of Alice’s further adventures, about them here, although I suppose
this issue’s column, please permit
me to alert you to a very nice,

modest film that has floated over to

us from England called Dreamchild.
It is a pleasant little fairy story about
what happened when Alice Liddell—
the very Alice who was lucky enough
to learn from Lewis Carroll himself
about her adventures in Wonderland
and through the looking glass—grew
old and came to America in the thirt-

ies, and what she learned there (very
late, but better late than never) about
gratitude and love.

The elderly Alice, become a Mrs.
Hargreaves (it’s really something
what we become, isn’t it?), is played
with exactly the right combination of

sugar and salt by Coral Brown. We
see, quite charmingly, that under the
wrinkles and white hair and dignified

bearing there still lives the Alice of

yore with all the charms and failings

which delighted and saddened the
timid Mr. Carroll—very, very nicely

played by Ian Holm—back in those
long-ago Victorian days of lace and
cloth parasols and boating expedi-
tions up the Thames to lovely picnics
in the grass.

Mrs. Hargreaves’s encounter
with a United States in full depres-
sion bloom is surreal in the extreme:
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I’d best add that I didn’t feel the cat-

erpillar was an unqualified success,

just for accuracy in case you thought

I was getting soft.

On a decidedly less classy level,

but, in its crude way, also highly

entertaining, we have what may be
the nerviest Howard Phillips Love-

craft adaptation to date: Herbert
West, Re-Animator.

One of the brasher aspects

about doing this particuiar epic is

that HPL at no point made the slight-

est effort to conceal the fact he
loathed it. Among the number of in-

sulting comments he made about

HR,W through the years, the best

summing up I’ve come across is in

a letter to Clark Ashton Smith:
“

‘Herbert West—Reanimiator,’ ” he

informed his fellow great, “repre-

sents my poorest work—stuff done to

order for a vulgar magazine, and
written down to the herd’s level.” So
it’s really quite a juicy irony that the

movie is probably the best film based
on a work by Howard Lovecraft.

Not that it follows the letter of

the work. One shudders, one abso-

lutely pales, at what Lovecraft would
have made of the horrendous sexual

goings on; how, for example, the film

lends new meaning to the popular

expression, “giving head.” It is a
very—one could even say extreme-

ly—loose adaptation so far as re-

gards plot line, specific characters, et

cetera, but so far as getting across

the basic flavor and intent of the

orginal creation, I fear it succeeds far

better than all efforts to date to

bring, say, “The Dunwich Horror” or

“The Case of Charles Dexter Ward”
to life.

But ignore my profoundly bitter

sigh and twisted smile—Herbert West
is fun. It may be, as HPL said,

“frankly artificial hackwork,” but it’s

been done by a bunch of hacks who,
taking their lead from the Old Master
of Providence, enjoy their wallow in

gore thoroughly. Also one must not

forget that even HPL, his own most
severest critic, did once let it slip

that West had “rather interesting ad-

ventures,” and, by God, the creators

of this movie have gone out of their

way to make sure that West’s adven-
tures are shown to be just that!

The movie is basically the brain

child of Stuart Gordon, a weathered
veteran of tv. He directed it and as-

sisted in its scripting, and it’s very

obvious he had a romp. I can in no

way fault his interpretation of Love-

craft’s weird, reclusive scientist (Jef-

frey Combs is perfectly cast as the

priggish, smugly superior, but de-

cidedly nerdish West) who simply

cannot keep himself from bringing

dead bodies to iife, even if it always
does get him into terrible trouble.

The character is just as I’d visualized

him; his haircut is even right. And
Gordon’s worked out a whole bunch
of lovely touches that are very much
in keeping with the feel of the orig-

inal, not the least being that the

strange serum West uses to bring

the poor departed back to hideous

animation is a brilliant chartreuse li-

quid that slurps satisfyingly in

beakers and glows in the dark in

huge hyodermic needles whenever
the lights go out, which is often.

The core plot, or schtick (to use
the technical film term) of Lovecraft’s

saga is quite intact, although it does
goes through an interesting sea
change, but I won’t describe it save

to hint darkly that West’s increasing-

ly faulty judgment regarding which
ghastly cadavers to bring back to life

next ends up making him look, iron-

ically, like a relatively nice guy. You
literate ty|5es who have actually read

the book and know what’s gonna
happen will, however, still be in for

quite a few surprises since Mr. Gor-

don and his diabolical assistants

show a charming lack of reserve in

putting on screen one outrageous

ghoulishness after another in an at-

tempt to see if they can keep topping

themselves.

The film is not for the serious-

minded, nor for the, as they say,

squeamish, but then neither was the

original work. See it, enjoy it, and
hope that someday someone will be
as true to the spirit of “At The Moun-
tains of Madness” or “The Weird
Shadow Over Innsmouth.” Whoops!
—there I go again with that bitter

smile!

Some time ago the poet Dylan

Thomas wrote a movie script based
on the story of Burke and Hare, a

couple of Edinburgh riffraff who im-

mortalized themselves in the annals

of 'crime with their inventive “im-

provements” on a thriving villainy of

their time—robbing graves and sell-

Allce (Amelia Shankley) sits down to
tea with the March Hare, Dormouse,
and Mad Hatter In Dreamchlld.

-t

k
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ing the cadavers to medical colleges.

They figured out that it was far less

work to kill people than to dig

graves, and that the resultant

corpses were ever so much fresher

and would fetch a better price. The
unfortunate recipient of their wares
was a Dr. Knox, a brilliant and highly

successful anatomist. Eventually, the

business partnership of these three

men resulted in varying degrees of

sensational ruin for them all.

The great Robert Louis Steven-
son wrote a fine short story, “The
Body Snatcher,” based on the grisly

episode (it is well worth your time),

and Val Lewton produced a highly

effective film version of it, which I

strongly recommend you see if you
haven’t already done so. I think it’s

highly likely that the lasting success
of Lewton’s film is the main reason
why Thomas, and others after him,
found it so hard to sell any producer
on the idea of doing his versitin, and.
I’m sorry to say—though I have per-

sonally been looking forward for

years to seeing Thomas’s script

turned into a movie—that the end
result appears to be little more than
another unsuccessful “better” ver-

sion of an old classic, rather along
the lines of the recent Cat People,

which so very signally failed to im-

prove on the original produced by,

ironically, the very same Val Lewton.
The film, called The Doctor

and the Devils in this incarnation, is

directed by Freddie Francis, an ex-

cellent photographer who has done
stalwart work in the directing line for

the Hammer folk, and who, I am
sure, hoped this would be a break-
through film for him. I hope in time
he finds such a breakthrough, as I

do wish him well, but The Doctor and
the Devils is not, I fear, it.

I don’t know if I dare whisper it,

but I think a lot of the problem re-

sides in the script itself. The Thomas
original reads well, but I recall won-
dering if it would, in spite of Agee’s
rather wobbly assurance, film. Also
the thing has been worked over by
Ronald Harwood, who did the

screenplay for The Dresser, and I’m

not at all sure he helped.

Then there were two extremely

odd decisions made regarding the

film: first, to move it a few vital

decades forward, and second, to

place it in a kind of Victorian Any-
town instead of Edinburgh. These
changes don’t seem to have been

Over-Stuffecf dog.

economy measures; this is a Mel
Brooks operation, and they built a
huge set just for it: these people
weren’t exactly making do with

costumes left over from Gone with

the Wind ... so why?
The exact era is vitally important

to the story, because the awful

events took place during a rather

brief period when laws limiting the

legal supply of corpses to the med-
ical establishment were being en-

forced. The setting is equally vital— it

was not for nothing that the contest

between those laws and that medical

establishment came to a full boil in

the Scottish capital, since the place
was at once a leading center of lear-

ning and of stern religion. So why
change it?

Don’t ask me, bubbie, but they
did. Another, motif they threw away
—because everybody had to walk
around in that heavy Victorian gear
—was the fantastic skinniness of the
people, rich and poor, in the early

1800s (which Lewton got across,
folks) and the way the clothing styles

of the era emphasized it. That gaunt-
ness runs through all the descrip-
tions in Thomas’s script: everybody’s
little more than rags and bones; they
are starving people, bleak people,
and Burke and Hare are every bit as
scrawny as the corpses they bring to

the backdoor of Dr. Knox’s dissec-
tion room. The people in The Doctor
and the Devils, all of them, are far

too well fed.

I went on with some enthusiasm
about the original Nightmare on Elm
Street and hazarded a guess that its

originality and pizzazz might pay off

at the old box office. Well, it did, and
now we have Nightmare on Elm
Street, Part 2, but this version, for

some arcane, L. A. reason, lacks

Wes Craven, the fellow who directed

and wrote the original. I haven’t a
clue as to why Mr. Craven is history,

or took a taxi (two snappy euphem-
isms they use out there for when you
are, destroyed), but I do know
N.O.E.S., Part 2 could use him.

While director Jack Sholder and
writer David Chaskin do all they can
to recreate the shocking but withal

lighthearted lunacy of the Craven
film, they just haven’t got the knack.

Though there are some acute scenes
(the best being a fiendish budgie
which eventually explodes, but even
that one needed work), they don’t

pull it off at all in spite of a near
slavish imitation of the original

makeup, sets, et cetera, et cetera.

From sprightly creativity to clunking

cliche in one simple step. A pity.

The Stuff, directed, written and
produced by Larry Cohen, is a very

eccentric whack at the colorful bull-

shit that surrounds the launching of

most consumer products in our odd
society— in this case, it’s sweet glop

you eat instead of ice cream—and
while it is by no means totally suc-

cessful as a movie, it is in there try-

ing to say something it feels strongly

about. In this day and age of numb
movie-making. I’m more than willing,

nay. I’m delighted to offer encour-
agement to any effort made by living

breathing humans, even if they do
make mistakes and are a trifle

uneven.

Mr. Cohen is obviously well con-

nected as he has all kinds of stars

doing cameos for him in the movie,

but this may have made him a wee
bit smug. He should have put a good
deal more work into both the original

scripting and the final pasting togeth-

er. If you’re going to present a sur-

real story about a deadly food with

a mind of its own and what said

comestible does to the American
Way of Life, you really want to pre-

sent it as neatly and convincingly as
you can, and The Stuff, unfortunate-

ly, ends being decidedly self-indul-

gent and sloppy. However, I enjoyed
it for all its stumbles and vagaries,

and I look forward with considerable
curiosity to seeing what Mr. Cohen
comes up with next. I sincerely hope
he manages .to keep his obvious
humanity.
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ing. But perhaps the best of this era

was Jack Clayton’s The Innocents

(1961), an adaptation of Henry
James’s The Turn of the Screw.
(Truman Capote had a hand in the

script.)

Today, haunted houses still lure

customers into theaters: even pot-

boilers like Stuart Rosenberg’s The
Amityville Horror (1979) and its se-

quels have their followings. But the

most successful haunted house film

of recent years was Tobe Hooper’s

Poltergeist (1982). Produced by
Steven Spielberg, Poltergeist

featured a haunted house of a dif-

ferent color. The standard elements,

expressionistic atmosphere, sliding

panels, and wired skeletons gave
way to industrial light and magic and
a Spielbergian orgy of special ef-

fects. Who can forget the child-eating

tree? The decomposing face? The
crawling beefsteak? The corpse-

popping swimming pool? In many
ways the flipside of E.T., Poltergeist

was a roller coaster ride into night-

mare, climaxing with the destruction

of a suburban development by a
twister from hell.

Typically, the plot of Poltergeist's

sequel. Poltergeist II: The Other Side,

has been kept a secret, despite the

fact that pressphobic Steven Spiel-

berg is not connected with the pro-

duction. Written by Mark Victor and
Michael Grais (who cowrote the

original) Poltergeist II will feature

most of the original cast, including

Zeida Rubinstein as the psychic

“Tangina,” joined by supporting

players Will (One Flew Over the

Cuckoo’s Nest) Sampson, Julian (The

Cotton Club’s existental hitman)

Beck, and Geraldine Fitzgerald.

Special effects will be supplied this

time around by Richard Ediund’s

Boss Films, with “special visualiza-

tions’’ by H. R. Alien Giger.

Despite the secrecy, some of the

plot can be gleaned from the film’s

production notes. Steve (Craig T.

Nelson) and Diane (JoBeth Williams)

Freeling have abandoned Cuesta
Verde, and together with their

children and pets have moved to

Phoenix, Arizona, (a geographical

pun?) to live with Diane’s mother
(Fitzgerald) and forget the nightmare

of the past. But the ghostly furies

return, perhaps at the instigation of

Reverend Henry Kane (Julian Beck),

a malevolent figure "who tries to

destroy the Freeling family through

his command of corrupt supernatural

forces.” Coming to the aid of the

Freelings is an Indian shaman nam-
ed Taylor (Sampson), as well as the

diminutive medium of the original

(Rubinstein).

But the most surprising aspect

of Poltergeist II is the film’s director,

British filmmaker Brian Gibson,

whose previous feature was the im-

pressive but not widely distributed

New Wave musical Breaking Glass.

A doctor by training, Gibson made
medical and scientific documentaries
for the BBC before he directed his

first feature. A self-described skeptic,

Gibson never had a fondness for

ghost stories or genre films, nor did

he believe in the supernatural.

But his skepticism dissolved

after a personal brush them “the

other side.” He came to the U.S. in

1980 because he “likes America and
wanted to work here.” However, four

years later, he had not yet directed

a single feature film (although he did

direct the Lee Majors-Diet Rite Cola
spots). Then, against his better judg-

ment, he visited a New York psychic

named Jill Cook. “It was a low point

in my career,” says Gibson. “I was
beginning to feel completely ma-
rooned, and the psychic did a read-

ing and told me that a film with

spiritual aspects would be coming
out of the blue in the autumn of

1984.”

In October 1984, Gibson re-

ceived the script of Poltergeist II.

“There was really no rational ex-

planation at all why a director who
has only made commercials, docu-

mentaries, and one two-million dollar

movie should be given a nineteen-

million dollar film.”

So certain of Ms. Cook’s powers
was Gibson that he continued to call

her regularly to help solve problems
encountered during the shooting of

the film. “My skepticism went right

out the window,” he admits.

He goes on to say that he’s so

convinced that Poltergeist II has had
help from “the other side” that he
feels more like a janitor cleaning up
after the mysterious forces than an
auteur. Despite his unearthly gui-

dance, Gibson sounds like an
ordinary director when he
compares his film to the

original Poltergeist. “It will be less

romantic and Disney-esque, and
more realistic, and, therefore, more
potentially disturbing.”

FIFTH ANNUAL
SHORT STORY
CONTEST
(continued from page 80)

PEACE OF
MIND
ing its circulation up to fifty thousand.

Suppliers, OEMs, directors, chauf-

feurs, hairdressers — everyone in the in-

dustry will receive copies."

"How will we fight them?" Sam
asked.

Big Ed ignored the question. "Tell

me about your article on the blind

guy, Thoreston. Did you write it or

was it PR?"

"Both. Thoreston gave me a press

release and I rewrote it."

"1 read it. You never did say what
Thoreston was selling." Sam's neck
tingled where sweat droplets were
collecting.

Big Ed shoved a magazine at

Sam. "You flimflammed me. You and
that barracuda, Harriet. Poor Murray
never had a chance with her around.

Hell, she even stuck me. With you."

Big Ed sighed. "Be out of the

building in fifteen minutes. Forget

about your last paycheck. I'll use it to

help pay for tearing up the form and
pulling that Thoreston shit out."

Sam picked up the July issue of

National. It was two weeks ahead of

schedule. Thoreston's diamond eyes

gazed out from the cover; two decks

of twenty-four point Korinna Extra

Bold type streamed across his

forehead: "Filling the Void in Pre-

Death Marketing." Thoreston looked

into Sam's dark places.

"Same story?" he asked.

"Word for word. Now get out.'

Walking through the parking lot,

Sam calculated his payments. If he liv-

ed another fifty years, the nut would
be one hundred grand per year.

Almost two grand a week, two
seventy-five a day. A frail, well-

dressed man fished for his car's door
lock with a coat hanger. Sam walked
up behind him.

"Give you a hand?" he offered.

T H I R D
PLACE
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Classics and clinkers

of the tv fantasy

season.

by WELCH EVERMAN
The fantastic seems to be built

into the television medium, and no
doubt this is why fantasy shows have
always been a mainstay of television

programming. As early as 1949, Cap-
tain Video was on the air five times
a week, scripted by science fiction

writers like Robert Sheckley, Damon
Knight, and C.M. Kornbluth, and
despite its crude live action, incom-
petent acting, ridiculously cheap
sets, and ludicrous special effects, it

was an instant hit. Tom Corbett,

Space Cadet followed quickly—with
Willy Ley as its science advisor—and
so did Tales of Tomorrow and
Science Fiction Theater.

Of course, trends and fashions
change. Certainly, the past, fifteen

years have not been good ones for

fantasy and science fiction shows.
And then, quite suddenly, in the fall

of 1985, fantasy returned to the net-

works in the form of a new Twilight

Zone, a new Alfred Hitchcock
Presents, and Steven Spielberg’s
Amazing Stories, along with a couple
of other series on pay tv and in

syndication.

Now that the 1985-86 tv season
is well underway, it’s time to ask:
How have these new fantasy series

shaped up? What do we expect from
fantasy at its best, and what are the
new shows offering?

For the most part, the new sea-
son’s fantasy shows measure up to

the classics remarkably well. Of
course, many of the producers, di-

rectors, writers, and performers in-

volved with the new Twilight Zone,
Amazing Stories, and the other new
series have the advantage of having
grown up with the original Twilight

Zone, Outer Limits, and Thriller. In a
sense, they were almost born with

the knowledge of styles, techniques,
and formats that early tv pioneers
came to only through trial, error, in-

spiration, and luck.

The new crop of tv fantasists

have learned their lessons well.

Among other things, they’ve bor-

rowed the anthology format that was
so successful in the fifties and early
sixties. The anthology series means
new stories (sometimes more than
one per episode), new actors, new

Barret Oliver In the IWilight Zone story, “Gramma.”

sets, and often new directors every
week. This, of course, is the hard
way to do tv, but it has its

advantages.

In particular, the anthology for-

mat allows producers to draw from
pools of the most talented people,
and this makes it easier for new-
comers and lesser-known artists to

get a break. The original Twilight

Zone, Thriller, and Outer Limits gave
work to many strong younger per-
formers, including William Shatner,
Robert Duvall, Leonard Nimoy,
Robert Culp, and Bruce Dern.

The anthology format has its dis-

advantages, too. For one thing, it

doesn’t offer a regular cast of char-
acters whose adventures become
part of a viewer’s life. In addition,

and almost inevitably, anthology
series are uneven. Some episodes
are good and some are terrible, be-
cause the performers, the directors,

the writers, and other personnel
often change from show to show.
The worst episodes are probably no
worse than many episodes of regular
series, but anthologies have also pre-
sented some of the finest single pro-
grams in television history. When we
think of the tv fantasy classics, we
think of those strikingly individual

episodes like The Twilight Zone’s
analysis of mass hysteria in “The
Monsters Are Due on Maple Street’’

and that study in obsessive gambling

entitled “The Fever.” Remember
also Thriller’s episode called

“Pigeons from Hell” and Outer
Limits’s rendition of Harlan Ellison’s

story, “The Demon with the Glass
Hand.” It is the built-in unevenness
of the anthology format that seems
to make such excellence possible.

Still, in a season dominated by
night-time soap operas that run full

spectrum from low-grade {Dynasty) to

high (St. Elsewhere), the return to the
traditional anthology is a risky enter-

prise. And, as re-makes, the new
Twilight Zone and Alfred Hitchcock
Presents run even bigger risks. Re-
makes rarely seem as good as the
originals because originals have in-

novation and a heavy dose of nos-
talgia on their side. And, by using
those familiar titles again, the pro-

ducers of the new Twilight Zone and
Alfred Hitchcock Presents are inviting

comparison with their predecessors.
The new Twilight Zone meets

these risks head on. The makers of

the series have tried to remain faith-

ful to Rod Selling’s original concep-
tion of The Twilight Zone without
simply repeating what has already
been done.

On the whole, the new Twilight

Zone series is strong, though failures

are almost inevitable. In fact, the
very first story of the season, “Shat-
terday,” was very disappointing.

Starring Bruce Willis and directed by
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Wes Craven, the production did not

in any sense do justice to the Harlan

Ellison story on which it was based. In

this tale, Peter J. Novens, a pushy,

selfish, up-and-coming Pf^ man, calls

home one night and is astonished to

hear another Peter J. Novens answer
the phone. Somehow, he has been
split in two, and the story is the battle

between these two selves for the right

to be Peter and to straighten out his

muddled life.

This is a viable idea, of course,

but it simply doesn’t work on tv. Most
of the action takes place in the

dialogue between the two Peters—

a

fine technique in fiction but painfully

dull on television. And the dialogue

itself is stilted and often boring in its

endless psychoanalysis and pseudo-

scientific explanations. When one Peter

says to the other: “My God, spare me
the philosophy,” he speaks for the

viewers, too, who are certainly capable

of thinking things through for them-
selves.

Despite the predictable uneven-

ness of the anthology format, several

of the new Twilight Zone episodes

have been brilliant. Some of the best

stories are in the form of brief vi-

gnettes. “Children’s Zoo” is a child-

hood dream about a place where bad
moms and dads are locked up and
where a kid can go to pick out new
and better parents. “Wish Bank” is a
very funny story about a woman who
is granted three wishes when she
finds an antique lamp at a yard sale.

Unfortunately, she gets so involved in

red tape and bureaucracy in the at-

tempt to get her wishes granted—yes,
the fantasy world is a lot like our

own—that, in the end, she wishes her

wishes away.

But one of the best stories of the

new season—and perhaps one of the

best fantasy pieces ever made for

tv—is “Wordplay,” a linguistic night-

mare. Bill Lowry, played by Robert

Klein, is having trouble keeping up
with the new terminology for the

medical equipment he sells. Like most
of us, he likes things to stay as they

are. But, gradually, he notices that

language is beginning to slip away
from him. A neighbor refers to his dog
as an “encyclopedia,” a friend says

that he and his wife are celebrating

their seventeenth wedding “throwrug,”

and quite suddenly everyone, even
Bill’s wife, seems to be calling their

noon-time meal “dinosaur” instead of

“lunch.” In time. Bill can’t understand

anything anyone says, and no one can
understand him. Words simply do not

mean what they’ve always meant.

Even Bill’s name has changed—to
Hinge Thunder.

Our language changes continually,

but so slowly that we hardly notice, ex-

cept for the disorienting new catch-

word we don’t know.

For Bill/Hinge, however, language
collapses in a single day, and he
becomes utterly isolated by his strange

form of aphasia. This is a terrifying

situation, but Bill overcomes it to save
his son when the boy becomes
desperately ill. The boundaries of life

extend beyond language, and his love

for his family goes beyond words,

allowing Bill to act. Ultimately, this or-

dinary man survives by studying his

son’s preschool English book, proving

his co-workers wrong when they said

of him: “You can’t teach on old en-

cyclopedia new trumps.”

Paul Dooley In Tales from the Oarksida

When the new Twilight Zone suc-

ceeds, it succeeds brilliantly because it

is willing to take risks. The new Alfred

Hitchcock Presents, on the other

hand, scrupulously avoids taking

chances.

The 1984 two-hour pilot for the

series introduced the concept behind

the new Alfred Hitchcock Presents.

This is an excellent film featuring up-

dated re-makes—or “contemporized

renderings” according to the film’s

narrator—of four original Hitchcock

episodes. The pilot makes use of

some extraordinarily talented peo-

ple—Ned Beatty and John Huston
among them, and re-stages some true

Hitchcock classics. It even uses the

late Alfred Hitchcock’s original dead-

pan introductions to the tales, color-

enhanced by computer. Unfortunately,

however, because there is no effort to

go beyond what has already been
done, these tales are far too

predictable—particularly if you remem-
ber the originals. And without their

surprise endings, most Hitchcock epi-

sodes fall flat, though the productions

are lavish, and Hitchcock’s introduc-

tions are as funny as ever.

The series has also come under
attack for its depictions of violence

against women, to which the pro-

ducers have replied that such violence
is essential to Hitchcock’s work. This
is true, though the appeal to Hitch-

cock’s authority is hardly an answer to

the charge. Of course, true to the Hitch-

cock vision, women can be violent,

too. In “Night Fever,” a nurse brutally

murders the murderer of her police-

man husband, and in “Wake Me
When I’m Dead,” a young wife gets
away with killing her husband and her

brother-in-law thanks to an intricate

plot involving reincarnation and hypno-

sis. These episodes are particularly

well-done, as is “Revenge,” which,

despite its depiction of rape and its

dark vision, features some of the most
beautiful camera work you are likely

to see on television.

Nevertheless, in the end, the

series often seems to be simply go-
ing through the motions, doing again
what has been done before.

Amazing Stories, on the other
hand, is a strong series because it

has what the original Twilight Zone
and Alfred Hitchcock Presents had

—

a singular vision, in this case the vi-

sion of Steven Spielberg, who often

lends a hand as writer and director

of individual episodes As such, it of-

fers stories that are based in the tra-

ditional fantasy genre, but also

something quite new.
Though he is known primarily for

his feature films, Spielberg has
worked in tv before, as a director for

various series, for the Night Gallery

pilot in 1969, and for the made-for-tv

movies Something Evil and Duel in

1972. So in the fantasy world of tele-

vision, Spielberg knows what he is

doing. And it shows.
Spielberg takes the title of his

series quite seriously—the stories of-

fer a childlike sense of amazement
and wonder. They are never as pro-

found as episodes of Twilight Zone
and never as psychologically com-
plete as those of Alfred Hitchcock
Presents, but they are almost always
effective.

The premiere story, “Ghost
Train,” is a contemporary classic,

beautifully filmed and conceived. An
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old man comes to live on the family

farm with his son, his daughter-in-

law, and his grandson, Brian. Old
Pa, as he is called, grew up on that

farm, and, when he was a boy, he
accidentally caused a train wreck on-

ly he survived. Now, seventy-five

years later, he believes the train will

return to the farm and take him away
to the rest he deserves, free of guilt

at last.

There are no surprises here. The
ghost train does come for the old

man, as we know it will, crashing

through the family’s new home in the

process. The story is not based on
a trick ending but on the touching re-

lationship between Old Pa and Brian,

who must give up his grandfather so
the old man can have what he
wants. Old Pa’s departure is sad but

joyous, and the story gains by juxta-

posing the supernatural and the

mundane. ^

Sorne of the Amazing Stories are

better than others, of course, but the

show can only add to Speilberg's

reputation as a filmmaker who does
what he does very well. The series

has its own unique sense of humor,
and the best of the comedies could

be “Mummy, Daddy,’’ a witty tribute

to the Universal horror films of the

1940s. The show is also notable for

making use of a number of bright

young performers—Lukas Haas as

Brian Globe in “Ghost Train,’’ Kelly

Reno as the boy who escapes during

the battle of the Alamo to find him-

self lost in modern day San Antonio

in the episode entitled “Alamo
Jobe,” and John Scott Clough as
Brad Bender, high school superstar

in the marvelous slapstick comedy
“The Main Attraction.” Discoveries

like these make anthologies

worthwhile.

The major network shows are

not the only fantasy series on the air

this season. Tales From the Darkside,

another anthology, has been in syn-

dication for a couple of years and
airs af various times (usually late at

night) on stations all over the coun-
try. The series lists as its executive

producers Richard P. Rubinstein,

Jerry Golod, and last but not least,

George A. Romero—director of

Creepshow, Night of the Living Dead,
and other off-beat horror cult films.

There is no way of knowing how
much direct input Romero has in the

development of the Tales series, but

the best of the episodes reflect his

bizarre, exaggerated comic-book
sense of humor and social satire.

For example, “If the Shoe Fits

...” uses Romero’s mix of slapstick

and Grand Guignol to address some
serious issues. The piece stars Dick
Shawn as Beau Gumbs, crafty politi-

cian and leading contender for the

governor’s mansion. Gumbs is an ex-

pert at shaking hands, kissing

babies, spouting cliches, and duck-
ing serious questions. “Politics is a
game,” he says. “It’s got nothing to

do with the issues. People want a
good time, and I’m just the man to

give it to ’em.”

Beau’s notion of the politician-

as-showman strikes painfully close to

home, but, in the world of fantasy at

least, such hypocrisy is justly pun-
ished. Through unexplained super-

Tom Harrison in Amazing Stories.

natural forces. Beau Gumbs is gra-

dually but inevitably transformed into

the circus clown he’s always been—
complete with baggy pants, over-

sized shoes, and a big red nose.

There are a number of fine

Tales, including “Snip, Snip,” “The
Tear Collector,” and “False Pro-

phet.” But no doubt the finest, and
perhaps one of the best fantasy

stories ever made for tv, is “Grand-
ma’s Wish.” Directed by Werner
Shook, the episode is done with the
kind of intricate care and concern for

detail that one usually expects only

in feature films.

Grandma lives with Dad, Mom,
and their teenage daughter in a typi-

cal suburban home that is full of loud

music, ringing telephones, and

shouted bits of dislocated conversa-

tion that work continually at cross-

purposes. Hard of hearing, forgetful,

confined to a walker. Grandma
makes her way slowly and cautiously

through this chaos until Mom and
Dad decide she would be better off

at the Tranquil Gardens Nursing
Home—and out of their lives.

A week before she is scheduled
to leave, the family members assure
Grandma that she can have anything
she wants in those final days, and
Dad asks her if she’d like to make
a wish. She does, silently.

Her wish comes true. During the

next week. Mom twists her ankle on
a waxed kitchen floor, a hibachi falls

on Dad’s head, the daughter wren-
ches her neck in a fall down the

stairs, and all three become
prisoners of their injuries. Soon they

too are forgetful and hard of hearing,

and they begin to reminisce about
the good old days. By the end of the

week, the whole family knows what
it means to grow old in a culture of

the young.

“Grandma’s Last Wish” is a
mini-masterpiece, subtle, funny, intel-

ligent, charming. All in all, this is an
excellent series. You might have to

make an exhaustive search through

your local tv listings to find out if and
when Tales plays in your area, but

it’ll be worth the effort.

Pay tv also has fantasy offerings

this season. Home Box Office ran

three episodes of Ray Bradbury
Theater in the summer of ’85, and
they were impressive, particularly

“The Playground,” a terrifying

childhood nightmare starring William

Shatner. Other episodes featured

James Coco in a dual role as human
and android and Nick Mancuso as a
victim of “The Crowd,” those people
who magically appear at accidents

and who may decide who lives and
who dies. HBO has three new Brad-

bury episodes in the works and plans

to air them this year.

Unfortunately, HBO has also

continued to run new episodes of its

banal, titillating anthology series The
Hitchhiker. But apart from it, the
1985-86 tv season is a good one for

fantasy. Does this mean that tv fan-

tasy is here to stay? Probably not. It

seems more likely that, in a year or

two or three, trends will change
again, and once more fantasy series

will disappear. But, fantasy fans, for

the time being... enjoy.'
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(Magnum P.I.), Lorna Luft (Judy Gar-
land’s night-club star daughter), and
Gunsmoke and Twilight Zone alumna
Mary Carver.

For the stories, Darkside takes

an even bolder tact, culling plots not

only from established teleplay

writers, short story anthologies, and
magazines like ours (look, by the

way, for a story we published called

“Distant Signals,” the week of April

14), but also from unsolicited manu-
scripts, a practice rare in tv today.

Darkside also encourages a cer-

tain cross-fertilization of talent among
established artists, hiring, for in-

stance, former bass player and com-
mercial filmmaker John Harrison to

direct and compose the score for a

musician’s fantasy cum nightmare
called “Satanic Piano” and to write

and direct another piece, called

“Printer’s Devil.”

The latter, by the way, should

not be confused with the 1962 Twi-

light Zone show of the same name.
In fact, Harrison says,

“
‘Printer’s

Devil’ is more in the vein of the old

Hitchcock shows than Twilight

Zone.” Then he makes a rather neat

distinction: “In my humble estima-

tion, Twilight Zone relied more on ex-

ternal forces and the characters’

reactions to those forces, whereas
Hitchcock concentrated on character,

and- the plots that emanated from
them came from some flaw.”

Tom Savini, famous for the spe-

cial effects he let loose in Romero’s
Of the Dead flicks and more recently

Invasion, USA, works in the same
tradition. In addition to creating ef-

fects for Darkside, he also directed

an October story called “Halloween
Candy,” being shown again the

week of March 17.

Not that switching roles is entire-

ly new to Savini. He got his start in

special effects when he went to audi-

tion for the part of the vampire in

Romero’s Martin. By the time he got

there, he says, the role was already

taken, but in a quick shift, he was
hired for make-up instead. He took

his first step into illusion when, ob-

jecting to the usual animal-blood-and-

gore beheading, he propped an ac-

tor’s head on a hill for a smashing
fake.

Romero and crew were impress-

ed. But so was Savini. Even now, he

says, that once he gets enough
distance from his work, “I’m still the

audience ... I’m still the twelve-

year-old kid watching a horror

movie.”

He also likes his special effects,

the goblin he created for “Halloween
Candy” in particular. But he may be
beginning to find other rewards. “As
a director,” he explains, I have to

manipulate mood as well as effects

. . . It’s intoxicating because you can
control the whole thing.”

Savini gets inebriated on more
than power, though. “The whole
reason I’m doing this,” he says, “is

for the magic.”

Since we’re talking about role-

switching, something must be said

about producer David Vogel who,
after getting the first year of Tales

from the Darkside off the ground,

went on to lend an experienced tv

hand to Amazing Stories.

Reflecting on both shows, he
finds (no big surprise) that money
does make a difference. “At Amaz-
ing Stories we are still working from
the point of view of what makes the

best story. But Darkside is very dif-

ferent. It’s very successful at what it

does. Yet because of the budget, the

technical limitations are far greater.

They have to concentrate on charac-

ter and camera work on a four-wall

set. Amazing Stories is encyclope-

dic.” Then he admits, with the com-
fortable irony of one who has dealt

with budgets great and small: “Of
course, telling a story doesn’t have
to depend on money. But there are

certain shows you can’t tell without

it.”

For a producer, he says, working
on Amazing Stories is “like being a
kid in a candy shop. In one year. I’ve

come into contact with people it

would take ten years to meet doing
features. It’s an entire career in a
year.”

Among the directors he’s met
are Martin Scorcese and Burt

Reynolds, who Vogel found “surpris-

ingly congenial and conscious of

time and budget.” He explains that

for filmmakers, the biggest challenge
is often the pace, because “they
don’t have the time to deliberate

over problems the way they can over
a feature.

“The first day,” Vogel explains,

“is fine. The second day is fine. But
the third, they’d say, ‘How do people
do this, working this fast over a sus-

tained period of time?’ Still, most
found a certain freedom in shooting

when they couldn’t deliberate . . .

when they weren’t burdened by all

the things they’re burdened by in a
big feature. A tv show is over so
fast, it’s like sketching.”

As for Amazing's less than spec-
tacular ratings, Vogel says with an
understandable edge in his voice, “It

happens that the ratings are very

good. Spielberg knew it would take
time for the audience to find the
show and the show to find itself.

That’s why he insisted on forty-four

stories, and we’re all committed to

waiting.”

Waiting has also been the name
of the game at Alfred Hitchcock
Presents. But there “Sweeps
Week”—that time in November when
the Nielson ratings really can make
or break a show—kicked up a bit

more dust. ‘Quite frankly,” admits
Hitchcock's line producer Alan
Barnette, “we got killed during

Sweeps Week. But fortunately, the

networks are better now than they

were in the past. They like having

the bragging rights to quality shows.
And they’re finding out they can stick

to shows like Cheers and Cagney
and Lacey even if they aren’t big hits

at first.”

Happily, those bragging rights

won Hitchcock another nine shows,
which means it will be around this

spring.

Two sure bets to look for are

Karen Allen in a story called “The
Creeper” and Shelly Duvall in Ray
Bradbury’s notoriously disturbing

“The Jar.” Barnette reports that they

are also developing stories for Wil-

liam Blatty and Brian dePalma and
talking about a directorial encore for

Burt Reynolds, although his hope of

working with Orson Welles in a
Hitchcock special has now been sad-

ly dashed. They are even contem-
plating an occasional departure from
the original Hitchcock scripts, “if it is

a good story and follows the Hitch-

cock mood.”
This may seem like heresy to

some, but no one can accuse the

people who brought Hitchcock back
to life of not appreciating the master.

Having recently watched the originals

again, Barnette says, “I was really

impressed. They were like plays and
really quite brilliant.” Besides, he ex-

plains, “one of the problems we
have is that Hitchcock buffs know all

the endings, so occasionally we try

to add a little twist, something new
to keep them interesting.”

You have to admit, keeping old

loves fresh is always a challenge.

—RB
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(continued from page 59)

stopped to catch our breath, and I

looked back.

We both saw it at the same time.

It was the rising moon, curved
and as sharp as a scythe.

And we could hear something like

the sound of deep breathing, a low
rushing sound. The moonlight, pure
silver, reflected off the wave as water
broke over chimneys, over the lava
platforms.

"We haven't got long," I heard
Fishface say.

"Huh?" I couldn't think. I could
only watch the thing come closer.

Now I could imagine water covering
the rocks and the trees with a muddy
foam.

"Come onl Fishface grajjbed me
and pulled me along. "Where would
she go? She's got to be around here
somewhere, not too far from camp."

I shook my head and tried to for-

get the wall of water coming toward
us, tried to make myself small, picture

myself following my big brother who
gave me the whistle. I saw myself
walk down the ridge, look around and
sit on a rock — lost in the patterns.

There was another quake that

nearly threw me to the ground.
I guessed. "Over there," I yelled.

The sounds of the aproaching flood
nearly drowned out my words, but
the water was still far away.

We scrambled down from the

ridge we were on, past an outcropping
of stone that hung over a long line of

caves set into the cliff wall. We called

Judy's name over and over again.

I heard a whistle.

Fishface heard it, too. We ran
along the caves until he saw a flash

of white, her clothes.

I picked her up and hugged her.

She was crying.

A quake jarfed us, and we almost
fell down the gravel slide below. Far-

ther down in the canyon, the water
was rising along the river. I looked
around, trying to figure out a way
back, or a way forward— anything to

get to high ground.

Fishface pointed down the line of
caves. There was a rise that was top-

ped by a ledge. It wasn't much, but
it was the best we could do. I carried

Judy in my arms, and we ran, scram-

bling over broken rocks and the shif-

ting ground.

We had to stop for breath at the

base of the climb. Below, the water
had begun to rise over the gravel

slide, but the wave hadn't reached us

yet. It began to rain.

Judy held onto my shoulders as I

climbed. Fishface followed behind.

The rock was soft sandstone, coming
apart in my hands and slowing me
down as I looked for handholds and
footholds. I pulled myself over the

edge and slid out of Fishface's way.
Fishface pulled himself over.

We moved back away from the

edge and watched.

The wave hit, striking the line of

caves and exploding into a spray of

rock, dirt, and water. I couldn't hear
myself scream, or Fishface, or even
the sound of the water. It wasn't

sound anymore, but a rumbling in the

chest, a pain in my ears. As the

pressure increased, I swallowed to pop
them. A trickle of blood ran from
Fishface's ears, blending into the rain-

drops on his skin. The wind blew
sand and water over us.

The moon was full now, cracking

the rocks and stones around the ledge

into black and white shadows. The
earth shook and 1 felt the ledge trem-
ble. The water was only a few feet be-

low us, snarling and spinning with
driftwood, stones, and big, snapping
fish. Below us, I could see the ledge

being eaten away.
Fishface touched me, and we

drew back to where Judy was hanging
onto a piece of rock and huddled with
her. The end of the ledge above kept
crumbling, and the water kept getting

higher. Geysers of spray shot over the

side, tearing off pieces of stone and
dropping them on us.

He grabbed me and turned me
around. In the moonlight, through the

spray and the rising wind, a thick

rope dangled next to us. I grabbed it

and pulled to test it. It was firm. I

motioned Fishface to take Judy and
climb. He shook his head and pointed
to me. I tried to pull him toward the

rope, but he wouldn't budge. He
picked Judy up and laid her on my
back and pushed me toward the rope.
I began to climb.

1 pulled myself up maybe three
feet when I heard a tearing roar over
the sound of the water. I could only
hang there a moment, imagining

-

though I never saw it — the ledge fall-

ing apart and Fishface plunging into

the water.

Someone began to draw on the

rope, dragging me over loose sand-

stone and shale, grabbing me, and lift-

ing Judy off my back. I cried out for

Fishface and felt somebody bury my
face in rough cloth, against the shape
of a shoulder. I was so wet that 1

couldn't tell if I was crying or not.

I was put down on the ground
next to the legs of an animal, and
somebody led me and Judy away from
the edge and the noise. When he quit

leading me — I don't know how long —

I

sat down and rested. I cried then.

When I looked up, it was into a sad-

eyed face I'd never seen before. I knew
it instantly because I'd seen its likeness

above five iron nails.

He couldn't bring Fishface back,

though.

I
t took three days for the river to

go down to where Judy and I

could travel back to the holding

place. Able was quiet. I only recall

what he said once, when I asked how
he got to he Able. He said: "Anything
can happen when you live long

enough."

He led us along the rim to a place

where we could climb down easily.

There, we found a path that led to the

holding place. I watched the rim as he
led us. The land was flat above it, the

canyon stretching as far as the eye
could see in one direction, flat desert

in all others. The animal he traveled

with he called a horse. I knew its

name from the Abletale. It was
Prometheus.

People in the holding place v/ere

just barely ready to think about going
down to the town. The water hadn't

dropped down all the way yet, but
Old Man Haber was already organiz-

ing parties to clear away the dead fish

and driftwood from the trail. He was
giving orders from a litter because a
giant fish, thrown up on the rocks by
the water, had snapped deep into one
of his legs before it had flopped back
in. Pa had to sew him up. Old Man
had to tell Pa what to do. Pa and Ma
were both all right, though Ma was a
little sick. I knew she'd be better when
we got home.

1 left Judy with Ma and went to

see Mr. Fowler, to tell him how Fish-

face had died. We cried together, and
1 tried to make him feel proud of Fish-

face, despite the grieving.

A few days later, we began the

long walk home.
A year later, holding my own

daughter next to me, 1 watched Old
Man Haber, held up in a chair, drive
a nail into driitwood below the hollow
cheekbones of a sad-eyed man.

I'd carved his face.
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NORMAN SPEAKS
Dear Editor:

What’s up, doc?
It’s one thing for Doc Kennedy

to disagree with my opinion of

Riddley Walker expressed in my July,

1985, Asimov’s column, “Inside, Out-

side.’’ All literary criticism is opinion,

and he’s entitied to his. But it is

quite another thing to entirely mis-

represent what I actually wrote for

his own polemical purposes, let

alone put a literary position in my
mouth which is 180 degrees away
from that which I hold.

Contrary to what Kennedy said,

I am the last person in the world to

defend the turf of sf genre writers

from mainstream poachers. I may not

have the same high opinion of

Riddley Walker as he does, but in the

piece in question, I compared it

somewhat invidiously not only to A
Canticle For Leibowitz, but to Nor-

man Mailer’s Ancient Evenings, for

which I expressed considerable ad-

mirataion, and which can hardly be
called the work of a genre insider.

For that matter, the piece did

not exactly find Riddley Walker a

worthless novel as Kennedy inti-

mated. Unlike him, I quote:

“...Riddley Walker is far from
being a bad novel. Hoban has done
a good job transmogrifying the

events and lessons of the nuclear

holocaust into the degenerate myth-

ology of Riddley's future, and telling

the tale in the degenerate patois of

the age provides pathos, though the

inconsistently-worked-out screwed-up
spelling provides only a pain in the

ass.

“Riddley Walker is almost a text-

book example of the strengths and
weaknesses of the typical “literary”

writer writing sf . . . . The concentra-

tion is on character and style, at

which Hoban is superior to most of

the sf writers who have worked this

theme (but inferior to, for example.
Miller, Pangborn, or Sturgeon), and
in the process of inventing the wheel
again, he manages to avoid much of

the stereotypical post-nuclear schtick

while nevertheless dredging up de-

formed mutants with psychic powers
as if no one had ever thought of

them before.

“Riddley Walker is to science fic-

tion as Grandma Moses is to sophis-

icated gallery painting: the creation

of a talented but unschooled primi-

ive, avoiding most of the obvious

cliches while reinventing some of the

others, fresh and different in its

freedom from genre apparatus, but

hardly up to the work of true masters
who have done their homework.”

Now you can agree with that or

not, but it is certainly not what you
would call a killer review. As for

Kennedy’s complaint about my tin

ear for prose, again, he’s entitled to

his opinion, but he’s not entitled to

contend that I used Hoban’s trivial

extrapolative gaffes to dismiss the

book in a naive and Philistine man-
ner. Again, I quote:

“Now admittedly, even though
there are numerous examples of

such sciencefictional gaffes, this

would be mere nit-picking if the

same lack of extrapolative rigor (in-

deed, I suspect, the ignornace of the

concept of extrapolative rigor itself)

did not infect the creation of the

central core of the novel, the in-

vented patois in which it is told.

“Hoban’s transmuted and de-

generated English is an entirely ar-

bitrary creation in which words are

broken into fragments and put back
together again for low comic effect,

in which the same phoneme may
have several alternate spellings, and
which all too often comes off like a

baggy-pants American comedian ren-

dering British dialects (Hoban is an
American residing in Britain).”

You can agree with that or not,

too. The point is not who is right or

wrong about Riddley Walker. The
point is, that while more critical dia-

ogue in this field is highly desireable,

misrepresenting what someone else

actually wrote for a quick polemical

point does not exactly enhance the

intellectual level thereof.

—Norman Spinrad
Los Angeles, CA

DOC BITES BACK
I’m glad Norman Spinrad quoted

so much of his column, as it saves
my having to do so. The point I was
making—that science fiction readers,

at least those who write about the

books they read, have a double stan-

dard, one for books published within

the genre and a second for out-

siders—was rather less clear in the

edited-down printed version (cut, not

by me, for space rather than censor-

ship) than in my original copy. I’ll be

happy to restore my argument, which

was simply that if Riddley Walker had
been published by DAW or Del Rey,

it would have been hailed by genre
reviewers. (It was, in fact, hailed by
one or two.) But because it was
published outside the genre, and got

good reviews in the mainstream, it

provoked insider backlash like

Spinrad’s.

I went on to say that Spinrad (1)

presumed, on no evidence, that

Russell Hoban was ignorant of

science fiction, and (2) ignored the

fact that in England (where Hoban
lives) science fiction writers are not

nearly so ghettoized- as they are

here. I then said, probably too snide-

ly, that it seems a queer situation

where any twenty-five-year-old willing

to wear a funny hat at a convention

will have his first book accepted as
“real” science fiction without ques-
tion, while a seasoned “literary”

writer (Spinrad’s locution, which is

surely derisive) is rejected as “hardly

up to the standard of true masters
who have done their homework.”

Spinrad’s whole attitude, viz. a
phrase like “dredging up deformed
mutants with psychic powers as if no
one had ever thought of them be-

fore,” seems meretricious. Does only

the home team get to use deformed
mutants?' That was my point with

regard to his comparison to A Canti-

cle for Leibowitz, which is, after all,

twenty-five years old (and let me say,

heretically, that I don’t think it has
stood the test of time as well as it

might). Spinrad knows perfectly well

that post-nuke societies have been
used over and over again in some
not-bad books during the last quarter

century (as have psychic mutants),

and nobody stops to say, “Hey, you
can’t use that ’cause Miller already

did.” Post-nuke societies are to

science fiction what Victorian man-
sions are to the Gothic novel.

I wish my copy hadn’t been cut,

as this argument seems to me more
interesting than anything I had to say
that did make it into print. Still, here
you have a second chance at it, and
at greater length, too. What’s more.

I’m going to add a remark that I may
live to regret: Given the arch, ar-

bitrary and, to me, unsuccessful in-

vented patois in which Spinrad’s

novel. Child of Fortune, is written, he
has some nerve disparaging Hoban’s
“lack of extrapolative rigor” in

language.

—Doc Kennedy
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FEATURING THE BIZARRE HUMOR OF:

RICHARD MATHESON’S “Getting Together—where little mistakes lead to little murders.
DAVID GERROLD’S “Shaggy Dog Story—where the burning question, “What is inside your
favorite pet?” is finally answered.
GEDRGE ZEBRDWSKI’S “Stooges—where a very familiar bald man arrives from another
planet.

DANA ANDREW JENNINGS’S “The Presses—where a man discovers the news all over his
body.

ALSO: “With Justifiable Pride,” an evocative story of falling leaves, snakes, and
foreign wars, by the acclaimed Latin American fabulist JULIO CORTAZAR.

THE FLESH AND BLOOD SHOW. ig73r
$59.95. Produced and directed by Peter Walker.
VHS, Beta. Rated R. 93 minutes. Available by
mail from Monterrey Home Video, 21800 Bur-

bank Boulevard, P.O. Box 4062, Woodland
Hills, CA 9t 365-4062.

CRY OF BATTLE. 1963. $49.95. Two American
civilians trapped in the Japanese-occupied
Philippines in the early days of the second
world war find themselves at the tender mercy
of a Filipino bandit turned partisan. Directed by
Irving Lerner. VHS, Beta. 99 minutes. Available

by mail from Prism Entertainment, 1875 Century
Park East, Suite 1010, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
DEADLY SUNDAY. 1982. $59.95. A carefree

Sunday drive takes a detour into terror when a
family of four gets kidnapped and held hostage
by three desperate jewel theives. Directed by
Donald M. Jones. VHS, Beta. 85 minutes.

Available by mail from Lightning Video, 1011 THE MIGHTY THOR. 1985. $19.95. Marvel
High Ridge Road, P.O. Box 4384, Stamford, CT Comics’ mythic hero in “The Absorbing Man”
06907. and “Spider Man Meets Sky-Boy.” Animated.
LIFEFORCE. 1985. $79.95 (Laserdisc $34.95). VHS, Beta. 60 minutes. Available by mail from
Vampires from outer space prey on the citizenry Prism Entertainment, 1875 Century Park East,

of London, Directed by Tobe Hooper, written by Suite 1010, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
Dan O’Bannon and Don Jakoby. VHS, Beta, SPIDER-MAN. 1985. $19.95. Marvel Comics'
Laserdisc. 100 minutes. Available by mail from superhero in “The Unfathomable Professor Giz-
Vestron Video, P.O. Box 4000, Stamford, CT mo” and “Phantom from the Depths of Time.”
06907. Animated. VHS, Beta. 60 minutes. Available by
WHEELS OF FIRE. 1984. $79.95 (CED mail from Prism Entertainment, 1875 Century
Videodisc $29.95). In a post-nuclear-holocaust Park East, Suite 1010, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
wasteland, one man, armed only with • nuclear- MINDSPINNING: A COURSE IN WRITING
powered supercar, must rescue his sister from THE CREATIVE WORD. 1985. Inquire for price

kidnappers. Directed by Chris Santiago. VHS, and details. Theodore Sturgeon’s last major
Beta, CED Videodisc. Rated R. 81 minutes. project: a video course for young writers. 360
Available by mail from Vestron Video, P.O. Box minutes. Mindspinner Productions, 3C50
4000, Stamford, CT 06907. Hayden Bridge Road, Springfield, OR 97477.

ULYSSES. 1955. $39.98. From Homer’s
Odyssey. Directed by Mario Camerini. Produced
by Dino DeLaurentiis and Carlo Ponti. VHS,
Beta. 104 minutes. Available by mail from

Warner Home Video, 4000 Warner Boulevard.

Burbank, CA 9t552. (Not available after April

fifth.)

ASSAULT ON AGATHON. 1976. $49.95. A
daring adventurer must free his best friend

(who’s an Interpol agent) from the clutches of

Greek terrorists. Directed by Laslo Benedek.
VHS, Beta. 95 minutes. Available by mail from
Prism Entertainment, 1875 Century Park East,

Suite 1010, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

CHINESE BOXES. 1984. $69.95. An interna-

tional thriller featuring murder, drugs, intrigue,

and the City of Berlin. Directed by Christopher

Petit. VHS, Beta. 87 minutes. Available by mail

from Vestron Videos, P.O. Box 4000, Stamford,

CT 06907.
COMMANDOES. t973. $49.95. WWII American
guerrillas lead a daring, raid on an Italian-held

oasis in North Africa. Directed by Armando
Crispino. VHS, Beta. Rated PG. 98 minutes.

Available by mail from Prism Entertainment,

1875 Century Park East, Suite 1010, Los
Angeles, CA 90067.

MAD MAX: BEYOND THUNDERDOME. 1985.

$79.75 (Laserdisc $34.98). Sequel to Mad Max
and The Road Warrior featuring Mel Gibson as
the nomadic hero from post-nuclear-holocaust

Australia. Directed by George Miller and George
Ogilvie, produced by George Miller, written by
George Miller and Terry Hayes. VHS, Beta,

Laserdisc. Rated PG-t3. 107 minutes. Available

by mail from Warner Home Video, 4000 Warner
Boulevard, Burbank, CA 91522. —AR
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